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Abstract
On the day of writing this thesis, we know about 4000 exoplanets beyond the Solar System.
We have a wide variety of known exoplanets, from very hot giant planets to cold Earths. Plane-
tary detections, nevertheless, are not enough to thoroughly investigate the history and chemistry
of the exoplanets. For this reason, atmospheric characterisation is becoming more critical than
ever in exoplanetary science. In the next decade, many space missions such as JWST, Twinkle,
ground-based instruments (ELT, TMT), and ARIEL, will study spectroscopically exoplanetary
atmospheres and will help us examining more-in-depth planetary formation and dynamics.
Today, the Hubble/WFC3 camera represents the state-of-art for transit spectroscopy. State
of the art inverse models to interpret the observed exoplanetary spectra are based on Bayesian
analysis, able to sample a sizeable parameter space and to converge on a possible real set of
parameters that can explain the structure of exoplanetary spectra. In this thesis, I present the
results obtained by applying the UCL Bayesian inverse model, TauREx, to the largest catalogue
observed to date. I will demonstrate how it is possible to find water vapour in 16 out of 30 planets
chosen from the WFC3 planetary dataset. Often the input spectra are too noisy to obtain a
result statistically significant. For this reason, I will introduce the ADI (Atmospheric Detection
Index) index, able to quantify the “goodness” and the significance of molecular detection.
The use of complex atmospheric models on Bayesian analysis tools can require a prohibitive
amount of time. For this reason, it is crucial to improve the analysis efficiency of complex
atmospheres and accelerate their computations. To speed up the computation of atmospheric
spectroscopic retrievals, I developed ExoGAN (Exoplanetary Generative Adversarial Network),
a new-generation deep learning algorithm able to learn how to generate atmospheric spectra and
retrieve the best set of parameters that can explain the observed spectrum. It consists of a deep
convolutional generative adversarial network able to recognise molecular features, abundances
and physical atmospheric parameters.
Finally, after describing more “traditional” atmospheric retrieval tools, their optimisation
using deep learning algorithm and their application to real data-sets (i.e. the HST/WFC3
camera), I introduce a possible target list of planet candidates for a space mission dedicated to
transit spectroscopy: the ARIEL space mission. Target selection is a crucial task to optimally
select the planets with different basic parameters to sample uniformly the whole orbital and
physical parameters space. The generation of an optimal target list is highly dependent on the
type of instrument, and it will critically influence the science return of the mission.

Research impact statement
Exoplanetary science is at its Golden Age. The analysis of exoplanetary atmospheres is, today,
the cutting edge. Transit spectroscopy is currently the most successful technique to probe
exoplanetary atmospheres.
This thesis represents an original investigation of exoplanetary atmospheres through three
steps:
1. Study of exoplanetary atmospheres with the current state-of-art instrument, the WFC3
camera on Hubble;
2. Optimisation of the standard retrieval methods using Deep Learning algorithms able to
return more efficiently the parameters space associated to each exoplanetary observation.
3. The optimal choice of the targets for a space mission dedicated to transit spectroscopy, the
ARIEL ESA M4 mission;
Each of the three steps serves as a novel and interdisciplinary application of modern tech-
niques in space science, radiative transfer and AI. I explained what the current technology could
do, demonstrating that with the Hubble/WFC3 camera it is possible to discover water in the up-
per atmosphere and some other trace gases. This exercise was essential to establish the reliability
of the standard approach. Furthermore, I focused on the use of Artificial Intelligence algorithms
to optimise the computation efficiency of the standard codes. Atmospheric analysis often requires
computationally intensive algorithms to sample the parameters space correctly and retrieve at-
mospheric parameters. I developed ExoGAN, a Generative Adversarial Network trained on 10
million exoplanetary spectra and able to recognise molecular features and abundances, physical
parameters and reconstruct possible missing parts of the spectrum. The atmospheric analysis
made with ExoGAN reduces the computational time significantly from about 10 hours to 2
minutes.
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Acronyms
In the following list are defined only the most important acronyms.
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Network
ARIEL Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanets Large-survey
ASPA Atmospheric Spectrum and Parameters Array
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
DBN Deep Belief neural Network
DCGAN Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network
ESA European Space Agency
ExoGAN Exoplanets Generative Adversarial Network
ExoMol molecular line lists for exoplanet atmospheres
GAN Generative Adversarial Network
GPU Graphic Processor Unit
HITEMP HIgh-TEMPerature molecular spectroscopic database
HITRAN HIgh-resolution TRANsmission molecular absorption database
HST Hubble Space Telescope
ILSVRC ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
JWST James Webb Space Telescope
lReLU leaky Rectified Linear Unit
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LTE Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
MCMC Markov Chain Monte Carlo
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NN Neural Network
NS Nested Sampling
RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machine
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit
RoBErt Robotic Exoplanet Recognition
SRGAN Super Resolution Generative Adversarial Network
SSTL Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd
TauREx Tau Retrieval for Exoplanets
TESS Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
TPU Tensor Processor Unit
VAE Variational Auto Encoder
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Glossary
In the following notation vectors are represented in bold. Units are expressed in centimetre-
gram-second (cgs) system.
Symbol Description Units
Aif Einstein Coefficient for a spontaneous emission from the
energy level i to the energy level f
s−1
Aeq(λ) Equivalent Area at wavelength λ cm2
A Geometric albedo -
α Particle equivalent radius cm
asp Orbital separation between the star and the planet cm
a Semi-major axis of the planetary orbit cm
Bλ(T ) Black-body radiation at temperature T and wavelength λ erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 cm−1
βe ,s ,a Extinction/scattering/absorption coefficient cm−1
b Impact parameter -
B21 Bayes factor of the model 2 compared to model 1 -
c Speed of light cm s−1
χc Haze particle molar fraction -
χi Mole fraction of the i-th molecular species at wavelength
λ
-
D(λ) Transit depth -
∆F Fno transit−FtransitFno transit erg s
−1 cm−2
∆λ Spectral shift cm
δ Transit depth -
D(x) Discriminator: probability that x came from the data
rather than pg
-
Elow j Energy of the lower level cm−1
ε Atmospheric emissivity -
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Symbol Description Units
ε Error vector -
Fecl[λ1, λ2] Dimensionless eclipse flux for a given bandpass [λ1, λ2] -
Fno transit Flux received out of a transit erg s−1 cm−2
Fp Planetary flux erg s−1 cm−2
F∗ Stellar flux erg s−1 cm−2
Ftransit Flux received during a transit erg s−1 cm−2
G(λ) Instrumental spectral response function -
G Gravitational constant cm3 g−1 s−2
g Gravity accelerator factor cm s−2
gup j Degeneracy of the j-th energy level -
G(z) Generator: mapping from latent variable to generated
data
-
H Atmospheric scale height cm
h Planck constant erg s
Iλ Radiation Intensity at wavelength λ erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 cm−1
i Inclination of the orbital plane degrees
Jλ Source function erg s−1 cm−2 sr−1 cm−1
J Jacobian matrix -
jλ Source term erg s−1 mol−1 sr−1 cm−1
J (D) Discriminator’s loss function -
J (G) Generator’s loss function -
kB Boltzmann constant ergK−1
K∗ Semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curve cm s−1
ξ(y) Bayesian evidence -
l Atmospheric chord length crossed by the radiation flux cm
lo Optical path mol cm−2
L(x) Likelihood function, notation from Feroz et al. (2009) -
µg g-th quadrature point -
µ cosφ -
µatm Mean molecular mass of the atmosphere mol
Mp Mass of the planet g
M∗ Mass of the star g
M(x) Model vector -
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Symbol Description Units
Ngas Number of gases used in the model -
Nlayers Number of layers used to model the atmosphere -
Nquad Number of Gaussian quadrature points -
νif Frequency associated to the emitted/absorbed photon cm−1
Np Number of planets -
ω˜ βs/βe -
Pi Atmospheric pressure at layer i Ba
P (y|x,M) Likelihood function for the vector y, given the state vector
x and the model M
-
P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′) Redirection function for a radiation flux flux coming from
direction µ′, φ′ to the direction µ, φ
-
P (x|y,M) Posterior distribution of the state vector x, given the input
vector y and the model M
-
P Orbital period s
pi(x) Prior distribution, notation from Feroz et al. (2009) -
P (x,M) Prior distribution -
p p-value -
pdata Data distribution -
Pgeom Geometrical probability of a planetary transit -
pg Generator distribution -
Φ(α) Orbital phase function -
φ Angle between the radiation direction and the normal to
the surface tangent plane
-
Qext Extinction coefficient -
Q(T ) Partition function -
Q0 Peak of the Qext coefficient -
R Spectral resolution -
ρN Number density of the medium mol cm−3
ρ∗ Stellar density g cm−3
Rp Radius of the planet cm
R∗ Radius of the star cm
σMie Mie cross section cm2
σλ Absorption cross section cm2 mol−1
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Symbol Description Units
s Distance traversed by the radiation inside the planetary
atmosphere
cm
σλ,i Absorption cross section of the i-th molecular species at
wavelength λsort
cm2 mol−1
T Temperature K
Tλ Monochromatic transmittance -
τλ,i Optical depth of the i-th molecular species at wavelength
λ
-
τs Total optical depth at the planetary surface -
τλ Total optical depth at wavelength λ -
tI Start ingress time s
tII End ingress time s
tIII Start egress time s
tIV End egress time s
tF tIII − tII s
θ(D) Discriminator’s hyperparameters -
θ(G) Generator’s hyperparameters -
Tp Planetary temperature K
tT tIV − tI s
V Value function -
vp Planetary tangent velocity cm s−1
v∗ Stellar tangent velocity cm s−1
wg g-th quadrature point weight -
X(λ) Prior volume inside a region with likelihood lower then λ,
with λ ∈ IR
-
x State vector -
x0 A priori state -
y Output vector -
z∞ Altitude at the top of the atmosphere cm
z Altitude level in the atmosphere cm
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The sky and its beauty have always inspired the humankind. In ancient Attic Greece, the term
human is ἅντροpiως, which means “the one who looks up and moves forward”, highlighting the
nature of human beings as an open-minded and curious form of life. Curiosity is a peculiar
characteristic of our species, that pushed us into understanding the basic principles that rule
the universe and make possible the existence of our world. “Are we alone?”, “Are there other
worlds?” These are just two of the fundamental questions that pressed us to observe the sky,
looking for another planet similar to ours. In our Solar System, there are eight planets, all of
them are unique, and even though some of them have similar radii and masses, they all have
their peculiar physical and orbital properties, spanning a broad spectrum of possibilities. For
answering the fundamental questions spelt out above, we need to look further away and study
what is beyond the Solar System.
One of the most remarkable discoveries in the last century occurred in 1992 when Wolszczan
and Frail (1992) published the very first detection of a planetary system around a pulsar. They
detected two planets with 2.8 and 3.4 Earth masses orbiting the 6.2 ms pulsar PSR1257 +
12 at a distance of, respectively, 0.47 AU and 0.36 AU. Three years later, Mayor and Queloz
(1995) reported the discovery of the first exoplanet around a main sequence star. It was a
Jupiter mass planet around the G-type star 51 Pegasi, inferred by periodic variations in the
star’s radial velocity curve. This discovery was unexpected and challenged all the planetary
formation models. Indeed Jupiter-mass planets were expected to orbit far away from their star
contrary to 51 Peg b. Since 1995 the number of discovered exoplanets increased dramatically
and our understanding of planetary science changed with it.
On the day of writing this thesis, we know ∼4000 exoplanets beyond the Solar System (Fig
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1.1). We have a wide variety of known exoplanets, from very hot giant planets to cold Earths.
Figure 1.1: Cumulative number of discovered planet per year. Known exoplanets are rep-
resented with different colours using different detection methods. (Image generated from
https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu)
Depending on the detection method some planetary categories are more accessible to discoveries
and atmospheric characterisation.
1.1 Detection methods: A general view
Since 1995, year of the discovery of the first exoplanet orbiting a main-sequence star, many other
methods have been introduced to the search of exoplanets. We can separate them into two main
classes: direct and indirect methods. Direct imaging methods require very sensitive instruments
and adaptive optics. So far, these have revealed a few tens of giant, young exoplanets.
The vast majority of known exoplanets have been detected using indirect methods, i.e. by
measuring the effects of the planetary presence on the star and inferring planetary physical
and orbital properties. Indirect methods use, for example, micro-lensing phenomena, timing
variations and astrometry measurements. The most successful methods that revealed most
known exoplanets are the Radial Velocity (section 1.1.1) and the transit method (section 1.1.2).
1.1.1 The Radial Velocity method
Radial Velocity uses the Doppler shift of the star which interacts gravitationally with the planet.
Mayor and Queloz (1995) successfully detected for the first time an exoplanet using this method,
although the scientific community have been speculating about this detection method for many
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years (Marcy and Butler, 1992; Cochran and Hatzes, 1994; McMillan et al., 1994; Walker et al.,
1995).
Figure 1.2: Radial Velocity curve of 51 Pegasi used for the detection of the first planet (from
Mayor and Queloz (1995)).
Figure 1.2 shows the radial velocity curve measured by Mayor and Queloz (1995). From this
measurement it is possible to infer the minimum mass of the planet, its orbital period and its
eccentricity. From a Doppler shift of the stellar features we can infer the radial velocity of the
star v∗, for a non-relativistic source:
∆λ
λ0
= v∗
c
, (1.1)
where ∆λ = λ−λ0 is the spectral shift of the line at λ0 and c is the speed of light. Assuming
a circular orbit and Mp M∗ with Mp and M∗ the masses of, respectively, the planet and the
star. From the third Kepler law, the semi-major axis of the orbit, a, is related to the orbital
period P as follows:
a3 = GM∗4pi2 P
2 (1.2)
where G is the gravitational constant. From the conservation of momentum:
Mpvp = M∗v∗ (1.3)
with vp and v∗ are the planetary and stellar tangent velocity. The semi-amplitude of the
radial velocity is:
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K∗ = v∗ sin i =
Mpvp sin i
M∗
(1.4)
where i is the orbital inclination. Since, for a circular orbit, vp = 2pia/P :
K∗ = v∗ sin i =
2piaMp sin i
M∗
. (1.5)
By solving Eq 1.5 for the mass of the planet Mp, we have:
Mp sin i =
K∗M∗P
2pia . (1.6)
1.1.2 Transit method
We observe a transit when the planet, during its orbital motion, passes in front of the host star
as seen from the observer position. In this case, the planet blocks part of the stellar light, and
the observer measures a dim in the light-curve (see Fig 1.3).
Figure 1.3: Planetary transit and occultation (from Winn (2010)).
A planetary transit gives us information on the planetary radius Rp in units of stellar radii
R∗, the orbital semi-major axis a, the orbital period P and the inclination i. In the following
section, we derive these parameters assuming, for simplicity, a circular orbit and a single star
with one companion in the system.
The ratio Rp/R∗ is given by
Rp
R∗
=
√
Fno transit − Ftransit
Fno transit
=
√
∆F , (1.7)
where Ftransit (Fno transit) is the measured flux when the planet is (not) transiting. The quantity
∆F defined in Eq 1.7 is dimensionless. Eq 1.7 shows how we can directly measure the planetary
radius from a transit observation.
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Figure 1.4: Geometry of a transit(from Winn (2010)).
By measuring the time at the egress/ingress of the planetary transit, we can infer the impact
parameter b. It represent a dimensionless parameters which quantify the distance between the
transit trajectory from the centre of the star (see Fig 1.4), and can be expressed as follows:
b =

(
1−√∆F
)2
− (tF /tT )2
(
1 +
√
∆F
)2
1− (tF /tT )2

1
2
(1.8)
where tT = tIV −tI and tF = tIII−tII , with tI ,II ,III ,IV the time in which the planet starts/ends
and ingress/egress, as shown in Fig 1.4.
The ratio a/R∗ is given by:
a
R∗
= 2P
pi
∆F 1/4
(t2T − t2F )1/2
. (1.9)
Using the third Kepler law it is possible to express the stellar density ρ∗ as:
ρ∗ =
3pi
GP 2
(
a
R∗
)3
. (1.10)
Substituting Eq 1.9 in 1.10 it is possible to represent the stellar density as follows:
ρ∗ =
24P
Gpi
∆F 3/4
(t2T − t2F )3/2
. (1.11)
Using the impact parameter defined in Eq 1.8 and the third Kepler’s law, we can calculate
the orbital inclination as:
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i = cos−1
(
b
R∗
a
)
. (1.12)
The transit method has been the most successful for discovering exoplanets beyond the Solar
system. CoRoT was the first space mission dedicated to study stellar interiors and search for
exoplanets (Almenara et al., 2013). The satellite had a 27 cm telescope, and it was launched in
2006 and active until 2013 1.
The NASA’s Kepler space mission 2 (Borucki et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2010), was launched in
2009 into a Earth-trailing heliocentric orbit. With a 0.95m telescope, and a photometer, Kepler
could monitor the light from 150000 stars in a single area of the sky in the Cygnus constellation.
In the whole mission lifetime (over 9 years), it observed more than 530000 stars, and detected
more than 2600 planets and additional 2200 candidates (as shown in the online catalogue tool
from Akeson et al. (2013)). Two of the primary goals of the mission were detecting Earth-like
planets and providing the first statistics of the occurrence rate of planets. Fressin et al. (2013)
published a planetary occurrence rate table based on the observations done during the first six
quarters of the spacecraft’s operations. With additional spectroscopic observations of the host
stars from the ground, Fulton et al. (2017) could complete the previous statistics using sixteen
quarters. As shown in Figure 1.5 it was noticed a gap between Super Earth-sized planets and
Neptunes. This result also confirmed the observations from Fressin et al. (2013): small planets
are more frequent in our galaxy than the giant ones.
In April 2018 the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite3 (TESS) was launched (Ricker, 2014;
Ricker et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015; Ricker et al., 2016; Clery, 2018). In two years TESS will
look for the presence of exoplanets around ∼ 200000 stars in the Solar System neighbourhood,
within 200 light years from the Sun. It will look at the entire sky dividing it into 26 sectors.
The PLATO space mission (Rauer et al., 2014) will find and study a large number of extra-
solar planetary systems, focusing on terrestrial planets in the habitable zone around solar-like
stars, with an expected launch date in 2026 4.
1http://sci.esa.int/corot/
2https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/kepler/overview/index.html
3https://tess.gsfc.nasa.gov/
4http://sci.esa.int/plato/
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Figure 1.5: Number of planets per star with an orbital period of less than 100 days. The solid
red line represents the best-fit spline model (from Fulton et al. (2017)).
1.2 Bulk composition
The transit and radial velocity methods combined allow us to infer the bulk density of the
exoplanets. In figure 1.6 is shown a mass-radius relationship for the known planets with a mass
up to 30M⊕. The coloured lines, indicate different bulk densities for each planets. Each planet
has been labelled with its name and a colour scale, indicating its equilibrium temperature. Grey
planets are those of the Solar System. It is noticeable that Venus and the Earth are in the
lower-left part of the graph, indicating that they are mainly made of Iron. Cold Icy planets,
such as Uranus and Neptune, are in the upper-right part of the graph.
The bulk density of the planet is not enough to constrain a model of the interior, due to
the degeneracy of the solutions and the uncertainty of the observed parameters (Adams et al.,
2008; Valencia, 2007; Valencia et al., 2013; Dorn et al., 2015; Suissa et al., 2018). The chemical
composition of the atmosphere, obtained with observations, can provide additional constraints,
especially for warm and hot planets, where the interior and the atmosphere are more connected.
1.3 Atmospheric spectroscopy introduction
Exoplanetary atmospheres are crucial to investigate formation and evolution processes, weather
and even habitability. In most cases, it is not possible to spatially resolve the exoplanet from
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Figure 1.6: Mass-Radius relationship for the known planets up to 30M⊕. With different colours
are indicated density lines associated with various bulk compositions (from Kaltenegger (2017)).
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its star, as the star is much brighter than the planet by orders of magnitude. In recent years,
different solutions have been proposed to study the atmosphere and bypass these difficulties.
The most successful techniques can be applied to transiting planets which periodically pass in
front and behind their host star. During a transit, the planetary atmosphere filters the stellar
light depending on its chemistry, and physical properties. Only a small fraction of the incident
light passes through it. During an eclipse, the star blocks the exoplanetary thermal emission and
reflection which are otherwise detectable in other orbital phases. With very precise observations,
it is possible to separate them from the stellar light.
1.3.1 Transit spectroscopy
During the transit, part of the stellar light is filtered through the exoplanetary atmospheres (see
Figure 1.7). The light is absorbed by the atmosphere depending on its chemistry and physical
properties. By measuring the transit light-curves at different wavelengths, it is possible to obtain
the transit depth as a function of wavelength, see e.g. Figure 1.8 from Fraine et al. (2014).
Figure 1.7: Geometry of the transit and eclipse, where Rp is the planetary radius, R∗ is the
stellar radius, d is the distance between the centres of the two bodies and H is the planetary
scale height (from Kreidberg (2017)).
The interpretation of transmission spectra requires the solution of the radiative transfer
equations of the stellar light through the planetary atmosphere, which is a computationally-
intensive problem. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate heuristically the amplitude of the
atmospheric signal observed during the transit. A key parameter is the scale height H:
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H = kBTp/µatmg, (1.13)
with kB the Boltzmann constant, Tp the planetary temperature, µatm the mean molecular
weight of the atmosphere and g the gravity acceleration factor.
An approximation of the atmospheric signal during a transit is:
δ(λ) = (Rp + nH)
2
R2∗
− R
2
p
R2∗
≈ nRpH/R2∗, (1.14)
For cloud-free atmospheres and low spectral resolution, where n ∈ R, and n ∼ 5 (Zellem et al.,
2014). In Chapter 2 I will explain more-in-depth the rationale behind this formula (Equation
2.33).
Figure 1.8: Light-curves of a HAT-P 11 transit. Each light curve has been binned in wavelength
according to the Hubble WFC3 camera and fitted with a transit model (from Fraine et al. (2014)).
1.3.2 Eclipse spectroscopy
During the eclipse, or secondary transit, or occultation, it is possible to measure the flux of
the host star alone. Comparing the star’s flux with the one measured just before or after the
occultation, it is possible to study more in detail the thermal emission of the planet, and the
reflected light.
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Thermal Emission
The first mission able to analyse the thermal structure of exoplanetary atmospheres was the
Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al., 2004). By observing the planets during their eclipse, the
Spitzer Space Telescope recorded photometric measurements and emission spectra of exoplanets
orbiting their stars (Deming et al., 2005; Charbonneau et al., 2005b,a; Richardson et al., 2007;
Grillmair et al., 2007; Wheatley et al., 2010).
To analyse the thermal emission from an exoplanet, we need to measure the eclipse depth as
a function of wavelength. Following the notation of Esteves et al. (2015), defining the planetary
and stellar surface fluxes, respectively, Fp and F∗, the eclipse depth Fecl[λ1, λ2], at a given
bandpass [λ1, λ2], can be calculated as:
Fecl[λ1, λ2] '
(
Rp
R∗
)2 ∫ λ2
λ1
Fp(λ)G(λ)dλ∫ λ2
λ1
F∗(λ)G(λ)dλ
, (1.15)
with Rp and R∗, respectively, the planetary and stellar radius and G(λ) is the instrumental
spectral response function, i.e. the mapping between the incoming photon flux and the detected
one. For the Spitzer space telescope G(λ) = S(λ)(λ/hc), with S(λ) the IRAC spectral response
function 5, h is the Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Since the planet is colder than the star, the flux ratio is larger at longer wavelengths, assuming
a black-body distribution for both objects. The emission radiation comes from zones in the
atmosphere of the planet where the optical depth is of the order of the unity. The optical depth
is a measure of the extinction coefficient up to a specific ‘depth’ of the atmosphere, this measure
depends on the wavelength and it is defined in equation 2.4 of chapter 2. Figure 1.9 shows an
example of emission spectrum from Kreidberg et al. (2015) of the planet WASP-43 b, were a
water absorption feature is visible in the wavelength range between 1.3µm and 1.5µm.
Reflected Light
There are two different planetary fluxes that need to be taken into account when observing
a planetary system: the planetary thermal emission, and the reflected light by its surface or
atmosphere. The planet also reflects stellar light, especially at shorter wavelengths. To model
the total eclipse depth, we need to take into account an additional term describing the reflection
from the planetary atmosphere. For simplicity, the planet is considered as a perfect Lambertian
surface, i.e. a flat disk with a radius equal to that of the planet Rp, diffusing isotropically light
scattered from the star. Assuming a geometric albedo equal to Ag, the total reflected light is:
5http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/calibrationfiles/spectralresponse/
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Figure 1.9: Example of thermal emission (top) from the hot-Jupiter WASP-43 b and trans-
mission spectrum (bottom). Data are obtained with the Hubble WFC3 camera (between 1.1
and 1.7 µm) and the Spitzer IRAC camera (between 3.6 - 4.5 µm). The blue line is the best fit
to the two spectra with 1-σ confidence (dark blue) and 2-σ confidence (light blue). The water
absorption is visible in the wavelength range between 1.3µm and 1.5µm (Kreidberg et al., 2015).
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Freflected = Ag
(
Rp
asp
)2
Φ(α), (1.16)
with asp being the orbital separation between the two bodies and Φ(α) the orbital phase function,
i.e. the intensity of the reflected light at the phase angle α, which depends on the scattering
properties of the atmosphere. The orbital phase function is define such as Φ(α) = 1 during the
mid eclipse time, and Φ(α) = 0 during the mid transit time. Reflected light models are available
e.g. in Madhusudhan and Burrows (2012). The reflected light is important especially in the
optical part of the spectrum.
During the secondary eclipse, Φ(α) = 1, then we can define the total eclipse depth as (Esteves
et al., 2015):
Fecl[λ1, λ2] '
(
Rp
R∗
)2 ∫ λ2
λ1
Fp(λ)G(λ)dλ∫ λ2
λ1
F∗(λ)G(λ)dλ
+Ag
(
Rp
a
)2
(1.17)
for a given bandpass [λ1, λ2].
In chapter 2, I describe more in detail the physics of thermal emission 2.1.2 and multiple
scattering from the planetary atmospheres 2.1.3.
Phase-curves
Seager et al. (2000); Knutson et al. (2007); Stevenson et al. (2014a); de Wit et al. (2012) showed
how it is possible to infer information of the atmospheric dynamics and cloud distribution by
observing a full-orbit phase-curve. This technique consists of observing photometrically or spec-
troscopically the exoplanet/star system over the orbit, using the occultation as the baseline to
measure the stellar flux alone. The best planets to study with this technique are the short-period
planets, typically tidally locked to their host star. For these planets, the rotation period is equal
to the orbital period. Phase-curves offer a tool to probe into the exoplanetary atmosphere at
different longitudes (Showman and Polvani, 2011).
The HD189733 planet/star system shows a sinusoidal phase curve which can be explained by
the presence of bright regions on the planet HD189733 b, towards the observer position during
the orbital motion (Knutson, 2007).
Spectrally resolved phase-curves are very useful to infer the vertical structure of a planetary
atmosphere as a function of its surface coordinates (Keating and Cowan, 2017). Stevenson et al.
(2014c) retrieved the temperature-pressure profile of WASP12 b as a function of phase using
the dataset from HST/WFC3 and Spitzer/IRAC cameras therefore, covering the wavelength
between visible and infrared.
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Direct imaging
Using spectroscopy on the image of a planet it is possible to study the atmospheric composition
and thermal structure (Burrows and Lunine, 1995; Burrows et al., 1997; Marley et al., 1999;
Sudarsky et al., 2000, 2003; Burrows et al., 2004).
In the analysis of directly imaged exoplanetary spectra, a key concept is the geometric albedo,
i.e. the ratio of light measured from a planet observed at a full phase to that of an ideal
fully reflecting Lambertian disk with the same cross-section (piR2p) of the planet. Theoretical
calculations of reflected spectra for giant exoplanets have been done e.g. by Marley et al. (1999);
Burrows et al. (2004); Cahoy et al. (2010); Burrows (2014); Greco and Burrows (2015); Lupu
et al. (2016).
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) (Macintosh et al., 2014) is a next-generation coronograph
designed for direct imaging and spectroscopy. The instrument is mounted on an 8m telescope in
Cerro Pachon. Figure 1.10 shows the images of 51 Eri and 51 Eri b observed with the GPI from
Macintosh et al. (2015). The extracted spectra show strong signatures of water and methane.
Nevertheless, with this technique there are significant uncertainties on the planetary radius and
mass, which may lead to model degeneracies.
Another instrument used for direct imaging is SPHERE at VLT (Beuzit et al., 2008).
In principle, for directly imaged planets it is possible to study the polarisation of the sig-
nals (Stam et al., 2006; Marley and Sengupta, 2011; de Kok et al., 2011b), which is helpful to
study clouds in the atmospheres and atmospheric inhomogeneities. Polarised signals are very
challenging, though, since they require contrast ratios sensitivities  10−6.
1.3.3 High-resolution atmospheric spectroscopy
High-resolution atmospheric spectroscopy works with resolving powers λ/∆λ > 50000. Using
planetary radial velocity, or Doppler cross-correlation, it is possible to obtain high-resolution
spectra of planetary atmospheres from ground-based spectrographs such as CRIRES (Kaeufl
et al., 2004), GIARPS (Claudi et al., 2016), SPIRou (Artigau et al., 2011), IGRINS (Oh et al.,
2010) and iSHELL (Rayner et al., 2012).
The absorption lines from the stellar atmosphere and the atmosphere of the Earth must be
corrected. Since the exoplanet is moving around its host star, the lines emitted/absorbed by the
planetary atmosphere can be distinguished, as they have very different Doppler shifts.
The corrected spectra are correlated with models obtained by assuming the presence of
molecules expected to be in the planetary atmosphere.
Snellen et al. (2010) proposed this technique for the first time, discovering CO in the at-
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Figure 1.10: 51 Eri and 51 Eri b observed with the Gemini Planet Imager in the H, J and L
band (top). Eri b J and H band spectrum from GPI (bottom) (results from Macintosh et al.
(2015)).
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mosphere of the hot-Jupiter HD209458 b. Since then, the exoplanetary community started to
apply this method to transiting and non-transiting exoplanets, detecting CO and H2O. Planets
studied with this technique are: τ Boob (Brogi et al., 2012; Rodler et al., 2012; Lockwood et al.,
2014); HD189733 b (de Kok et al., 2013; Birkby et al., 2013; Rodler et al., 2013; Brogi et al.,
2016); 51Peg b (Brogi et al., 2013; Birkby et al., 2017); HD179949 b (Brogi et al., 2014) and
β Pic b (Snellen et al., 2014) (shown in Figure 1.11).
Figure 1.11: (Left) cross-correlation with the molecular signals of CO and H2O as a function of
different velocities (the horizontal axis). The bright area is the best correlation with the model,
occurring at the radial velocity of the planet. (Right) the total cross-correlated signal at the
planetary velocities. From the broadening of the line, it is possible to infer the rotation of the
planet (Image from Snellen et al. (2014)).
1.3.4 Space-based low-resolution spectroscopy
Currently, thanks to the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and Spitzer we can infer the molecular
composition of a few tens of exoplanets, mostly hot Jupiters. Giant planets’ spectra appear to
be dominated by water vapour (Iyer et al., 2016; Sing et al., 2016a; Tsiaras et al., 2018) (Figure
1.12).
As shown in Sing et al. (2016a) and Tsiaras et al. (2018), the spectral features are weaker than
expected. Clouds or a metal-rich atmosphere can explain the flatness of two sub-Neptunes GJ-
436 b and GJ-3740 b (Stevenson et al., 2010; Knutson et al., 2011; Fukui et al., 2013; Ehrenreich
et al., 2014). There are only two HST datasets recording super-Earths: GJ-1214 b and 55 Cnc e
(Bean et al., 2010; Berta et al., 2012; Kreidberg et al., 2014; Tsiaras et al., 2016a; Demory et al.,
2016).
Bean et al. (2010); Berta et al. (2012) and Kreidberg et al. (2014) suggest either a metal-rich
or a fully cloudy atmosphere for GJ-1214 b. Tsiaras et al. (2016a) suggested a hydrogen-rich
atmosphere for 55 Cnc e and a possible presence of HCN detectable with future observations.
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Figure 1.12: Atmosphere of giant planets using a combination of HST/Spitzer data. The
presence of water dominates the atmosphere of most of the planets. (from Sing et al. (2016a)).
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1.4 Next generation of space instrumentation for exoplanet
spectroscopy
To understand what the planetary formation and evolution mechanisms are, we need to ob-
serve and characterise the atmospheres of a statistically significant sample of exoplanets. It is
important to use instruments dedicated to atmospheric spectroscopy to pursue this aim.
Currently, most of the exoplanetary atmospheric spectra have been recorded with the WFC3
(Wide Field Camera 3) on the Hubble Space Telescope which allows us to probe a very limited
spectral range, i.e. 1.1µm − 1.7µm. That explains why water features are the most evident.
Detection of other molecules like carbon monoxide and methane have been proposed immediately
upon other instruments have been used (Swain et al., 2008a; Désert et al., 2009; Swain et al.,
2009; Tinetti et al., 2010). Low-amplitude features can be interpreted as noise or presence of
clouds. In some WFC3 spectra the features a wavelengths lower than 1.5µm can be interpreted
either with TiO/VO signature (see Figure 1.13) or with Mie scattering.
Figure 1.13: Spectral features in the wavelength range 1.0µm−10.0µm from different molecules
st resolution R = 100 (courtesy of Dr I.P. Waldmann)
Solutions found in the WFC3 spectral range are not well constrained. It is therefore impera-
tive to increase either the instrument resolution or the wavelength range. The analysis of better
spectra will reduce the degeneracy of spectral features, i.e. a non-unique solution explaining the
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same input spectrum, and confirm the presence of many molecular features suggested today.
The next generation of exoplanetary spectra, with a broader wavelength range and higher
accuracy, will come with James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) (Beichman et al., 2014; Cowan
et al., 2015; Batalha et al., 2015; Barstow et al., 2015; Greene et al., 2016; Barstow and Irwin,
2016), a NASA/ESA space mission scheduled for launch in March 2021.
In order to characterise exoplanetary atmospheres, there are two dedicated space missions,
scheduled for launch in the next decade: Twinkle (Tessenyi et al., 2017) and ARIEL (Tinetti
et al., 2016).
1.4.1 JWST: James Webb Space Telescope
JWST6, with a 6 metre-class telescope, is a NASA/ESA space mission scheduled for launch in
2021 towards the L2 Lagrangian point (see Fig 1.14). It will have four instruments on board: a
near-infrared camera, a near-infrared multi-object spectrograph and a tunable filter imager which
will cover the wavelength range between 0.6µm−5.0µm, while the mid-infrared instrument is
designed to do both imaging and spectroscopy in the wavelength range between 5.0µm−29.0µm
(Gardner et al., 2006).
Figure 1.14: Artistic Image of the James Webb Space Telescope. Image credit: Northrop
Grumman.
6https://jwst.nasa.gov/
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The JWST mission concept is divided into 4 main themes (Gardner et al., 2006):
1. The End of Dark Ages: this theme seeks to identify the first luminous source to form and
determine the ionization history of the early universe;
2. The Assembly of Galaxies: this theme seeks to determine how galaxies and the dark matter,
gas, stars, metals, morphological structures and active nuclei within them evolved from
the epoch of ionization to the present day;
3. The Birth of Stars and Protoplanetary Systems: this theme seeks to study the birth and
early evolution of stars;
4. Planetary Systems and the Origins of Life: this them seeks to determine the physical and
chemical characteristics of planets, including the Solar System planets. Furthermore, it
will investigate the potential of the origin of life in the planetary systems.
Within the fourth theme, Planetary Systems and the Origins of Life, JWST will use the
Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec). This instrument was developed by the European Space
Agency (ESA). The instrument have seven disperser covering the wavelength range from 0.6µm−5.3µm,
with spectral resolution from R ∼ 100 to R ∼ 2700, and will allow to study about one hundreds
of planetary atmospheres (Birkmann et al., 2016).
1.4.2 Twinkle
The Twinkle space mission 7 consists of a 45 cm telescope (see Fig 1.15), is a low cost mission
expected to be launched in late 2020 in a low-Earth orbit (Sun-synchronous polar orbit).
The twinkle space mission will study hundreds of exoplanets with two available wavelength
channels in the visible and the infrared wavelengths. The visible channel will span the wavelength
range between 0.4µm−1.0µm, while the infrared channel will be sensitive in the wavelength range
between 1.3µm−4.5µm. Twinkle maximum resolving power is R = 300 (Tessenyi et al., 2017).
1.4.3 ARIEL: The Atmospheric Remote-sensing Infrared Exoplanet
Large-survey
The ARIEL space mission8, consists of a 1-metre class telescope (see Fig 1.16) and it is a ESA
space mission dedicated to characterise the atmosphere of ∼1000 exoplanets (Tinetti et al.,
2018). It is scheduled for a launch in mid-2028 towards the L2 Lagrangian point.
7http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk
8https://ariel-spacemission.eu/
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Figure 1.15: Model representation of the Twinkle space telescope. Image credit: Twin-
kle/SSTL.
Figure 1.16: Model representation of the ARIEL space telescope. Image credit: ARIEL team.
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The wavelength coverage between 0.5µm and 7.8µm, will allow to distinguish molecular
bands in the medium-infrared wavelengths. In the infrared channel, from 1.95µm and 7.8µm the
spectral resolution will vary from R ∼ 30 to R ∼ 200 (Pascale et al., 2018).
1.5 Comparison between the current state-of-art technol-
ogy and future space instrumentation
The current state-of-art technology in exoplanetary atmospheric spectroscopy is represented by
the WFC3 camera mounted on board of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). WFC3 camera
wavelength range is between 1.1µm and 1.8µm (Stiavelli and Robberto, 2003). In order to
constrain uniquely a parameter solution related to an input spectrum it is important the coverage
of the wavelength range and/or the spectral resolution. New-generation space missions which
will characterise the atmosphere of the exoplanets, will return better results than WFC3 camera,
since they have a wider wavelength coverage and a higher spectral resolution.
In Figure 1.17 I show the results of the atmospheric analysis for a Hot-Jupiter atmosphere,
using simulated observations from WFC3/HST, ARIEL and JWST. Each cell corresponds to
the space in which a parameter lies. Using a Bayesian approach (see chapter 3) it is possible
to sample and constrain the parameter space according to the quality of the input spectrum.
Figure 1.17 shows in green the constraints of the parameters space related to the input spectrum
of WFC3. In yellow and red are shown the constraints given from, respectively, the ARIEL and
JWST observations. We see that, while WFC3 camera spectrum does not manage to constraint
the atmospheric parameters space. On the contrary, ARIEL and JWST will identify a unique
solution with a higher precision than Hubble.
1.6 Analysis methods: From Bayesian analysis to Deep
learning
Atmospheric analysis can be done using computationally intensive Bayesian models (see chapter
3). On the other hand, it is possible to optimise current Bayesian modelling using ‘intelligent’
algorithms. Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms are becoming very popular and
spreading out in many fields including scientific research. Poole et al. (1997) defined the term
“Artificial Intelligence” as “Computational Intelligence”, that is the study of the design of intelli-
gent agents. An intelligent agent is a system that acts intelligently (Poole et al., 1997). Machine
learning (ML) is a sub-field of AI that uses statistical techniques to give computer systems the
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Figure 1.17: Comparison of retrieved parameters with three different space missions instru-
mentations: green: WFC3 on Hubble, red: JWST and yellow: ARIEL (Image courtesy of Dr
Ingo Waldmann).
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Figure 1.18: Time line of artificial intelligence. AI is a broad class of algorithms which
learn some information from an input dataset. Machine Learning is a subset of the Artificial
Intelligence. Deep Learning is a subset of the Machine Learning class algorithms. Credit Image:
NVIDIA.
ability to learn, i.e. progressively improve performance on a specific task, from data, without
being explicitly programmed (Samuel, 1959). Deep Learning (DL) is a sub-field of Machine
Learning and, according to Deng and Yu (2014), it is a class of algorithms that:
• Use a cascade of multiple layers of non-linear processing units for feature extraction and
transformation;
• Learn in supervised and/or unsupervised manners;
• Learn multiple levels of representation that correspond to different levels of abstraction;
the levels form a hierarchy of concepts.
AI is then a broad class of algorithms which include many different approaches that make
possible for an artificial machine to learn and generalise an information from a dataset. ML and
DL are both sub-field of a more general class of AI algorithms (see Fig 1.18).
Deep Learning is helping people to shape and model very complex problems. Just ten years
ago no one could have predicted that today machines can surpass human-level performances in
feature recognition and detection on an image (Uçar et al., 2017; Deng and Yu, 2014; Szegedy
et al., 2013; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Russakovsky et al., 2015; Berg et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2016),
speech recognition (Higy et al., 2018; Schatz et al., 2018; Izumi et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2017;
Edwards et al., 2017) or mimic realistically the human voice (Michaely et al., 2017; Kleijn et al.,
2017; van den Oord et al., 2017).
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Deep learning algorithms are fundamentally different from any other traditional approach
to data analysis. These algorithms learn quickly directly from a raw image or dataset. Deep
learning algorithms will be introduced in chapter 5 as I will apply it to atmospheric spectroscopy
in chapter 6.
In 2010 began the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). Since
then tens of teams have tested their algorithms on a given dataset, competing to achieve the
highest accuracy on visual recognition tasks, i.e. image classification or fine feature extraction
tasks (Russakovsky et al., 2015; Berg et al., 2010), using deep neural networks like Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). As of today, CNNs outperform recognition performances of traditional
feature extraction methods (Yan et al., 2016; Ouyang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Ren et al.,
2015). In the following section, I list just some of the possible application of deep learning to
science, showing how powerful and efficient can be such algorithms to help us understand more
from nature.
Studying dark energy with generative models of galaxy images
Dark energy accelerates the universe expansion, and it is one of the major problems in modern
cosmology. New cosmological surveys will study how dark energy works but all of them are
affected by unavoidable biases, and therefore a precise and robust instrumental calibration is
required for the analysis. Calibration is a big challenge in cosmology and requires a considerable
number of galaxy images with high quality to be addressed. Ravanbakhsh et al. (2016) proposed
to use a set of realistic generated galaxy images (Figure 1.19) using a conditional generative
network in order to improve calibration challenges without needing a vast amount of high-quality
real images.
Figure 1.19: Comparison between real galaxy images from the GALAXY-ZOO dataset (upper
part) and generated images using a trained conditional generative adversarial network (image
from Ravanbakhsh et al. (2016)).
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Climate simulations
Deep learning algorithms have been helpful also in climate simulations. Racah et al. (2016) used
semi-supervised algorithms to find extreme weather events in large-scale climate simulations.
This field is essential to predict potentially hazardous weather events and act promptly to save the
ecosystem and inhabited areas. In their work, they use a CNN able to recognise many different
types of spatially localised weather feature like hurricanes, extra-tropical cyclones, weather fronts
and others.
Figure 1.20: Simulation of a water vapour column evolution over 6 hours. In green, there is
the ground truth and in red the high confidence predictions of the appearance of atmospheric
features. On the left, there is a 3D supervised model, and on the right, there is the prediction
of a semi-supervised algorithm (image modified from Racah et al. (2016)).
The trained CNN can be used to predict the spatiotemporal evolution of these features.
Figure 1.20 shows the evolution of water vapour in 6 hours. A trained CNN can predict with
high confidence the position and properties of the atmospheric features.
Exoplanetary atmospheres characterisation
Waldmann (2016) introduced RoBErt (Robotic Exoplanet Recognition), a Deep Belief Network
(DBN, see chapter 5) able to recognise molecular structure in an exoplanetary atmosphere.
RobERt tries to recognise molecular features with a deep belief network trained on hundreds
of thousands of atmospheric spectra generated by TauREx (Waldmann et al., 2015a,b). Once
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trained it manages to associate to an input spectrum a label corresponding to the presence of
a particular set of molecules. More details of this first, recent application of a deep learning
algorithm to planetary atmospheres are shown in chapter 5.
Following the idea of Waldmann (2016), I will introduce in chapter 6 ExoGAN (Exoplanet
Generative Adversarial Network), a neural network which detects the presence of molecular
species estimates the abundance of them and also retrieve physical parameters from an input
spectrum.
1.7 Thesis outline
The main goal of this thesis is to offer a new approach to the study of exoplanetary atmospheres.
I show how the “classical” tools are currently used in this field and test their limits. Atmospheric
spectroscopy analysis is currently possible using computationally intensive Bayesian algorithms.
With this thesis I offer a different algorithm, ExoGAN, i.e. an alternative method which can
speed up significantly decrease the computational time for an exoplanetary atmosphere analysis.
ExoGAN can be used either as a stand-alone algorithm or in synergy with Bayesian modelling.
In both cases, ExoGAN is able to reduce significantly the computational time. As I will explain
more-in-detail in chapter 6, ExoGAN consists of a very popular DL algorithm extensively used
in many fields of human knowledge.
This thesis is focused on the characterisation techniques of exoplanets. Starting from the
description of classical retrieval methods, their application to HST/WFC3 camera and their
optimisation using deep learning. After the description of conventional retrieval techniques, I
describe an optimal target list of planets which maximise the scientific return using a space
mission dedicated to transit spectroscopy.
In chapter 2, I describe the atmospheric models that can be used to interpret exoplanetary
atmospheric spectra. These models can be used as forward models for a fully Bayesian code.
In chapter 3 I explain the rationale behind the Bayesian analysis and I introduce TauREx, a
retrieval code for transmission and emission spectroscopy.
In chapter 4, I show some classical retrieval techniques applied to some real cases thanks to
the data extracted from the WFC3 camera on the Hubble Space Telescope. I used the fully-
Bayesian TauREx retrieval code to do such analysis.
Usually, a Bayesian analysis is highly computationally intensive, the use of deep learning
algorithms can help in speeding up the computational time significantly if used correctly. In the
last few years, Deep Learning became more pervasive in astrophysics, and it can be used to do
a preliminary atmospheric analysis. In chapter 5, I explain the rationale behind deep learning
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techniques and show the utility of Deep Learning algorithms in astrophysics.
In chapter 6, I introduce ExoGAN (Exoplanets Generative Adversarial Network), a new gen-
eration neural network able to retrieve the parameters of an exoplanetary atmosphere returning
a probability distribution for each retrieved parameter that can be used either as final solution
for out analysis or as an input informative prior distribution for a next Bayesian analysis of the
same spectrum.
Finally, the optimal target choice for space mission dedicated to transit spectroscopy like
ARIEL has been explained in chapter 7. The choice of targets is essential to maximise the
scientific return of a space mission.
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Chapter 2
Atmospheric spectroscopy
Radiation propagates from the host star, travels through vacuum space and, after it travelled
between the star-planet distance, it interacts with the planetary atmosphere, where light is
absorbed, scattered and emitted by the atmosphere depending on its chemical and physical
properties. The interaction between matter and radiation is a fundamental topic in astrophysics
and planetary science. In this chapter, I focus on basic concepts of radiative transfer which are
important to analyse a planetary atmosphere I will use the notation of (Liou, 2002).
2.1 Radiative transfer of planetary atmospheres: basic con-
cepts
2.1.1 Transmission spectroscopy
When radiation passes through a medium, it becomes fainter because of the interaction with the
molecules in it. Let s be the distance (in cm) traversed by the radiation inside the planetary
atmosphere. Let Iλ be the incoming radiation as a function of the wavelength λ (in units of
Wm−2 sr−1 m−1) and Iλ + dIλ the radiation after the interaction with a medium of thickness
ds in the direction of propagation. then:
dIλ = −σλρNIλds, (2.1)
where σλ is the absorption cross section as a function of wavelength λ (in units of cm2mol−1)
and ρN is the number density of the medium (in units of mol cm−3) . Eq 2.1 can be re-written:
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dIλ
Iλ
= −σλρNds. (2.2)
We define the optical path lo as:
lo =
∫
ρNds, (2.3)
and the optical depth τλ:
τλ =
∫
σλρNds = σλlo. (2.4)
At a wavelength λ, the radiation intensity from the top of the atmosphere z∞ to altitude z
is:
Iλ(z) = Iλ(0) exp
(
−
∫ z∞
z
σλ(z′)ρN (z′)dz′
)
. (2.5)
This is known as the Lambert-Beer-Bouguer law:
Iλ(z) = Iλ(0)e−τλ(z). (2.6)
The radiation intensity can increase if we consider the possible emission by the atmospheric
medium or multiple scattering processes in the atmosphere. These phenomena can contribute
to increasing the number of photons at a particular wavelength in a certain direction. To take
into account emission, we can add a source term in Equation 2.1:
dIλ = −σλρNIλds+ jλρNds. (2.7)
For convenience, we define the source function Jλ:
Jλ =
jλ
σλ
, (2.8)
so that Equation 2.7 can be rewritten as:
dIλ
σλρNds
= −Iλ + Jλ. (2.9)
Equation 2.9 is also known as Schwarzschild’s equation.
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2.1.2 Emission spectroscopy
The source term in Equation 2.9 can describe re-emission from planetary atmospheres. Assuming
a non-scattering atmosphere in LTE (Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium) the radiative transfer
equation is:
µ
dIλ(τ, µ)
dτ = Iλ(τ, µ)−Bλ(T ), (2.10)
where Iλ is the radiation intensity as a function of wavelength λ, Bλ(T ) the black-body radiation
at temperature T , µ = cosφ, with φ the angle between the radiation direction and the normal
to the surface tangent plane. τλ is the total optical depth, defined by:
τλ(z) =
Ngas∑
i=1
τλ,i(z), (2.11)
where τλ,i is the optical depth of the i-th species defined as:
τλ,i =
∫ z∞
z
σλ,i(z′)χi(z′)ρN (z′)dz′, (2.12)
with σλ,i the absorption cross-section, χi the mole fraction of the i-th molecules and ρN the
density of the atmosphere at altitude z. By solving Equation 2.10 we have:
Iλ(τλ, µ) = Iλ(τs)e−(τs−τλ)/µ +
∫ τs
τλ
Bλ
(
Tτ ′
λ
)
e(τ
′
λ−τλ)/µ dτ
′
λ
µ
. (2.13)
The first term in Equation 2.13 is the radiation emitted at the planetary surface and the
second term is the integrated emission for each atmospheric layer. The monochromatic trans-
mittance is defined as:
Tλ (τλ/µ) = e−
τλ
µ , (2.14)
and then:
∂Tλ(τλ/µ)
∂τλ
= − 1
µ
e−τλ/µ. (2.15)
Using the definition of transmittance in Equations 2.14 and 2.15, the integrated radiation at
the top of the atmosphere (τ = 0, z =∞) is:
Iλ,0 = Iλ(τλ = 0) = Bλ(Ts)e−τs/µ +
∫ 0
τs
Bλ(Tτλ)
∂Tλ(τλ/µ)
∂τλ
dτλ. (2.16)
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To estimate numerically 2.16, we need to discretise these integrals, introducing Nlayers atmo-
spheric layers and Ngas molecules:
Iλ,0 = 2pi
Nlayers∑
j
Nquad∑
g
B(Tsurf)
exp
−Nlayers∑
k=0
Ngas∑
t
σt,kρNkdzk
µgwg+
+ 2pi
Nlayers−1∑
j
Nquad∑
g
B(Tj)
exp
−Nlayers∑
k=j+1
Ngas∑
t
σt,kρNkdzk
−
− exp
−Nlayers∑
k=j
Ngas∑
t
σt,kρNkdzk
µgwg.
(2.17)
The integration is calculated at the zenith angle using the Legendre-Gauss quadrature method
with Nquad points. µg is the gth quadrature point and wg is the corresponding weight, dzk is the
width of the kth atmospheric layer. A good compromise between accuracy and computational
speed is the use of Nquad = 4. The first part of the equation represents the atmospheric emission,
from the surface, at the top of the atmosphere. The second term is the emission from the
remaining layers.
2.1.3 Scattering processes in the atmosphere
In this section, I briefly discuss the diffusion of stellar radiation in planetary atmospheres. With
the word “diffusion” I mean multiple scattering of the stellar radiation. Scattering, absorption
and re-emission depend on the chemical and physical properties of the particulate composing
the atmosphere.
Let us define the coefficients (in units of length) βe, βs and βa related to, respectively,
extinction, scattering and absorption, as:
βe ,s ,a =
∫
∆z
σe,s,a(z)n(z)dz/∆z, (2.18)
where σ· is the cross-section related to the ‘·’ phenomenon and n is the particle number in the
volume considered. We call phase function P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′), the redirection of a ray of the incoming
flux from a direction (µ′, φ′) to the outgoing direction (µ, φ). By defining the differential length
∆s = ∆z/µ, we can define the differential intensity
∆I(z;µ, φ)
∆z/µ = βeI(z;µ, φ) + βsF∗e
−τ/µ · P (µ, φ;−µ0, φ0)/4pi
+ βs
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 1
−1
I(z, µ′, φ′) · P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′)/4pidµ′dφ′ + βaB(T (z)),
(2.19)
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where F∗ is the stellar flux density. The integration in Equation 2.19 is made over the 4pi solid
angle and assuming radiative equilibrium, the absorption is equal to the emission, according to
the Kirchhoff’s and Planck laws (Liou, 2002).
Let us define the single-scattering albedo as the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the
extinction coefficient:
ω˜ = βs
βe
or 1− ω˜ = βa
βe
, (2.20)
and the optical depth as:
τ =
∫ ∞
z
βedz′. (2.21)
Then, the Swartzchild’s equation can be rewritten as:
µ
dI(τ ;µ, φ))
dτ = I(τ ;µ, φ)− J(τ ;µ, φ), (2.22)
with the source function given by:
J(τ ;µ, φ) = ω˜4pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 1
−1
I(τ ;µ′, φ′)P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′)dµ′dφ′
+ ω˜4piF∗P (µ, φ;−µ0, φ0)e
τ/µ0 + (1− ω˜)B (T (z)) .
(2.23)
In the visible and the ultraviolet, multiple scattering phenomena are significant, and atmo-
spheric models need to consider them. In the infrared, they are negligible and can be neglected.
2.1.4 Transit spectroscopy
During transit, the stellar light passes through the atmosphere, and it is absorbed by it depending
on its chemistry and structure, as shown in Figure 2.1.
If Ngas is the number of gases in the atmosphere, and l is the optical path along the line of
sight, the optical depth as a function of the altitude z is:
τλ(z) =
Ngas∑
i=0
(∫ l(z)
0
σi,λ(z′)χi(z′)ρN (z′)dl
)
, (2.24)
where χi is the mixing ratio of the molecule i and σi,λ is the absorption cross section for the
i-th molecule at wavelength λ.
As shown in Figure 2.1, in which we define z, z′, dz and the radius of the planet Rp the
element dl can be expressed as a function of the altitude z:
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of transit spectroscopy geometry (from Tinetti et al. (2012)).
dl = 2
(√
(Rp + z + dz′)2 − (Rp + z′)2 −
√
(Rp + z)2 − (Rp + z′)2
)
. (2.25)
By integrating Eq 2.24 along the optical path, we can define the equivalent area Aeq(λ):
Aeq(λ) = 2
∫ z∞
0
(Rp + z)
(
1− e−τ(λ,z)
)
dz. (2.26)
Figure 2.2: Layer division on an atmosphere during a primary transit. Solid circles are the
pressure boundaries for each atmospheric layer, and the dashed circles are the middle layer parts
for which the pressure P ′i , the number density of the i-th species ρN,i and the altitude z (Figure
made by Dr Marco Rocchetto).
In order to integrate numerically Equation 2.26 we divide the atmosphere into Nlayers layers
and Ngas molecules:
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Aeq(λ) ≈ 2
Nlayers∑
j=0
(Rp + zj)
1− exp
−Nlayers−j∑
k=0
Ngas∑
t
σt,j+k(λ) · χt,j+k · ρN,j+k · 2∆lj+k
∆zj
 ,
(2.27)
where ∆lj,k:
∆lj,k 6=0 =
√(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj+k +
∆zj+k
2
)2
−
(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj
)2
−
−
√(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj+k−1 +
∆zj+k−1
2
)2
−
(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj
)2
,
(2.28)
and
∆lj,k=0 =
√(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj +
∆zj
2
)2
−
(
Rp +
∆z0
2 + zj
)2
. (2.29)
The change in altitude ∆zj is:
∆zj = −Hi log
(
Pi+1
Pi
)
, (2.30)
where Hi is the scale height of the i-th layer and Pi, Pi+1 are the pressure boundaries. We take
into account collision-induced-absorption for H2-H2 and H2-He pairs from HITRAN (Richard
et al., 2012).
Atmospheric aerosols can be approximated as spheres which scatter the incident light. By
defining the parameter x ∼= 2piα/λ, with α the radius of the spherical aerosol or cloud particle and
λ the wavelength associated to the incident light. If x 1 light diffusion can be described by the
Rayleigh scattering. When x ≥ 1 scattering events are described by the Lorenz-Mie scattering
from the name of the two physicists who derived a solution for the interaction between a plane
wave light and an isotropic homogeneous spherical particle independently (Lorenz, 1890; Mie,
1908).
Mie scattering cross-section can be parametrised according to Lee et al. (2013a) by defining
the extinction coefficient Qext:
Qext =
5
Q0x−4 + x0.2
, (2.31)
where Q0 determines the exact x-value where Qext peaks. Usually, more volatile materials have
Q0 ∼ 100 and silicates are better described by Q0 ∼ 10 (Lee et al., 2013a). From the extinction
coefficient, we can define the Mie cross section as:
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σMie = Qextpiα2. (2.32)
Finally, the equivalent area Aeq(λ) can be computed, and the total transit depth as a function
of wavelength, D(λ) can be defined as:
D(λ) =
R2p +Aeq(λ)
R2∗
, (2.33)
with Rp and R∗ the planetary and stellar radius respectively.
2.1.5 The observed flux
After calculating the radiation intensity, we can finally simulate the planetary spectrum as:
Fp,λ
F∗,λ
= Iλ,0
I∗,λ
(
Rp
R∗
)2
, (2.34)
where I∗,λ is the stellar intensity as a function of wavelength.
Equation 2.34 describes the observed planetary flux in units of the stellar flux. It describes
in general terms the observation in any phase of the orbit. The Iλ,0 represents the integrated
radiation at the top of the planetary atmospher,e and it is calculated by solving the radia-
tive transfer equation taking into account the conditions described for emission (section 2.1.2),
reflection (section 2.1.3) and transit spectroscopy (section 2.1.4) Equation 2.34 is elegant and
straightforward, however solving the radiative transfer can be very computing intensive. For
this reason it is crucial to use of an efficient code to analyse the exoplanetary atmospheres with
the modern retrieval tools, which are described in chapter 3. .
2.1.6 Forward models
All the models described in the previous sections, i.e. the emission model (section 2.1.2), the
scattering model (2.1.3) and the transmission model (section 2.1.4), describe a planetary atmo-
sphere starting from a set of parameters. They are also called “forward models”, since they
generate a unique atmospheric model starting from a set of parameters. In the next chapter I
will introduce the “inverse problem” or “retrieval problem”, i.e. a model able to infer the set of
parameters from an input atmospheric model. The forward models play a central role in solving
the “retrieval problem” (see chapter 3).
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2.2 Line Lists
Radiative transfer models require the use of opacity sources and then a series of line lists for
every molecule taken into consideration. It is common to use of precomputed molecular opacities
in the form of either absorption cross sections or absorption coefficients, as well as k-tables. Line
lists are arranged as tables of transitions containing the information to compute molecular cross
sections, in particular wavelengths and intensities. Among the line lists in use in the literature,
the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 2013) is mainly useful for Earth-like temperatures.
Exoplanetary atmospheres often require temperature much higher of those found in the Solar
System (∼ 600 − 3000K). At higher temperature, the possible rovibronic states increase: most
of existing lab or theoretical data correspond to the low (room) temperature.
In order to solve this problem, there are different attempts to make the existing line lists more
complete. The HITEMP (Rothman et al., 2010) database, for example, contains experimental
and empirical high-temperature line-lists such as CO, CO2, NO and OH. One of the most
complete line-list databases which include high-temperature transitions and molecules useful to
transit spectroscopy is from the ExoMol project (Tennyson et al., 2016), and it includes molecules
like CH4, NH3, H2O, HCN, SO2, H2S, SiO and others.
Line list databases provide the Einstein coefficients Aif , i.e. the probability of spontaneous
emission for a particular transition from an initial state i to a final state f , the state degeneracies
and lower state energies. The intensity of a transition from i to f can be calculated as:
Iif (T ) =
Aifgup j
8picν2ifQ(T )
exp
(
−hcElow j
kBT
)[
1− exp
(
−hcνif
kBT
)]
, (2.35)
with νif being the frequency associated with the emitted/absorbed photon, gup j the upper
state degeneracy, Elow j the lower state energy, Aif the Einstein coefficient of the transition,
kB = 1.3806504 ·10−16ergK−1 the Boltzmann constant, c = 2.99792458 ·1010cm s−1 the speed of
light, h = 6.62606885 · 10−27erg s the Planck constant and Q(T ) the partition function, defined
as:
Q(T ) =
∑
gj exp
(
−hcEj
kBT
)
. (2.36)
The cross sections σif are related to a transition between an initial state i and a final state
f :
σif =
Iif
∆ν˜
∫ ν˜+∆ν˜i/2
ν˜−∆ν˜i/2
f(ν˜; ν˜0;f , αf )dν˜, (2.37)
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with Iif being defined in Equation 2.35, f(ν˜; ν˜0;f ) being the line function of the cross-section
(usually a Voigt profile, Olivero (1977)), ν0,f the centre of the line and αf the half width at half
maximum of the line profile.
2.3 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, I described the physics behind atmospheric spectroscopy. The emission and
transit spectroscopy models, in particular, are implemented in the retrieval code I used to analyse
real planetary spectra (see chapter 4). These models represent our knowledge about the physics
of atmospheres and our way to explain our observations. The complexity of models is the reason
why a retrieval code for atmospheric spectroscopy is usually computing-intensive. In the next
chapters, I will introduce retrieval algorithms and their applications to transit spectroscopy.
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Chapter 3
Atmospheric retrievals
In this chapter, I explain in detail the retrieval problem, also known as inverse problem. The
most general way to define a solution space is to describe a probability distribution over the
parameters that define such a space. The elements of the problem are the observable data, the
a priori information on the state vector and the forward model parameters and the information
on the physical correlations between the observable data and the a priori information. In the
retrieval problem all these elements are mixed, and the output is a posteriori distribution over
the model parameters, from which we can infer the best values (e.g. maximum likelihood or
mid variance values) and their uncertainties. Inverse problems are widespread in the scientific
community, we find them, for example, in astrophysics, in Earth sciences, quantum mechanics
and in every field in which we have a complex model depending on a great number of parameters
to explain the input dataset.
The way to solve this kind of problem can be divided into three parts:
• Parameterisation of the system: choice of the minimal set of parameters to be retrieved.
In this phase, the parameter space is shaped according to the previous knowledge. The
boundary conditions need to be defined according to the physics of the system;
• Forward modelling: application of the physical model starting from a set of parameters.
The forward model needs to be compared with the observed data, and statistical confidence
is applied to it, deciding how precise this model can explain the observation.
• Retrieval modelling or inverse modelling: use of forward models and calculation of the
relative confidence interval, according to different algorithms, some of them explained
in this chapter, it is possible to constrain the parameters space and the most probable
solution, together with the error bars.
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The very first retrieval technique applied to planetary atmospheres was in the ‘50s for Earth
studies, with the first meteorological satellites (Kaplan, 1952; King, 1956; Kellogg, 1964; Wark,
1961; Yamamoto and Wark, 1961). A few years later they were improved with dedicated sounders
(Chahine, 1977b; Wark, 1961, 1970; Hanel and Conrath, 1970; Conrath et al., 1970; Conrath and
Hanel, 1972). Some pioneering work has been done using indirect measurements to study Solar
System’s planets atmospheres (Irvine and Lenoble, 1974; Chahine, 1977a; Burangulov, 1977;
Pavelev, 1980), moons and Saturn’s rings (Smith and Doose, 1979; Clark and McCord, 1980a,b).
The same retrieval techniques used to solve the inverse problem for Solar System’s bodies and
the Earth atmospheres are used in exoplanetary science, after the discovery in 1995 of the first
exoplanet orbiting a main-sequence star (Terrile et al., 2005; Irwin et al., 2008; Madhusudhan
and Seager, 2009; Benneke and Seager, 2012a, 2013; Line et al., 2013; Waldmann et al., 2015a,b).
In the next sections, I explain the retrieval techniques I used to analyse exoplanetary atmo-
spheres, using the forward models explained in the previous chapter and in the last section I
describe Bayesian analysis.
3.1 Spectral retrievals
In the previous chapter I described the assumption we make for exoplanetary atmospheres and
structured the basis for the TauREx (Tau Retrieval for Exoplanets) retrieval code (Waldmann
et al., 2015a,b). Now we need to build an inverse model and try to associate the best set of
parameters to an input spectrum. The set of parameters can be described by a vector x, the
atmospheric model (or forward model) as a function of the parameters isM(x). Ideally an input
spectrum, described by the vector y, can be related to the set of parameters x by:
y = M(x) + ε, (3.1)
where ε is the error vector. Spectral retrievals are, therefore, model-dependent algorithms.
The forward model M(x) contains all the physics assumed for the atmospheric system, often
valid within some degrees of approximation. In the inverse model we try to find the best set
of parameters that explain the input spectrum within some physical assumptions. Assuming
linearity between x and y and thatM(x) is linear within the error bars obtained in the retrieval:
y −M(x) = δM(x)
δx
(x− x0) + ε = J(x− x0) + ε, (3.2)
where J is the weighting function matrix or Jacobian matrix, and x0 is the “a priori” state
vector.
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Finding a relationship between x and y is often hard as it often depends on underlying
physics or unknown processes. Unambiguous measurements, with high signal-to-noise ratio
and high accuracy, can help to constrain the solution better. However, in the exoplanetary
atmospheric study, we have to deal with low-resolution spectra and low signal-to-noise ratios. In
this field, Bayesian inference can help to constrain the parameters space and avoiding too many
assumptions on the system. The only disadvantage of Bayesian inference is the computational
power required. This approach, described in the following sections, is computationally intensive
as it requires several hours of computation to converge to a solution. In chapter 6, I introduce
a different approach including deep learning able to reduce the computational time of retrieval.
3.1.1 Bayesian inference
The Bayesian analysis provides a robust and reliable solution for a complex problem as finding
the parameters vector that well describes the physics of an input spectrum. The first step is
to assume a prior distribution over the parameter space. Usually, in order to avoid assuming
a distribution over the parameters space, we use uninformative priors. In this way, we only
assume, in the absence of other information, the equiprobability of each parameter value inside
a fixed range. As a final result, using the Bayes theorem, it is possible to obtain the posterior
distribution over the parameter space, which takes into account both the measurements and the
prior distributions information. From the posterior distribution, it is possible to find the best
set of parameters that reproduces an input spectrum with their error bars. In the following
sections, I briefly explain the method used and implemented in the TauREx retrieval code.
Bayesian inference has been discussed widely in literature (e.g. Gelman et al., 2013; Bolstad,
2007) and was extensively applied in cosmology and astrophysics (Trotta, 2008).
Let us define the likelihood function P (y|x,M), the prior distribution P (x,M) representing
our knowledge on the state vector x before the analysis and the Bayesian evidence:
P (y|M) = ξ(y) =
∫
P (y|x,M)P (x,M)dx, (3.3)
the Bayes’ theorem can be written as:
P (x|y,M) = P (y|x,M)P (x,M)
P (y|M) , (3.4)
where P (x|y,M) is the posterior distribution of the state given the measurement.
Assuming a normal distribution for the error vector ε and no correlations between measure-
ments, we can write the likelihood function as:
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P (y|x,M) =
N∏
k=0
1
εk
√
2pi
exp
[
− (xk − yk)
2
2ε2k
]
. (3.5)
In order to solve Equation 3.4 there are several techniques and algorithms. In the exoplane-
tary community, the most used are Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Alfaro et al., 2003) and Nested
Sampling (Feroz and Hobson, 2008b).
3.1.2 Calculating the expectation
Let x be a vector of k random variables with distribution p. In Bayesian applications x will
include the model and p will be a posterior distribution. We define the expectation of a function
f(x):
E [f(x)] =
∫
f(x)p(x)∫
p(x) dx. (3.6)
In Bayesian inference we know that P (y|M) ∝ P (y)P (M |y) but it is difficult to evaluate
the normalisation constant
∫
P (y)P (M |y)dy. For simplicity we assume that x is a vector of a
k-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e. x can be defined by a set of k continuous variables.
3.1.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) combines Monte Carlo integrations and Markov chains.
With the MCMC method the expectation value E [f(x)] is calculated by drawing samples
{xt, t = 1, ..., n} from p and approximating Equation 3.6 to:
E [f(x)] ≈ 1
n
n∑
t=1
f(xt). (3.7)
In this way, the population mean of f(x) is evaluated by a sample mean. Assuming inde-
pendence of samples xt the approximation can be made arbitrarily accurate by increasing the
number n. The xt can be generated by any process which samples throughout the p distribution
in the correct proportions. One way to do it is through Markov chains.
The first step is to generate a sequence of random variables {x0,x1,x2, ...} such as at each
time t ≥ 0 the next state xt+1 is sampled with a distribution P (xt+1|xt) that depends just
on the current state of the chain, xt. Given xt, the vector state xt+1 does not depend further
on the history of the chain {x0,x1, ...,xt−1}. This sequence is called Markov chain and P (.|.)
is called the transition kernel of the chain. In our description we assume a time-homogeneous
chain as P (.|.) does not depend on t.
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Under regularity conditions the chain will gradually lose information about its initial state
and P (t)(.|x0) will eventually converge to a unique stationary (or invariant) distribution φ,
independent on t or x0.
In general it is defined a number of m burn-in iterations after the chain starts converging to
φ. Now we can use the output of the MCMC to determine the expectation value in Equation
3.7. Burn-in samples are generally discarded in its calculation:
f¯ = 1
n−m
n∑
t=m+1
f(xt). (3.8)
The quantity in Equation 3.8 is also called ergodic average. Convergence to the required-
expectation is ensured by the ergodic theorem.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
In Equation 3.8 we show a Markov chain and how it can be used to estimate E [f(x)]. The
problem now is how to construct the Markov chain so that its stationary distribution φ is our
distribution of interest p. In this section I show one of the simplest methods firstly proposed
by Metropolis et al. (1953) and then generalised by Hastings (1970). This method is also called
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm. In the MH algorithm each state xt+1 is chosen by sampling
a u point from a proposal distribution q(.|xt). The proposal distribution could be a multivariate
normal distribution with a fixed covariance matrix. The candidate point u is accepted with a
probability α(xt, u) defined as:
α(xt,u) = min
(
1, p (u) q (x|u)
p (x) q (u|x)
)
. (3.9)
When the candidate point u is accepted then the next state becomes xt+1 = u, if the
candidate is rejected then the next chain state is xt+1 = xt. Summarising the MH algorithm,
we have:
Initialise x0, set t = 0.
Repeat {
Sample a point u from q (.|xt)
Sample a random variable U from a random uniform distribution between 0 and 1
If U ≤ α(xt,u) set xt+1 = u
otherwise set xt+1 = xt
Increment t
}.
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Once the algorithm converges to a solution, independently from the form of q(.|.), the sta-
tionarity distribution of the chain will be p. Indeed the transition kernel of the MH algorithm
is:
P (xt+1|xt) = q(xt+1|xt)α(xt,xt+1)+
+ I (xt+1 = xt)
[
1−
∫
q(u|xt)α(xt,u)du
]
,
(3.10)
where I is the indicator function with I(x) = 1 if x = true and 0 otherwise. The first term of
Equation 3.10 results from the acceptance of a candidate u = xt+1 and the second term results
from the rejection, for all candidate points u. As a consequence of Equation 3.9 we can write:
p(xt)q(xt+1|xt)α(xt,xt+1) = p(xt+1)q(xt|xt+1)α(xt+1,xt). (3.11)
From Eq 3.11 we obtain the detailed balance equation:
p(xt)P (xt+1|xt) = p(xt+1)P (xt|xt+1), (3.12)
and, integrating both sides of Equation 3.12:
∫
p(xt)P (xt+1|xt)dxt = p(xt+1). (3.13)
The left hand side of Equation 3.13 is the marginal distribution of xt+1, assuming that xt
is from p. With this assumption, from Equation 3.13 it follows that also xt+1 is derived from
p. Finally, once we obtain a sample from the stationary distribution, all the subsequent samples
will be from that distribution (Gilks et al., 1996).
3.1.4 Nested Sampling and MULTINEST
MCMC algorithms provide a posterior distribution for each parameter in our Bayesian model
without calculating the Bayesian evidence defined in Equation 3.3. The Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm has problems returning multi-modal posterior distributions and finding degeneracies
between parameters. MCMC methods usually require tuning on prior distributions to sample
the parameters space efficiently and can have convergence problems. With a Nested Sampling al-
gorithm, we can quantify the Bayesian evidence enabling a comparison between different models.
With a MULTINEST implementation (Feroz et al., 2009) it is possible to shape multi-modal pos-
terior distributions and find degeneracies between a high number of parameters. MULTINEST
is optimised for highly degenerated parameters and multi-modal distributions. It found several
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applications in astrophysics (Skilling, 2004; Feroz et al., 2009a; Bridges et al., 2009; White and
Feroz, 2010; Feroz et al., 2010, 2011b,a; Graff et al., 2012; Karpenka et al., 2013; Strege et al.,
2013). Some relevant works in the exoplanetary atmospheres field can be found in Benneke and
Seager (2012b) and Waldmann et al. (2015b).
Nested Sampling
Let us define x as the set of parameters in a model M and y as the measured data. If L(x) =
P (y|x,M) is the likelihood and pi(x) = P (x,M) the parameter prior distribution, the Bayesian
evidence in Equation 3.3 is (Feroz et al., 2009):
ξ(x) =
∫
Ωx
L(x)pi(x)dx. (3.14)
Nested Sampling algorithm estimates the Bayesian evidence by turning the multi-dimensional
integral in Equation 3.14 into one-dimensional integral. In order to do that we define the survival
function (or “prior volume”) as:
X(λ) =
∫
{x:L(x)>λ}
pi(x)dx. (3.15)
By defining the survival function it is possible to calculate the integral over the region of
space contained within the iso-likelihood contour L(x) > λ, with λ ∈ IR.
Figure 3.1: a) posterior distribution of a two-dimensional problem. b) transformed L(X)
function where Xi are the prior volumes and Li are the likelihoods (image from Feroz et al.
(2009)).
At this point we can calculate the Bayesian evidence:
ξ =
∫ ∞
0
X(λ)dλ, (3.16)
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and then:
ξ =
∫ 1
0
L(X)dX. (3.17)
As shown schematically in Figure 3.1 the evidence can be approximated numerically to a
sum:
ξ ≡ ξˆ =
N∑
i=1
Liwi, (3.18)
where wi are the weights given by the trapezium volume wi = 1/2(Xi−1 − Xi+1). In this
algorithm L(X) is unknown and in the evidence calculation it is possible to use MC methods
for probabilistic association of prior volumes Xi with likelihood contours Li = L(Xi).
In a Nested Sampling algorithm the posterior distribution p can be obtained by using the
points with the lowest likelihood value at each iteration of the algorithm, i.e.:
pi =
Liwi∑
j Ljwj
= LiwiZˆ , (3.19)
so for which it is possible to calculate the mean and standard deviation.
MULTINEST algorithm
In order to build the posterior distribution, the MULTINEST algorithm draws a set of (possibly
overlapping) ellipsoids which surround the set of Nlive points at each iteration i (Figure 3.2)
Figure 3.2: Ellipsoidal decomposition from the MULTINEST algorithm with Nlive = 1000
points sampled from: a) non-intersecting ellipsoids and b) a torus (image from Feroz et al.
(2009)).
At each iteration, the live points are redistributed according to a set of ellipsoids. As the
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number of iterations increases, the MULTINEST algorithms samples the live points within the
ellipsoids with a higher likelihood and probability, obtaining a higher acceptance rate for the
new samples.
3.2 TauREx Retrieval code
Modelling an exoplanetary atmosphere is necessary in order to understand how the parameters
are correlated with each other and analyse a dataset. Here, such a model is obtained by solving
the radiative transfer equation with the TauREx retrieval code (Waldmann et al., 2015a,b). In
the TauREx retrieval code assumes a plane-parallel atmosphere and one-dimensional problem.
It takes into account the collision-induced absorption and Mie scattering, and it ignores forward
scattering, Raman scattering, polarisation and 3D effects. The assumptions made and the
ignored effects could introduce some minor biases (de Kok et al., 2011a; de Kok and Stam, 2012;
Line and Parmentier, 2016a).
TauREx is a fully Bayesian retrieval code able to reconstruct the parameters space of an
input spectrum using a one-dimensional plane parallel atmosphere. It was developed by Dr Ingo
Waldmann (Waldmann et al., 2015a,b) and optimised by Dr Marco Rocchetto. TauREx is an
object-oriented code written in Python and C++, and thanks to its modular nature is highly
scalable.
The transmission and emission forward model is written in C++ to allow a high-speed com-
putation. It is possible to run line-by-line models, including the state-of-art molecular opacity
cross sections.
As explained in chapter 6 the molecular and parameters selection and parameters can be
done using a trained deep convolutional neural network, working in a GPU cluster and requiring
two minutes to determine the model parameters. The current version of TauREx works in a
highly parallelised environment using CPU and calculating hundreds of thousands of forward
models in a few hours. Thanks to its architecture (Figure 3.3) it is possible to retrieve a high
number of model parameters.
The TauREx retrieval code is built in modules which are specialised in completing a particular
task. The modular architecture of the TauREx code can be summarised as follows:
1. Input modules: the input of the TauREx code are the model parameters, the observed
exoplanetary spectrum and the molecular/atomic line list.
2. Model and Data handling: the input are uploaded in order to provide the requested atmo-
spheric models that are applied to interpret the observation.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of TauREx architecture (image from Waldmann et al. (2015a)).
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3. Minimisation/Sampling modules: Bayesian algorithm to be applied to retrieve the pa-
rameters associated to the input spectrum. MCMC and Nested Sampling algorithms are
available.
4. Output module: it returns the posterior distribution of the parameters, the temperature-
pressure profiles and the final exoplanetary spectrum retrieved.
In the next chapter I show an application of the TauREx retrieval code to analyse the
atmosphere of 30 exoplanetary atmospheres obtained with the HST/WFC3 camera Tsiaras et al.
(2018).
3.3 Comparison of forward models between TauREx, CHIMERA
and NEMESIS
One fundamental part of a retrieval code is the forward model. It is important to evaluate a
retrieval code and their forward models by comparing the results from other two retrieval codes.
Rocchetto et al. (in prep) compared the TauREx retrieval code with NEMESIS (Irwin et al.,
2008) and CHIMERA (Line et al., 2013).
The three models are consistent with each other, as shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The most
evident differences were due to:
• Different assumptions of a constant gravity or scale height through the atmosphere altitude.
Using a constant value instead of a varying gravity as a function of the altitude can lead
to major errors;
• Different definitions of the constants: the use of a different number of decimals can lead
to big differences;
• Different numbers of layers (Nlayers) used to model the exoplanetary atmosphere. A suffi-
cient number of layers (at least 75) is important to approximate accurately the integral in
Equations 2.33 and 2.16;
• Use of different line lists.
3.4 Summary and Conclusion
Bayesian algorithms are widely used by the community in order to retrieve the parameters
distribution associated with an observation. Markov Chains Monte Carlo and, lately, Nested
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of transmission spectra generated by TauREx, CHIMERA and NEME-
SIS. On the left part are shown synthetic atmospheres generated assuming 10−4H2O abundance
and a temperature of 1500 K (top), and 500 K (bottom). On the right part the water abundance
is 100%. For the transmission spectra it has been simulated a planet with mass Mp = 1MJ ,
radius Rp = 1RJ orbiting a star with radius R∗ = 1R (Image courtesy of Dr Marco Rocchetto).
Figure 3.5: Emission spectrum of the same planet shown in Figure 3.4 using TauREx and
NEMESIS. The TP profile used in both cases has a high altitude temperature of 2200K and a
low altitude temperature of 1260K. It is noticeable that NEMESIS generated a lower resolution
emission spectrum. This is due to the use of lower resolution absorption cross section to generate
these models (Image courtesy of Dr Marco Rocchetto).
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Sampling, are popular algorithms to find the posterior distribution of parameters. Nested Sam-
pling is preferred because it gives a numerical value of the Bayesian evidence and can find possible
degenerate solutions. The TauREx retrieval code is an example of fully-Bayesian algorithm ap-
plied to exoplanetary atmospheres. In the next chapter I will describe an application of the
TauREx code on 30 spectra of giant planets. In chapter 6 I explain a possible improvement for
the TauREx retrieval code involving a Deep Learning algorithm.
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Chapter 4
Towards a population study of
exoplanetary atmospheres
In the Milky Way there are thousands of known planets and the number is expected to grow
thanks to future space missions and ground-based surveys. Measuring mass and radius of an
exoplanet is not enough to understand its composition or infer the presence of an atmosphere
and its properties. A spectroscopic study of exoplanetary atmospheres can give us information
on its effective temperature, energy balance and chemistry. Currently the WFC3 camera on
the Hubble space telescope has been analysing the atmosphere of several tens of exoplanets. In
this Chapter I describe the analysis made for 30 giant planetary atmospheres. I led the effort to
calculate the spectral retrievals of the planetary sample and the results were published in Tsiaras
et al. (2018). Since the first molecular signatures detected on upper atmospheres of exoplanets
(Charbonneau et al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2007; Grillmair et al., 2008; Redfield et al., 2008;
Swain et al., 2008b; Tinetti et al., 2007; Knutson et al., 2008) we are moving rapidly towards a
comparative study of exoplanets. The first approach of exoplanetary characterisation consisted
in studying separately different kind of exoplanets like hot-Jupiters (Konopacky et al., 2013;
Macintosh et al., 2015; Brogi et al., 2013; Snellen et al., 2014; de Kok and Stam, 2012; Kreidberg
et al., 2015; Stevenson et al., 2014b; Tsiaras et al., 2016b; Todorov et al., 2013; Zellem et al., 2014;
Line et al., 2016; Iyer et al., 2016; Deming et al., 2013; McCullough et al., 2014; Mandell et al.,
2013), Neptunes (Fraine et al., 2014; Fukui et al., 2013; Ehrenreich et al., 2014; Knutson et al.,
2014; Stevenson et al., 2010; Morello et al., 2015) and super-Earths (Bean et al., 2010; Berta
et al., 2012; Tsiaras et al., 2016c; Demory et al., 2016; Knutson et al., 2014; Kreidberg et al.,
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2014). Analysing the atmosphere of a single planet allows us to infer a possible evolutionary
path of the planet itself and maybe infer the properties that an exoplanet should have, given the
physical and orbital parameters of the system.
A comparative study of exoplanets can reveal us much more correlations between physical
parameters and a first attempt of this kind has been made by Sing et al. (2016b) with 10 hot
Jupiters. In order to study more than one planet for a comparative study, the following two
points are necessary:
• Follow the same procedure for data analysis, in order to lower the probability of introducing
some biases and spectra need to be analysed uniformly;
• Atmospheric modelling should be quantitative and homogeneous, using exactly the same
method for each planet and using the same retrieval code. In this way it is possible to
have an exact statistical comparability between planetary and atmospheric parameters.
4.1 The dataset
In this work 30 planets (the ones with the highest signal-to-noise ratio) are taken into account.
Data extraction from the WFC3 camera has been done using a pipeline wrote by Dr Angelos
Tsiaras, publicly available 1. All of them have temperature between 600 and 2400K and radius
between 0.35 and 1.9RJup. Data can be accessed publicly from the NASA Milkulski Archive for
Space Telescopes (MAST) archive.
The planets in this study have masses higher than 10M⊕ and signal-to-noise ratios S/N > 3.
Even though there are other datasets from space missions using HST/STIS, Spitzer/IRAC and
ground-based surveys (Danielski et al., 2014; Stevenson et al., 2014a; Snellen et al., 2014; Line
et al., 2016; Sing et al., 2016a) we used just HST/WFC3 data in order to compare homogeneously
the signal from each planet. The number of transits used and other useful information for the
dataset used are shown in Table 4.2.
4.2 Atmospheric modelling
We analysed the atmospheres of 30 exoplanets using the fully Bayesian atmospheric spectral
retrieval T -REx (Waldmann et al., 2015a,b). T -REx maps the parameters space using either
nested sampling or Markov chains Monte Carlo. For the analysis we used NS (Skilling, 2006;
Feroz et al., 2009b) since it is more appropriate to find degenerate solutions whether it is nec-
essary. Using the narrow WFC3 wavelength range, indeed, it is likely to find more than one
1https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/Iraclis.git
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solution for a single planet. Transmission spectra are modelled using a variety of possible molec-
ular opacities, i.e. H2O, CH4, CO, CO2, NH3, TiO and VO. For most planets H2O is the only
detectable signal together with clouds/hazes. This detection is helped also from the sensitivity
of the WFC3 camera to a significant water bump at its wavelength and resolution. Nevertheless
also TiO and VO has been detected in WASP-76 b with a 4.0σ significance and with a lower
significance in WASP-121 b.
4.2.1 General setup
In order to analyse exoplanetary atmospheres it is necessary to set up the prior distributions
for the Bayesian analysis and the physical parameters for the atmospheric model. In the 30
planetary analyses the pressure was set up in the range from 10−4 to 106 Pa and uniformly
sampled in a logarithmic scale by 100 atmospheric layers. A sample test done with 250 and 50
confirmed that 100 layers do not introduce significant degradation for the retrieval accuracy for
the HST/WFC3 camera and it is a good compromise between accuracy and computational time.
All the trace-gas abundances were sampled uniformly from 10−8 to 10−1 in volume mixing ratios
for hot-Jupiters and from 10−8 to 1.0 for Neptunes. The temperature was sampled varying the
geometric albedos from zero to 0.6 and the emissivity from 0.5 to 1 and calculated as shown in
equation 4.1:
Tp = T∗
(
R∗
2a
)1/2(1−A
ε
)1/4
, (4.1)
where R∗ is the stellar radius, a is the semi-major axis, A is the geometric albedo and ε is the
planetary emissivity.
For the temperature prior distributions the albedo and emissivity was varied in order to get
the temperature range [Tp(A = 0.6, ε = 1)− 500K, Tp(A = 0, ε = 0.5) + 500K]. The adoption
of a wider temperature range allowed to consider also the cooler temperature of the terminator
compared to the expected equilibrium temperature. Indeed with the HST/WFC3 camera it is
possible to probe only a very restricted range of planetary temperature-pressure profiles.
For all of the atmospheric retrievals we assumed an isothermal temperature-pressure profile.
Whilst this assumption can be oversimple and introduce some retrieval biases (Rocchetto et al.,
2016b), the narrow wavelength range of the WFC3 camera (1.1 to 1.8µm) does not allow a
differentiation between an isothermal profile from a more complex one.
Concerning the prior distribution for the planetary radius, it was considered, for each ob-
servation, the value coming from the maximum and minimum value of the input spectrum,
considering their error bars and adding 200 ppm more as a lower and upper bounds.
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All the physical and orbital parameters used in the analysis are shown in Table 4.3.
4.2.2 Opacity sources
As a very first assumption we considered a wide range of molecular opacities. Considering
the lack of knowledge on these planetary atmosphere, we assumed the presence of 12 different
molecule, i.e. H2O, HCN, NH3, CH4, CO2, CO, NO, SiO, TiO, VO, H2S, and C2H2. For all
the 30 planets was not observed any significant contribution from any of these molecules, except
for H2O, TiO and VO. For this reason and the second iteration we proceeded with a second
retrieval considering a smaller set of molecules: H2O (Barber et al., 2006), CO (Rothman et al.,
2010), CO2 (Rothman et al., 2010), CH4 (Yurchenko and Tennyson, 2014) and NH3 (Yurchenko
et al., 2011). VO (McKemmish et al., 2016) and TiO (McKemmish in prep.) were added to
the mix for planets with equilibrium temperatures exceeding 1400K. The T -REx retrieval code
can be computed with either the absorption cross-section or the correlated-k coefficients. The
k-tables were computed from very high-resolution (R > 106) cross-sections, which in turn were
calculated from molecular line lists obtained from ExoMol (Tennyson et al., 2016), HITEMP
(Rothman et al., 2010) and HITRAN (Rothman et al., 2013). Line-broadening dependent on
the temperature and pressure and, where possible, J-dependence (Pine, 1992) were included in
the computation.
Absorption cross-sections were binned to a constant resolving power of R = 15000 and the
transmission forward models were calculated at this resolution before binning to the resolution
of the data. Given the resolutions, wavelength range and uncertainties of the data at hand, we
find no differences between the use of cross-section and k-tables in the final retrieval results.
Rayleigh scattering and collision induced absorption of H2-H2 and H2-He was also included
(Borysow et al., 2001; Borysow, 2002; Rothman et al., 2013).
4.2.3 Cloud parameterisation
In order to model the presence of clouds one can take into account several model of varying
complexities such as Benneke and Seager (2012b); Line et al. (2016); Barstow et al. (2013);
Griffith (2014). Here we adopted the parameterisation of Lee et al. (2013b), which also finds
implementation in an atmospheric retrieval context in Lavie et al. (2016).
In transmission spectroscopy, the optical depth due to clouds as function of wavelength, τc1,λ,
is given by:
τc1,λ =
∫ l(z)
0
Qext,λpiα
2χc(z′)ρN (z′)dl (4.2)
where z is the height in the atmosphere, α is the particle size of the cloud/haze, dl is the path
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length through the atmosphere, χc is the cloud molar fraction, ρN is the atmospheric number
density, and Qext,λ is the cloud extinction coefficient given by:
Qext,λ =
5
Q0x−4 + x0.2
(4.3)
where x = 2piα/λ and Q0 determines the peak of Qext,λ. This can be understood as a cloud
compositional parameter (Lee et al., 2013b). For α λ, the formalism reduces to pure Rayleigh
scattering. In addition to the above, we implemented an optically thick grey-cloud cover, pa-
rameterised as follows:
τc2 =

1, if P < Pcloud−top
0, otherwise
(4.4)
where Pcloud−top is the cloud-top pressure. This dual parameterisation allowed to model optically
thick cloud decks with a semi-transparent, hazy, atmosphere above Pcloud−top.
We initially kept Q0, χc, α (called Rcloud in our retrieval corner plots), and Pcloud−top as free
cloud parameters but found HST/WFC3 data to be insufficient to constrain Q0. In initial tests,
this last parameter was with a prior range from 0 - 100 and found that it was not constrained
by the data. For this reason, henceforth, its value was fixed to 50 . Moreover it was found that
either varying or fixing Q0, the uncertainty differences on the retrieval were negligible given the
quality of the data at hand. We set a log-uniform prior of χc ranging from 10−40 to 10−10,
particle size from 10−5 to 10µm and cloud top-pressure from 10−4 to 106 Pa (Lee et al., 2013b).
4.2.4 Free parameters and model selection
In the end, there were 10-12 free parameters: five molecular abundances (seven when TiO &
VO were included), temperature, planet radius, top pressure of the clouds, particle dimension
of the haze above the clouds and their molar fraction. Each one of the two spectra per planet
at different resolutions was retrieved, yielding 60 retrievals in total. For each of the spectra was
also run a separate model assuming a fully cloudy atmosphere, i.e. the flat model. In total the
number of atmospheric model runs in retrieval mode and the end of the analysis is 120.
We found no difference between the information retrieved from the two classes of spectra at
different resolution. The results reported in the thesis are from the low resolution spectra.
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4.3 Bayes Factor and model selection
Data are often noisy and lead us towards a different degenerate solution. The Bayesian analysis
offers us a tool to discover the best models and the best set of parameters to include in our reality
representation. The choice of the number of parameters must be optimal and, according to the
principle of Occam’s razor, it is preferable avoiding very sophisticated models and minimise
the number of parameters that should be fitted. Under this assumption, we should accept our
complicated models just when they significantly differ from a simple model (Trotta, 2007). When
it is reached a consistent best fit model, adding more atmospheric parameters does not necessarily
add any further information about the analysed spectrum. The Occam’s razor principle, can
be used for example on the number of molecules that we claim to detect on an exoplanetary
atmosphere.
In order to compare to models M1 and M2 and quantify Occam’s razor principle we can
define the Bayes factor:
B21 = P (M2|y)
P (M1|y) =
P (M2)
P (M1)
P (y|M2)
P (y|M1) =
P (M2)
P (M1)
ξ2
ξ1
, (4.5)
where ξ1, ξ2 are the Bayesian evidences of, respectively model 1 and 2.
Assuming that the model priors distributions are identical P (M2) = P (M1), Equation 4.5
can be written as the ratio between the two Bayesian evidences:
B21 = ξ2
ξ1
. (4.6)
If B21 > 1, then ξ2 > ξ1 and as the Bayes factor increases it means that the simulations run
in favour of Model 2. The reverse is true for B < 1. Jeffreys (2008) introduces a scales that gives
an empirical estimation of the significance for the strength of evidence (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1: Jeffreys’ scale for the comparison between model M1 and M2 (adapted from Trotta
(2008)).
| ln B¯21| Probability Confidence Notes
< 0.1 < 0.750 < 2σ Inconclusive
1.0 0.750 2.1σ Weak evidence
2.5 0.923 2.7σ Moderate evidence
5.0 0.993 3.6σ Strong evidence
It is possible to interpret the Bayes factor as a “goodness” indicator of our model, turning it
into a p−value = p (Sellke et al., 2001; Trotta, 2008). Sellke et al. (2001) obtained an expression
to relate the minimum Bayes factor and its relation with p:
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B21 ≤ B¯21 = − 1
ep ln p , (4.7)
where e = 2.7182818 the Euler number. The relation between the p-value, p and the sigma
significance nσ is:
p = 1− err
(
nσ√
2
)
, (4.8)
with err(x) the error function. In Table 4.1 are shown the columns of | ln B¯21|, the related
probabilities, the sigma confidences calculated through 4.7 and the related interpretation of the
result.
Concerning atmospheric retrievals, the Bayes factor is calculated comparing a complex M2
model with the simplest model possible M1, i.e. a fully cloudy atmosphere. Indeed if the clouds
thoroughly cover the atmosphere, it is difficult to infer chemistry properties. If the detection is
clear and evident the Bayes factor is higher than 3 and the evidence is substantial. Otherwise,
the simplest model is another statistically equivalent interpretation of our data, and the Occam’s
razor principle suggests us to keep this model instead of the most complex.
4.3.1 Atmospheric Detection Index (ADI)
The Atmospheric Detection Index (ADI) has been defined in order to quantify the “goodness”
or significance of an atmospheric detection. It is essentially the positively defined Bayes factor
between the nominal atmospheric model (MN) and a flat-line model (MF) or fully cloudy model.
As stated above, the nominal model contains molecular opacities, cloud/haze opacities (τc1,λ, τc2)
collision induced absorption of H2-H2/H2-He and Rayleigh scattering. Other free parameters are
the planetary radius, Rp, and the temperature of the isothermal TP-profile, Tiso. The flat-line
model contains only grey-cloud opacities, τc2, Rp and Tiso. This parameterisation always results
in a flat-line spectrum but includes the model degeneracies found between cloud top-pressure,
planet-radius and temperature. This way we capture both cloudy and clear sky scenarios. As
the ADI is a fully Bayesian model selection metric, we naturally impose Occam’s razor to our
atmosphere detection significance.
We obtained the Bayesian evidence of our nominal model, EN, and of the pure-cloud/no-
atmosphere model, EF, and calculated the ADI as follows:
ADI =

log(EN)− log(EF), if log(EN) > log(EF)
0, otherwise
(4.9)
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The ADI is a positively defined metric and equivalent to the logarithmic Bayes Factor (Kass
and Raftery, 1995) where log(EN) > log(EF).
4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 Atmospheric detectability
The computed posterior distributions and low-resolution spectra with the best-fit model are
shown in Appendix A. In Figure 4.1 and Table 4.4 are shown all the spectra with the reported
ADI index, ordered by decreasing ADI.
According to the ADI definition (Equation 4.9), an ADI index of 3 and 11 corresponds to an
atmospheric detection of, respectively, 3σ and 5σ level. Among the 30 planets 16 out of 30 planets
have an ADI index greater than 3 and, thus, they have a statistically significant atmosphere.
Even though some planets with ADI < 3 (WASP-80 b, WASP-43 b, HAT-P-12 b, HAT-P-38 b,
WASP-31 b, WASP-63 b, GJ 3470 b, WASP-67 b, WASP-74 b) show some water presence in their
atmosphere, the model as a whole does not represent a significant detection. ADIs lower than 3
indicate non-detection, i.e. the spectral features are not sufficiently bigger than the error bars of
the input spectrum and so it is not possible to distinguish the spectral features from the spectral
noise and, therefore, it is not possible to favour the more complex model MN over the simplest
lower dimensional flat-line MF. Concerning these planets it is necessary to combine additional
observations to confirm the presence of water in their atmosphere. In the case of WASP-43 b
the presence of water has been confirmed by an additional observation during an eclipse of the
planet (Kreidberg et al., 2014).
With the adoption of the ADI index it is possible to infer some general conclusions about an
atmospheric detection, quantifying how significant is a measurement from a given dataset. Pre-
vious population studies suggested that the observed spectra do not show the strong molecular
features expected for a clear sky atmosphere (Iyer et al., 2016; Sing et al., 2016b).
Remarkably, as shown in Figure 4.2 the ADI index does not correlate with the signal-to-noise
ratio of the input spectrum. The S/N calculation has been done using the median uncertainty of
the final observed low-resolution spectra instead of the pre-calculated uncertainties, I will refer
to this quantity as observationally-corrected S/N (o.c. S/N). It is noticeable that for the planets
with an o.c. S/N below 20, the ADI index is not correlated to the o.c. S/N (Figure 4.2). In
this regime we can find planets that scored highly on paper in terms of potential detections of
atmospheric features but turned out to be difficult to interpret (e.g. WASP-101 b), and planets
that appeared relatively challenging to observe on paper but delivered very solid detections (e.g.
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Figure 4.1: Atmospheric modeling results for all 30 planets in the sample. The planets are
ordered based on the ADI index. The highest ADI planet is on the upper left part of the graph,
the lowest on the lower right. The Bayesian evidence, log(E), of the best-fit model for each
planet is also reported. Each panel shows, at left, the spectrum and the best-fit model and, at
right, the posterior distributions of the abundances of the different molecules fitted.
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Figure 4.3: A positive trend exists between the planet radius and ADI, with larger planets
generally featuring more detectable atmospheres. However, We note an outlying cluster of five
planets, including WASP-31 b, WASP-63 b, WASP-67 b, WASP-74 b and WASP-101 b. These
low ADIs may indicate high-altitude cloud covers, or water depleted atmospheres.
HAT-P-11 b). This absence of predictability showcases the need for exploratory observations
prior to major time investments with large-scale facilities such as the JWST.
Considering the warm and hot Jupiters in our sample (M > 0.16MJup, i.e. excluding the
Neptunes: GJ 436 b, GJ 3470 b, HAT-P-11 b and HAT-P-26 b), the Pearson correlation coefficient
indicates that the ADI is more strongly correlated with the planetary radius (0.51, p-value=0.7%)
than the planetary temperature (0.43, p-value=3%) but not correlated with the surface gravity
(-0.28, p-value=16%) or the planetary mass (0.20, p-value=32%). These parameters are plotted
against ADI in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. These results indicate that planetary surface
gravity is a secondary factor in identifying inflated atmospheres (Laughlin et al., 2011; Weiss
et al., 2013; Spiegel and Burrows, 2013).
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Figure 4.5: Planetary mass as a function of ADI. While the two groups of planets are clearly
separated (with or without detectable atmospheres) there is no evident correlation between the
planetary mass and the ADI index.
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Figure 4.6: Planetary gravity as a function of ADI, with a similar behaviour to the planetary
mass.
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Another noticeable result is that all the very hot and irradiated planets, thus those with
a temperature above 1800K, have high ADI index. In these planets the retrieved cloud top-
pressures are significantly high, i.e. the clouds are deep in the atmosphere. In Table 4.4 there are
shown all the results of the quantitative retrievals. Given the narrow wavelength range observed
it is not possible to estimate quantitatively the absolute water abundance of the atmosphere.
On the contrary it is possible to exclude scenarios where water is significantly destroyed or
depleted in the upper atmospheres of irradiated and inflated hot-Jupiters. In addition, the
spectra of HAT-P-41 b, WASP-12 b and WASP-121 b show no contribution from photochemical
hazes (Zahnle et al., 2009; Kopparapu et al., 2012; Miller-Ricci Kempton et al., 2012). We can
conclude that planets with temperatures higher than 1800K feature clear atmospheres in the
terminator regions at HST/WFC3 wavelengths.
In our retrievals we considered a mixture of opaque cloud-deck and hazes, all planets but
WASP-69 b are consistent with a grey, opaque cloud-deck. In this study, both opaque clouds
and hazes were uniformly distributed along the terminator. Line and Parmentier (2016b) showed
that non-uniform cloud coverage can mimic high-molecular weight (hmw) atmospheres. Whilst
hmw atmospheres are not observed in our hot-Jupiter retrievals, we note that HST/WFC3 data
alone are not sufficient to differentiate between hmw, and low-molecular weight atmospheres
with patchy cloud coverage (Line and Parmentier, 2016b). This is particularly relevant for the
warm-Neptune HAT-P-11 b, where a hmw atmosphere was postulated by Fraine et al. (2014).
Asymmetric cloud coverage can be observed in ingress/egress signatures of the light-curves (von
Paris, P. et al., 2016; Line and Parmentier, 2016b) but the incomplete phase coverage of the
HST/WFC3 data is insufficient to confirm or reject patchy cloud coverage models.
4.4.2 Molecular opacities detected
All the planets with a statistically significant atmosphere can be described with a model which
includes grey-clouds, Mie scattering and presence of water. There are two exceptions, WASP-
76 b (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8) and WASP-121 b, which shows a haze free atmosphere and the
presence of TiO and VO. The TiO & VO model is favoured with a Bayes Factor of 8.52 (4.44σ
significance) when compared to a pure-water and haze dominated atmosphere for WASP-76 b.
However, we would like to caution the reader that correlations between H2O, TiO and VO
abundance, planet radius and cloud-top pressure exist in the retrieved posterior distributions.
The retrieval features a high-H2O (∼ 10−2.0) and high-TiO (∼ 10−2.5) mode, which is likely
unphysical. More observations, in particular in the optical wavelengths, are required to fully
distinguish between a TiO/VO abundant and high-altitude haze model. In the case of WASP-
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121 b, we find both models to be statistically indistinguishable from each other. As discussed
above, in this analysis we do not take into account effects due to patchy or non-uniform cloud
covers (e.g. MacDonald and Madhusudhan, 2017). In particular, Kempton et al. (2017) shows
that non-uniform clouds/hazes on WASP-121 b can cause observable spectral gradients in the
HST/WFC3 wavelengths.
Figure 4.7: Left: Best fit spectra for WASP-76 b transmission spectrum in low resolution. A
clear (no haze) upper atmosphere with a deep cloud-top ( 0.8 bar). Here the main opacities
constitute H2O, TiO and VO.
HST/WFC3 data points are too few to well-constrain the final solution and the wavelength
range is not enough to exclude atmospheric haze models for planets which show the presence of
TiO and VO. For this reason it is very important to wait for further observations at wider and
longer wavelength ranges to determine conclusively the absolute abundance of molecular tracers
and obtain an univocal model for each exoplanetary atmosphere.
All the other planets without a statistically significant atmosphere can be explained with
either an opaque, high-altitude clouds or low water abundances. The detection has not to be
considered strong enough to confirm tracers abundances and often the molecular signature is
confused within the error-bars. Given the uncertainties of the input spectra, with HST/WFC3
camera and the T -REx retrieval code it is not possible to retrieve mixing ratios lower than 10−8
for clouds free atmosphere. Furthermore, it is not possible to exclude the possibility of having
a combination of water depletion and high-altitude clouds. Current space mission and ground-
based surveys data are not able to constrain better the absolute tracers abundances. In the
future the exoplanetary community can use data from JWST and dedicated space missions (i.e.
ARIEL, Twinkle, CHEOPS) will explore a wider wavelength range and will find non-degenerate
solutions for each atmosphere.
The spectra of 12 out of the 30 planets in our sample have been previously studied. In partic-
ular, these planets are: GJ 436 b (Knutson et al., 2014), HAT-P-1 b (Wakeford et al., 2013), HAT-
P-11 b (Fraine et al., 2014), HAT-P-32 b (Damiano et al., 2017), HD209458 b (Deming et al.,
2013), HD189733 b (McCullough et al., 2014), WASP-12 b (Kreidberg et al., 2015), WASP-31 b
100
Figure 4.8: The posterior distributions of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-76 b.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the spectra presented here (red) and those available in the
literature (blue) for 11 planets in our sample. The spectra have been normalized to have the same
average transit depth, as they are subject to arbitrary offsets due to different orbital parameters
or limb-darkening coefficients used by different studies.
(Sing et al., 2015), WASP-43 b (Kreidberg et al., 2014), WASP-101 b (Wakeford et al., 2017),
WASP-121 b (Evans et al., 2016) and XO-1 b (Deming et al., 2013). Figure 4.9 shows a com-
parison between the extracted spectra here and in the literature. The only noticeable difference
is HD209458 b, which we believe is due to the different calibration method used (Tsiaras et al.,
2016b). We plan to further investigate this behaviour is a future study. Concerning the detec-
tion of water vapour and other molecules (TiO, VO) and clouds, our results are consistent with
previous results in the literature.
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Table 4.2: Proposal information for the data used in our analysis.
Planet Proposal ID Proposal PI Transits used HST orbits used
GJ 436 b 11622 Heather Knutson 4 12
GJ 3470 b 13665 Bjoern Benneke 2 6
HAT-P-1 b 12473 David Sing 1 4
HAT-P-3 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
HAT-P-11 b 12449 Drake Deming 1 3
HAT-P-12 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
HAT-P-17 b 12956 Catherine Huitson 1 4
HAT-P-18 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
HAT-P-26 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
HAT-P-32 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 4
HAT-P-38 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
HAT-P-41 b 14767 David Sing 1 4
HD149026 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 4
HD189733 b 12881 Peter McCullough 1 6
HD209458 b 12181 Drake Deming 1 4
WASP-12 b 13467 Jacob Bean 3 12
WASP-29 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 4
WASP-31 b 12473 David Sing 1 4
WASP-39 b 14260 Drake Deming 2 8
WASP-43 b 13467 Jacob Bean 6 18
WASP-52 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 3
WASP-63 b 14642 Kevin Stevenson 1 7
WASP-67 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 3
WASP-69 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 3
WASP-74 b 14767 David Sing 1 3
WASP-76 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 4
WASP-80 b 14260 Drake Deming 1 3
WASP-101 b 14767 David Sing 1 4
WASP-121 b 14468 Thomas Evans 1 4
XO-1 b 12181 Drake Deming 1 4
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Table 4.4: Observationally-corrected S/N, ADI, and main retrieval results (maximum a-
posterior).
Planet o.c. S/N ADI Rp Tp log10(Pcloup) log10(H2O)
RJup K Pa
GJ 436 b 9.57 0.00 0.37 ± 0.01 238.25 ± 188.69 1.22 ± 2.12 –6.74 ± 2.70
GJ 3470 b 15.64 0.31 0.36 ± 0.01 243.68 ± 135.42 2.12 ± 1.57 –4.87 ± 2.91
HAT-P-1 b 10.20 8.18 1.29 ± 0.03 1017.09 ± 386.57 3.33 ± 1.35 –2.68 ± 1.22
HAT-P-3 b 4.99 0.00 0.89 ± 0.01 843.00 ± 338.94 1.50 ± 2.01 –6.93 ± 2.73
HAT-P-11 b 7.62 6.61 0.43 ± 0.01 632.37 ± 228.12 4.04 ± 1.11 –1.76 ± 1.41
HAT-P-12 b 16.12 3.08 0.92 ± 0.02 509.25 ± 174.42 2.76 ± 1.23 –3.61 ± 1.48
HAT-P-17 b 5.34 0.28 0.99 ± 0.02 568.69 ± 330.38 1.25 ± 2.12 –5.86 ± 2.89
HAT-P-18 b 13.91 5.71 0.94 ± 0.02 451.61 ± 176.54 2.82 ± 0.91 –2.63 ± 1.18
HAT-P-26 b 13.59 32.73 0.52 ± 0.01 680.56 ± 198.55 3.94 ± 0.74 –3.32 ± 1.10
HAT-P-32 b 14.32 16.44 1.77 ± 0.02 1139.53 ± 169.81 2.34 ± 0.88 –2.84 ± 0.92
HAT-P-38 b 5.47 0.67 0.82 ± 0.02 762.80 ± 256.24 3.32 ± 1.68 –4.29 ± 2.16
HAT-P-41 b 8.59 7.29 1.60 ± 0.03 1570.37 ± 313.42 2.41 ± 1.20 –2.77 ± 1.09
HD149026 b 5.82 0.00 0.65 ± 0.01 1335.30 ± 379.48 0.75 ± 1.68 –5.75 ± 2.91
HD189733 b 7.87 11.77 1.16 ± 0.00 621.49 ± 139.05 4.66 ± 0.91 –2.51 ± 0.90
HD209458 b 22.24 17.21 1.33 ± 0.02 1061.35 ± 241.23 2.14 ± 0.95 –3.19 ± 0.87
WASP-12 b 14.72 25.08 1.86 ± 0.02 1864.01 ± 202.82 2.38 ± 0.95 –3.12 ± 0.92
WASP-29 b 9.25 1.25 0.76 ± 0.02 713.48 ± 311.15 3.29 ± 2.29 –7.93 ± 2.38
WASP-31 b 9.33 1.31 1.47 ± 0.03 1088.35 ± 220.16 1.79 ± 1.27 –3.84 ± 1.90
WASP-39 b 22.66 34.52 1.24 ± 0.01 1258.71 ± 389.53 4.86 ± 0.32 –5.94 ± 0.61
WASP-43 b 7.34 1.93 0.94 ± 0.01 957.27 ± 343.30 2.90 ± 2.12 –4.36 ± 2.10
WASP-52 b 13.74 20.32 1.27 ± 0.01 667.66 ± 121.94 4.84 ± 0.88 –4.09 ± 0.87
WASP-63 b 12.22 0.00 1.36 ± 0.03 948.22 ± 179.13 0.93 ± 1.40 –5.81 ± 2.81
WASP-67 b 5.87 0.27 1.36 ± 0.03 636.58 ± 267.82 2.18 ± 1.91 –6.17 ± 2.82
WASP-69 b 31.39 13.30 1.01 ± 0.01 492.92 ± 153.38 3.93 ± 0.99 –3.94 ± 1.25
WASP-74 b 8.35 0.00 1.46 ± 0.03 1519.36 ± 310.70 -0.05 ± 1.48 –5.91 ± 2.81
WASP-76 b 23.24 36.44 1.68 ± 0.02 1591.88 ± 184.08 3.93 ± 1.22 –2.70 ± 1.07
WASP-80 b 15.75 1.16 0.98 ± 0.01 539.39 ± 278.81 2.17 ± 1.48 –5.34 ± 2.65
WASP-101 b 14.03 0.00 1.29 ± 0.02 1042.55 ± 215.30 0.54 ± 1.75 –6.95 ± 2.61
WASP-121 b 15.96 11.52 1.69 ± 0.01 1543.93 ± 134.06 3.79 ± 1.25 –3.05 ± 0.87
XO-1 b 4.97 3.15 1.21 ± 0.01 778.21 ± 224.04 4.14 ± 1.29 –2.75 ± 1.64
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter I showed one of the most complete works of atmospheric spectroscopy on ex-
oplanets. I briefly described the dataset from which it was possible to extract exoplanetary
atmospheric spectra as a function of wavelength. HST/WFC3 has been the best instrument up
until 2020 and demonstrated the power and potential of atmospheric spectroscopy. I showed
the analysis made on 30 exoplanets, most of them hot-Jupiter and explained how water has
been detected on at least 16 of them. Future space mission and ground based surveys will help
constraining in a better way the parameter space of atmospheric models and will break possible
degeneracies.
Furthermore, the state-of-art in atmospheric spectroscopy includes the use of Bayesian anal-
ysis to retrieve planetary parameters. The use of efficient codes and algorithms are crucial to
obtain an atmospheric model in a reasonable amount of time since Bayesian analysis is time-
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consuming and computing-intensive. In the next chapters I will introduce to deep learning and
I will apply a neural network to decrease further the computation time in order to retrieve
atmospheric parameters.
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Chapter 5
Deep Learning methods
Human beings have always tried to create an artificial kind of life, able to move and think
autonomously. Some of the first written proof of this attempt comes from ancient Greece,
with the myths of the statue of Pygmalion, Daedalus, who created the Minotaur labyrinth and
Hephaestus who built automatons of metal to help him work. Galatea, Talos, and Pandora can
be considered all artificial kind of life (Ovid and Martin, 2004; Tandy, 1997; Sparkes, 1996)
Deep Learning (DL) is a subset of a broader Machine Learning (ML) algorithms family, based
on leaning data representations. This kind of algorithms was defined in the 1940s, and the last
seven years they became very relevant and accessible. Figure 5.1 shows all the evolution of deep
learning algorithms defined from the beginning until today.
Figure 5.1: Time line of Deep Learning algorithms definition. (Image made by Favio Vàzquez1)
Deep learning applications are relatively recent because we started having reliable ways of
1https://towardsdatascience.com/a-weird-introduction-to-deep-learning-7828803693b0
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training deep neural networks. With the technology evolution, especially the advent of Graphic
Processor Units (GPUs), and now Tensor Processor Units (TPUs) technology, the development
of relevant theoretical and algorithmic improvements and the exponential accumulation of data
all over the world, deep learning naturally became the most popular way of understanding the
world and changed the way we do machine learning.
More generally, artificial intelligence algorithms can help to solve tasks that are easy for
people to solve intuitively but hard to describe formally, i.e., recognising spoken words, faces,
images, movements or particular features in an image. In my thesis, I use a deep learning
approach to artificial intelligence. In this way, it is possible to allow computers to learn from
experience and improves the way they interpret and analyse the world in terms of a hierarchy
of concepts. During the phase in which the machine gather information from a dataset, it is
essential for the human programmer to specify formally all of the knowledge that the computer
needs to interpret correctly the data it sees and return useful information.
One of the first worldwide success of artificial intelligence happened in 1997 when IBM’s Deep
Blue chess-playing system defeated the world champion Garry Kasparov (Hsu, 2002). Ten years
later AlphaGO, a computer program developed by Alphabet Inc’s Google DeepMind (Silver
et al., 2017) defeated the world champion of the Go game, Lee Sedol, without handicap in a
professional board game 19x19.
Artificial intelligence algorithms allowed the computers to deal with problems which involve
knowledge of the real world and make a decision as a human being would do. For example, a
simple logistic regression algorithm can recommend whether cesarean delivery is necessary or
not (Shlomo et al., 1990).
All of these algorithms depend heavily on how data are arranged and on the representation
of the data they are given. Many artificial intelligence problems can be solved by designing
the exact set of features to extract from a dataset. For example, a useful feature to extract
during speaker identification is the size of the speaker’s vocal tract. This information can also
tell whether the speaker is a man, a woman or a child. The way to represent the dataset is a
general problem that appears in every field. The choice of a particular data representation can
have severe consequences in term of computing time and usage (Figure 5.2)
One way to solve the representation problem is to use machine learning not only to discover
eventual patterns within the dataset but also find the optimal way to represent the dataset.
This kind of approach is called representation learning. Representation learning algorithms can
rapidly adapt to a new dataset and require minimal human intervention. An excellent example
of representation learning algorithm is the autoencoder. The autoencoder is a combination of an
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Figure 5.2: Example on the different representation of the same dataset. In order to find a curve
separating two subsets of data the easiest solution is to find a line on a polar coordinate system.
The same problem can be solved using a Cartesian representation but it is computationally more
expansive.
encoder, an algorithm that converts the input data into a compressed basis set, and a decoder,
the algorithm that converts the new representation back to the original one.
Extracting many high-level features from raw data can be very difficult. Moreover, it is
necessary to take into account many factors of variation (for example, the accent of a speaker
or different shapes that a human face can have), to be isolated, understood and interpreted.
Deep learning solves the problem of representation learning, introducing new representations
expressed in terms of other more straightforward representations.
In this Chapter, I will briefly explain the theory behind a neural network. I will introduce to
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are essentially the computational backbone of a deep
learning algorithm. The fundamental concepts of deep learning are described widely in literature
(Pratt, 1993; Anderson, 1995; Hassoun, 1995; Tettamanzi et al., 2001; Goodfellow et al., 2016).
5.1 Biological Neural Networks
Having a basic knowledge about how the human brain works can help us understand the fun-
damentals of ANNs. The brain is the central part of the nervous system, and it consists of an
extensive neural network (NN). A single neuron (Figure 5.3) consists of a central part, the cell
body, connected to other neuronal cells through a complex net of axons and dendrites which
constitute the synaptic connections.
The activation of a neuron depends on the reception of an electric signal from another neuron
through the synaptic connections. After receiving an electric signal, the neuron can, in turn, send
another electric impulse towards another neuron. In this way, the information can propagate
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Figure 5.3: Morphology of a neuron.
through a biological neural network.
The human brain consists of 1011 neurons, connected through 1015 connections (Tettamanzi
et al., 2001). The activation of specific neuronal groups can lead to the movement of particular
muscles or the generation of thoughts in human beings.
5.2 Artificial Neural Networks
Currently, building an artificial brain is an impossible task, but it is possible to make simplified
versions of it, simple artificial neural networks with artificial neurons. ANNs can be good at
finding patterns within a dataset and make simple rules from complex problems, but they are
still far from being considered “intelligent”. They are also good at generalising information from
an input dataset. The generalisation skill is the most desirable feature of an ANN currently.
5.2.1 The artificial neuron
The neuron is the most fundamental part of a neural network and it is defined as:
y(x) = g
(
n∑
t=0
wixi
)
(5.1)
where (x0, x1, ..., xn) are the neuron, n is the number of input dendrites, y(x) is the output axon,
(w0, w1, ..., wn) are the weights and g is the activation function that control the output coming
from a neuron, based on the sum of the input (Figure 5.4).
Similarly to a biological neuron, the g function represents the activation of a particular
neuron, and it is a threshold function, returning either 0 or 1. Other activation function can
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Figure 5.4: Scheme of an artificial neuron.
return output values of either -1 or 1. The weights w0, w1, ..., wn are not as restricted as the
output values and can have any real value.
An example of commonly used activation functions are the sigmoid function (Equation 5.2)
and the hyperbolic tangent (Equation 5.3). It is important to choose a differentiable activa-
tion function to implement many common training algorithms, such as the backpropagation
(discussed in section 5.2.3).
g(x) = 11 + e−2s(x+t) , (5.2)
g(x) = e
2s(x+t) − 1
e2s(x+t) + 1 . (5.3)
During the training phase, the values t and s and the weights are the ones that are adjusted.
5.2.2 ANN description
The multilayer feedforward artificial neural network is a common ANN. In this kind of network,
the neurons are assembled in layers, from an input layer to an output layer. Between the input
and output layer, there are generally many hidden layers (Figure 5.5). Each connection only
goes forward in this representation from layer to layer. The reader interested in other kinds of
representation can read Hassoun (1995).
ANNs have two different essential phases: the training phase and the execution phase. The
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training phase depends on the input dataset, and at this stage, the ANN is trained to return a
specific output given the input. Once it is trained, it is possible to store all the information on
the activation function parameters and the weights and can be used for the execution stage.
Figure 5.5: Representation of an ANN. In the beginning, there is an input layer, followed by
three hidden layers and, finally, the output layers. Each neuron is connected through a weights
system, which value is adjusted during the training phase.
In a ANN, during the training phase, the weights (w0, w1, ..., wn) and the t parameters are
adjusted.
5.2.3 ANN training - Backpropagation
The training phase is essential to teach the ANN any task. The training phase is necessary
to adjust the weights and teach the ANN to return a specific output. At the same time it
is important to exclude over-fitting, i.e., the ANN needs to be reliable also with a different
dataset and to do that it needs to generalise the information from a dataset. The training
phase corresponds to an optimisation problem; indeed the aim is to minimise the mean square
error or the neural network’s reconstruction of the data, over the entire training set. There are
many solutions to this problem, one of the most common approaches include the use of specific
gradient descent algorithms like backpropagation. This algorithm has some limitation about
the extent of the adjustment of the weights at each iteration. This problem has been solved
with the RPROP algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993), the quickprop (Fahlman, 1989), the
wake-sleep algorithm (Hinton et al., 1995) or the dropout algorithm (Baldi and Sadowski, 2014).
As the name suggests, in the backpropagation algorithm the error at the end of an iteration
is calculated and propagated back through the network, adjusting all the weights to minimise
the error after each iteration. The following explanation is valid for fully connected ANNs, but
similar theories can be applied to sparsely connected ANNs.
The most efficient way to minimise the mean square error is training the data sequentially,
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one input at a time, completing step by step all the training set, instead of taking the training
set as a whole. Proceeding in such a way it is essential to shuﬄe the training set such as avoiding
dependence on the training set order. This approach also avoids being stuck in local minima.
5.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
ANN layers or fully connected layers, can be used to analyse an image. First of all the image
needs to be transformed conveniently to optimise the information extraction to give as an input
to the ANN. For tackling this problem LeCun et al. (1989) defined a network called Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN).
CNNs are a kind of network specialised in analysing data prepared as a grid. It can be, for
example, an image made of a 2D-grid of pixels. A CNN is a network that uses an operation called
convolution, a kind of linear operation which details are explained in section 5.3.1 (Goodfellow
et al., 2016). Convolutional networks are neural networks that use convolution in place of general
matrix multiplication in at least one of their layer.
Another common operation used in building a CNN is the pooling. After a convolutional
layer usually is used a pooling layer (described in section 5.3.2). After several convolutional and
pooling layers, the result is flattened into a one-dimensional array to use as an input for the fully
connected layer (the artificial neural network) 5.6.
Figure 5.6: CNN structure scheme. The input image, usually a 2D array, is represented through
a series of convolutional and pooling layers before being analysed by an artificial neural network
(Image from Albelwi and Mahmood (2017)).
5.3.1 The convolution operation
The convolution is an operation between two functions, x and w. It is denoted with the symbol
∗ and defined as:
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s(t) = (x ∗ w) (τ) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
x(τ)w(t− τ)dτ =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t− τ)w(τ)dτ. (5.4)
In convolutional network terminology, the function x represents as the input, i.e., a multi-
dimensional array of data and the function w is the kernel, i.e., a multidimensional array of
parameters. These multidimensional arrays are referred to as tensors. Another way to refer the
output is the “feature map”.
Let x and w be two functions of integers t, then the discrete convolution can be expressed
as:
s(t) = (x ∗ w) (t) =
∞∑
τ=−∞
x(τ)w(t− τ). (5.5)
The convolutions are computed over more than one axis at a time. If the user have 2D arrays
as input I he wants to use also a 2D kernel K:
S(i, j) = (I ∗K)(i, j) =
∑
m
∑
n
I(m,n)K(i−m, j − n) =
∑
m
∑
n
I(i−m, j − n)K(m,n). (5.6)
The second part of equation 5.6 is a consequence of the commutative property of a convo-
lution, which can be obtained by flipping the kernel relative to the input function, i.e., as m
increases, the index into the input increases but the index into the kernel decreases.
Many neural network implementations use a similar function called cross-correlation, which
is a convolution function without flipping the kernel (see Figure 5.7):
S(i, j) = (I ∗K)(i, j) =
∑
m
∑
n
I(i+m, j + n)K(m,n). (5.7)
A discrete convolution is essentially a multiplication by a matrix and usually gives, as a
result, a very sparse matrix, i.e., a matrix in which many elements are equal to zero because
often the kernel is much smaller than the input image.
5.3.2 Pooling
After performing the convolutions, each activation run through a function which should break
some eventual linear correlations between close pixels and run to generalise better the infor-
mation. This function is called the rectified activation function. This stage is also called the
detector stage. In the third phase, a pooling function is used to modify the output of the layer
(Figure 5.8) furthermore. The pooling function replaces the output of the layer at a specific
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Figure 5.7: Example of a 2D convolution without flipping the kernel (Image from Goodfellow
et al. (2016)).
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location with a summary of the nearby outputs.
Figure 5.8: Layers of a typical convolutional neural network. From the bottom to the top: the
input layer (a bidimensional array or image) is transformed through a series of convolutional
layers, then they are modified with the application of a set of rectified functions and pooling
layers. After then the output can be used as an input for a fully connected layer or another
convolutional layer (Image from Goodfellow et al. (2016)).
A popular pooling method is called max pooling (Zhou and Chellappa, 1988), which consists
of reporting the maximum output within a rectangular selection. Another common max pooling
method is including the average output over a rectangular selection, the L2 norm, or the weighted
average based on the distance from the central pixel.
After applying several convolutional layers to an image, the output can be linearised and
applied to a fully connected layer or artificial neural network.
5.4 First application in exoplanetary atmospheres
Deep learning in exoplanetary science are very recent. The very first application was in 2016
with RoBErt (Robotic Exoplanet Recognition), designed by Waldmann (2016). RoBErt is a pre-
trained Deep Belief Network (DBN, Hinton et al. (2006); Hinton (2007)) which mimic human
recognition of spectroscopic features. Although complete derivation of a DBN is beyond the
scope of this thesis, in Figure 5.9 I show the structure of a DBN compared to a Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) (Waldmann, 2016).
RoBErt can identify the presence of a molecular species in a planetary atmosphere, attribut-
ing to them a probability. In Figure 5.10 there are 4 normalised spectra and the identification
using RoBErt for 4 input spectra with signal-to-noise ratio of, respectively, 20, 15, 5 and 2
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Figure 5.9: Scheme of a restricted Boltzmann machine (left) and a deep belief network (right).
The blue layers represent the visible units (like the inputs), and in red, there are the hidden
units. The green layers are the logistic units and represent the output of the deep belief network.
Black lines represent the connections between all units (image from Waldmann (2016)).
(Waldmann, 2016).
For the atmospheres made with just one main component, RoBErt can identify the main
trace gas > 99% of the time, across the gases considered in Waldmann (2016).
5.4.1 Other applications in exoplanetary atmospheres
At the time of writing this thesis, there are a few attempts of studying exoplanetary atmospheres
using AI, more in particular using machine learning algorithms. For exmaple Márquez-Neila et al.
(2018) recently presented an atmospheric retrieval algorithm based on random forests regression
(Breiman, 2001) and demonstrated the algorithm on Hubble/WFC3 observations.
Waldmann (2016) is the only example of a deep learning method applied to exoplanetary
atmospheres. RobERt can, therefore, recognise the presence of some molecular species just by
“looking” a single exoplanetary spectrum. In this thesis, in chapter 6, I introduce a more evolved
tool, ExoGAN (Exoplanets Generative Adversarial Network). ExoGAN is a deep learning al-
gorithm able not only to recognise molecular species in exoplanetary atmosphere, but also to
estimate their abundances. ExoGAN can be considered as the second deep learning attempt in
exoplanetary atmosphere (Zingales and Waldmann, 2018).
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Figure 5.10: On the left side we find an input exoplanetary spectrum. On the right side
the histograms represent the probability of the presence of a molecular species given the input
spectrum and its error-bars. The real input and the related mixing ratio to generate the spectra
on the left are labelled on the top right corner of each simulation (Image fromWaldmann (2016)).
5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, I explained the theory behind neural networks focusing on ANNs and CNNs.
The field of applicability of these kinds of algorithm is vast, and the astrophysics community
started to use them relatively recently. The potential of these algorithms and their reliability
leads them to be very common and useful tool for the future generation of scientists. RoBErt was
the first neural network trained to recognise molecular features in exoplanetary atmospheres. It
is able to detect the presence of molecular species but not their abundances. In the next chapter,
I will explain in detail the very first attempt to analyse the exoplanetary atmospheres with a
generative net, ExoGAN (Exoplanets Generative Adversarial Network). I will explain more-in-
detail the rationale behind a ExoGAN and its application to exoplanetary science and spectral
retrievals.
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Chapter 6
ExoGAN: Retrieve exoplanetary
atmosphere using Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks
The modelling of exoplanetary atmospheric spectroscopy through so-called atmospheric retrieval
algorithms has become accepted standard in the interpretation of transmission and emission
spectroscopic measurements (e.g. Kreidberg et al., 2018; Tsiaras et al., 2018; Bruno et al., 2018;
Mansfield et al., 2018; Spake et al., 2018; Sheppard et al., 2017; Barstow et al., 2017; Rocchetto
et al., 2016a). These retrieval algorithms are designed to solving the often ill-posed inverse
problem of determining atmospheric parameters (such as trace gas abundances for example) from
the measured spectra and their corresponding measurement uncertainties (e.g. Irwin et al., 2008;
Madhusudhan and Seager, 2009; Line et al., 2013; Benneke and Seager, 2013; Lavie et al., 2017;
Gandhi and Madhusudhan, 2018; Cubillos et al., 2016). The associated atmospheric forward
model to be fitted varies in complexity from retrieval to retrieval but most times encompasses
a high dimensional likelihood space to be sampled. In the era of JWST (Gardner et al., 2006)
and ARIEL (Tinetti et al., 2016) observations, said model complexity will have to increase
significantly. To date, the most commonly adopted statistical sampling methods are Nested
Sampling (Skilling, 2004; Feroz and Hobson, 2008a; Feroz et al., 2009) and Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (e.g. Gregory, 2011). These approaches typically require of the order of 105 - 106 forward
model realisations until convergence. The traditional analysis method, which uses Bayesian
statistics, creates a precarious bottleneck: to achieve convergence within reasonable time frames
(hours to days), we require the atmospheric forward model to be fast and consequently overly
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simplistic. The inclusion of disequilibrium chemistry, self-consistent cloud models and the move
from 1D to 2-3D radiative transfer, are largely precluded by this constraint. In this chapter, I
present the first deep learning architecture for exoplanetary atmospheric retrievals and discuss
a path towards solving the computational bottleneck using atmospheric retrievals assisted by
deep-learning. The work shown in this chapter is part of my work published in Zingales and
Waldmann (2018).
Artificial Intelligence has been used extensively to understand and describe complex struc-
tures and behaviour in a wide variety of dataset across a plethora of research fields.
In recent years, the field of exoplanets has seen pioneering deep-learning papers on planet
detection (Pearson et al., 2018; Shallue and Vanderburg, 2018), exoplanet transit prediction (Kip-
ping and Lam, 2017) and atmospheric spectral identification (Waldmann, 2016). In Waldmann
(2016) we applied a deep-belief neural network (DBN) to recognise the atmospheric features
of an exoplanetary emission spectrum. This approach provided a qualitative understanding of
the atmospheric trace gases likely to be present in a planetary emission spectrum, to then be
included in the atmospheric retrieval framework TauREx (Waldmann et al., 2015a,b). In this
chapter, I introduce a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN, Goodfellow et al., 2014) to pre-
dict the maximum likelihood (ML) of the full retrieval solution given the observed spectrum. As
shown in the following sections, this can be used as a stand-alone solution to retrieval or used
to constrain the prior parameter ranges for a more standard atmospheric retrieval later.
We design the algorithm following four guiding principles:
• Once trained, the deep or machine-learning algorithm should apply to the widest possible
range of planet types.
• Once trained, the algorithm should apply to a wide range of instruments.
• The algorithm should be robust in the presence of unknown ‘un-trained’ features and be
able to generalise to parameter regimes outside its formal training set.
• The design of the algorithm and data format should be modular and easily modifiable and
expandable.
In the following sections, I present the Exoplanet Generative Adversarial Network (ExoGAN)
algorithm and demonstrate it on a variety of retrieval scenarios.
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6.1 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks first introduced by Goodfellow et al. (2014) belongs to the
class of unsupervised deep generative neural networks (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Deep generative
models can learn the arbitrarily complex probability distribution of a data set, pdata, and can
generate new data sets drawn from pdata. Similarly, they can also be used to fill in missing
information in an incomplete data set, so-called inpainting. In this work, I use the data inpainting
properties of the GAN to perform retrievals of the atmospheric forward model parameters.
The most common analogy for a GAN architecture is that of a counterfeit operation. The
neural network is given a training data set, x, in our case combinations of atmospheric spectra
with their associated forward model parameters. I refer to the training set as the ‘real’ data
with the probability distribution pdata. Now two deep neural networks are pitted against each
other in a minmax game. One network, the generator network (G), will try to create a ‘fake’
dataset (pg), indistinguishable from the ‘real’ data. In a second step, a second neural network,
the discriminator (D), tries to classify ‘fake’ from ‘real’ data correctly. The training phase
of the GAN is completed when a Nash equilibrium is reached, and the discriminator cannot
identify real from fake any longer. At this stage the generator network will have learned a
good representation of the data probability distribution and pg ' pdata. Unlike for variational
inference methods, such as variational autoencoders (VAE; Kingma and Welling, 2013; Jimenez
Rezende et al., 2014), the functional form of the data likelihood does not need to be specified
but is learned by the Generator. Such implicit latent variable models or likelihood-free networks
allow the learning of arbitrarily complex probability distributions in an unsupervised manner
while assuming minimal prior assumptions on the data distribution.
GANs have been applied to multiple problems, such as semi-supervised learning, stabilizing
sequence learning methods for speech and language, and 3D modelling (Denton et al., 2015;
Radford et al., 2015; Salimans et al., 2016; Lamb et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016). Notable examples
of GANs applied in an astrophysical context are given by Rodriguez et al. (2018); Stark et al.
(2018); Schawinski et al. (2017), who used GANs trained on existing N-body simulations to
efficiently generate new, physically realistic realisations of the cosmic web, learn Point Spread
Function from data or de-noise ground-based observations of galaxies.
In the field of exoplanets, the use of GANs or similar deep architectures has not yet been
explored. In this work, I base ExoGAN on a Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network
(DCGAN, Radford et al., 2015).
DCGANs are an evolution from the classical GAN by replacing the multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs; Rumelhart et al., 1986; Bengio, 2009) in the Generator and Discriminator networks
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with all convolutional layers. Their characteristics make DCGAN significantly more robust to
discrete-mode and manifold model collapse (Metz et al., 2016; Arjovsky and Bottou, 2017) and
are found to be stable in most training scenarios (Radford et al., 2015). The use of batch
normalisation (appendix B.2) further increases training speed and robustness. Besides, we note
that convolutional networks are ideally suited to capturing the highly correlated signals of broad,
roto-vibrational spectral bands in NIR and IR wavelengths.
The fundamental part of a GAN are two differentiable functions G and D called, respectively,
generator and discriminator. The two nets are locked in a game with different roles. The
generator tries to reproduce an output as similar as possible to the training set. The discriminator
at the same time is trained to recognise whether the generator is reproducing a real image and
associate a probability to it. When the GAN is thoroughly trained, the discriminator will not
realise whether the output of the generator is a fake image or not and it will return a probability
of 1/2 (Figure 6.1).
In perfect training, the generator manages to catch the distribution of the training set and
returns realistic realisations of it. The determinator ensures the plausibility of the output. In
the following section, I will describe a particular kind of GAN used in Chapter 6 to detect the
best set of parameters for a retrieval.
6.2 Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks
In this chapter, I use a particular kind of GAN called Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Network (DCGAN), presented for the first time in Radford et al. (2015), characterised by:
• All convolutional netwotks: it emphasises the convolutions, getting rid of the pooling layers
(see chapter 5 for more details). They increase (or decrease in the case of the discriminator)
the feature’s spatial dimensions as shown in Figure 6.1.
• Batch Normalisation: the algorithm normalises the feature vector (a function of the input
image which indicates the activation of the hidden neurons output from the layer), to have
a zero mean and unit variance in all the layers. The normalisation is helpful to stabilise the
learning phase and to handle the poor weight initialisation problem. Batch Normalisation
is described in Appendix B.2
In the following, I describe intuitively the rationale behind generator and discriminator net-
works.
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Figure 6.1: Example of Generator (on the right) and Discriminator (on the left) architecture
in a DCGAN working with 64x64 pixels image. The generator starts in the image is composed
by 5 layers. It starts from a latent vector of dimension 100 and samples 3D arrays which change
their dimensions at each layer. The first layer has dimensions 1024x4x4, the second 512x8x8, the
third 256x16x16, the fourth 128x32x32 The final layer represents the output and it is 3x64x64
RGB image. The Discriminator works in a perfectly specular way, starting from a 3x64x64 RGB
image and returning a probability, P(x), as output, with x the input image. (Image modified
from Radford et al. (2015)).
6.2.1 The Generator
The network uses mg all convolutional layers with mg an integer number > 1. All of them
are followed by batch normalisation and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation. The ReLU
function is defined as:
ReLU(x) =

x if x > 0
0 if x ≤ 0
(6.1)
The input for the generator is a random vector z generated from a normal distribution. After
defining the z vector, the generator needs to upsample (extend the dimension of input image)
until it returns an image with the same dimensions of the training set images.
The up-sampling layers represent a transpose convolution with stride s. Usually, convolutions
go from a broad input to narrower outputs, transpose convolutions (or fractionally stridden
convolutions) behave the opposite way.
The stride of a transpose convolution determines the dimension of the output image. If the
stride has a dimension s, the output image will double the size of the input image. Indeed by
moving one pixel in the input layer, the convolution kernel is moved by s pixels on the output
layer (Figure 6.2).
After each transpose convolution, the generator returns a z output, changing every time
the dimension of the input image until it returns a final image with the same dimensions of
the training set image (see figure 6.1). The final layer is, assuming a dataset arranged as an
image with nxn pixels, a nxn image, where each pixel value is between 0 and 1 (using a sigmoid
function) or -1 and 1 (using a hyperbolic tangent function)
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Figure 6.2: Transpose convolution, involving a 3x3 kernel over a 2x2 input with a stride 2, is
equivalent to a convolution involving a 3x3 kernel over a 5x5 input with stride 2.
6.2.2 The Discriminator
Also, the discriminator is also a md all convolutional layer with batch normalisation after all
layers except for the input layer. One characteristic very popular with the discriminator is the
use of leaky ReLU (lReLU) activation layers. The lReLU function is defined as:
lReLU(x) =

x if x > 0
αx if x ≤ 0
(6.2)
where α is a real number, typically near zero. for ExoGAN the value has been set to 0.2.
The discriminator uses as input nxn images and returns as an output the probability that
the input image is real. In this description, the discriminator performs as a binary classifier.
6.3 Generative Adversarial Networks in literature
Currently, GANs make impressive results in generating highly realistic images. In the future
years, they will probably be able to generate high-quality images and videos1. In the next
sections I show some possible applications for GANs.
6.3.1 Cross-domain transfer
CycleGAN ((Zhu et al., 2017)), is a GAN trained on several images with different domains.
CycleGAN can transform images from one domain (for example, a real image) to another domain
(for example a Van Gogh or a Cezanne painting), as shown in Figure 6.3
1https://medium.com/@jonathan_hui/gan-some-cool-applications-of-gans-4c9ecca35900
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Figure 6.3: Example of cross-domain transfer. On the left there is the column of Input images.
Starting from the second column, there are some example of artistic styles transferred to the
input images. They are, in order, Monet, Van Gogh, Cezann and Ukiyo-e styles. (Image from
Zhu et al. (2017))
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6.3.2 Super resolution
GANs can also be used to increase the resolution of an input image. Ledig et al. (2016) Introduce
SRGAN (Super Resolution Generative Adversarial Network). In Figure 6.4 I show the results of
three different methods which try to return an output image with a higher resolution than the
input. The bicubic interpolation gives poor results, SRResNet gives better results and SRGAN
returns the best results (Ledig et al., 2016).
6.3.3 Image inpainting
Another useful application of GANs is image inpainting. This technique is used to repaire
damaged picture and to reconstruct some possible missing part from an input image. In figure
6.5 I show the results from Context Encoders (Pathak et al., 2016), from the input images have
been removed a central part. Besides the damaged image is shown the repaired image with
Context Encoders.
In the next sections, I show how image inpainting can be used to retrieve the parameters
space of an exoplanetary atmosphere.
6.4 Adversarial Training
As described in the previous section, both Generator and Discriminator networks are pitted
against one another during training. The goal of the training phase is to reach a Nash Equilib-
rium, i.e. when neither player can improve by unilaterally changing one’s strategy. Figure 6.6
shows a schematic of the ExoGAN setup.
In order to return the generator distribution pg over the data x we start from a prior dis-
tribution of Gaussian distributed latent variables p(z) and define G(z;θG) as the mapping from
latent variable space to generated data. Here θG are the hyperparameters of the Generator
network (see table B.1).
Let D(x) be the probability that x came from the data rather than pg. Hence, in the state of
convergence, we have pg = pdata and D(x) = 12 . In the training phase we need D to maximise
the probability of assigning the correct label to both training examples and samples from G. At
the same time we want G to minimize the probability log (1−D(G(z))). We can now define the
cross-entropy cost-function of the Discriminator as:
J (D) = − [logD(x) + log (1−D (G(z)))] (6.3)
During training, we employ batch training, with the cost function of a batch of n data samples
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Figure 6.4: Result after reconstruction of a low resolution image with three different methods.
From left to right, the super-resolution attempt using a bicubic interpolation, SRResNet, SRGAN
and the original image (Image from Ledig et al. (2016)).
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Figure 6.5: Reconstruction of a damaged image with inpainting techniques. Each input im-
age has been modified by removing the central part. Besides each input image is shown the
reconstructed image using Context Encoder (Image from Pathak et al. (2016)).
Figure 6.6: The ExoGAN scheme. The Generator produces datasets sampling from a latent
variable space z. The Discriminator compares the generated dataset with data drawn from the
training set (top left). The network has converged when the Discriminator cannot differentiate
Real spectra from Generated spectra any longer.
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being
J (D) =−
{
n∑
i=1
logD(xi)+
+
n∑
i=1
log (1−D(G(zi)))
} (6.4)
which can be written as the expectation values over the data and generated samples:
J (D) = −{Ex∼pdata [logD(x)] (6.5)
+ Ez∼pz [log (1−D(G(z)))]}.
Since the discriminator wants to minimize the cost function and the generator wants to maximise
it, we can summarise the training as a zero-sum game where the cost function for the generator
is given by: J (G) = −J (D). Hence, to capture the entire game, we only need to specify the
loss-function of the Discriminator since it encompasses both θ(D) and θ(G) hyperparameters.
We then optimise the value function V (θ(D),θ(G)) = −J (D)(θ(D),θ(G)),
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x)] (6.6)
+ Ez∼pz [log (1−D(G(z)))].
As stated earlier, equation 6.6 constitutes a minmax game since it involves minimising over G in
an outer loop and maximising over D in an inner loop.
6.5 Application to exoplanetary spectra
Here I explain the data format of the input and training data. In figure 6.7 I show an example
a transmission spectrum of a cloud-free hot-Jupiter with water as the only trace-gas at 3 · 10−4
volume mixing ratio at a constant resolution of ∆λλ = 100. We train ExoGAN on a wavelength
range of 0.3µm −50µm. For this work, we restrict the sampling resolution to be R = 100 for
every spectrum. This choice, however, does not preclude training with higher resolution data in
the future.
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Figure 6.7: Spectral binning used in this work. The black line is a simulated spectrum of
the hot-Jupiter HD189733b. The red vertical lines represent the bin edges of prominent water
bands. The blue and orange areas are the Hubble/WFC3 and JWST band-passes considered in
this chapter, respectively.
6.5.1 Normalisation
For the neural network to learn efficiently, we must normalise the data to lie between zero and
unity. We have experimented with various normalisation schemes. The most obvious scheme
is a ‘global’ normalisation, where we normalise the full training set by its global maximum and
minimum values. This approach proved problematic as spectral signatures for planets with
low trace-gas abundances, and small atmospheric scale heights, would be too weak/flat to be
recognisable by the neural network for reasonable training times. We have therefore opted to
normalise each training spectrum to amplify the spectral features. Assuming that the most
common broadband absorber is water in an exoplanetary atmosphere, we divide the spectral
range along its major water bands in the IR, see dashed red lines in Fig 6.7. Note this does not
mean that water-free atmospheres cannot be detected. Additionally, we divide the spectrum by
the pass-bands of the JWST/NIRISS, NIRCam and MIRI instruments (Kalirai, 2018) and the
Hubble/WFC3 instrument passband. In total, we have 14 spectral bands. We now normalise
each spectral band between 0 and 1 and record the minimum and maximum normalisation factors
for each. This normalisation scheme ensures a maximum amplification of the spectral features
while allows a reconstruction of the spectrum in each spectral bin.
6.5.2 The Atmospheric Spectrum and Parameters Array (ASPA)
To store all aspects of an atmospheric transmission spectrum, I define the Atmospheric Spectrum
and Parameters Array (ASPA). It is a 2D array encoding the 1D normalised spectral bands,
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each band’s minimum and maximum normalisation factors and the associated forward model
parameter values. I parametrise each training spectrum with seven forward model parameters,
φ, namely: H2O, CO2, CH4 and CO volume mixing ratios, the mass of the planet Mp, the
radius Rp and its isothermal temperature Tp at the terminator. Figure 6.8 shows a false-colour
ASPA. For this work, the ASPA is a 33×33 matrix (or 2D image), with the main part (section
1) encoding the spectral information. Sections 2 - 5 encode the normalisation factors and 6 -
12 the atmospheric parameters. By design, the planet’s water abundance takes a significantly
large range area of the ASPA, reflecting the relative importance of water in forming the spectral
continuum. The ASPA format is adaptable to other configurations in the future.
6.6 The training
To train ExoGAN on a wide range of possible exoplanetary atmospheres, I generated a very
comprehensive training set of atmospheric forward models using the TauREx retrieval code
(Waldmann et al., 2015a,b). I sampled each of the seven previously mentioned forward model
parameters (H2O, CO2, CH4 and CO abundances, the mass of the planet Mp, the radius Rp
and the temperature Tp) 10 times within the parameter ranges denoted in table 6.1. This
configuration yields 107 forward models, which are split into 90% training set and 10% test set.
The test set is used to validate the accuracy of the network on previously unseen data. As
discussed later on, I find this training set to be overcomplete and only require a smaller subset
of the full training set for convergence.
During the training, I perform two training iterations of the discriminator to every training
step of the generator. For the training phase, I used a minibatch sizes o 64 training ASPAs
and a NVIDIA TESLA V100 GPU. We required ∼ 9 hours per epoch, i.e. until the algorithm
could go through the whole training set, on the V100 GPU and comparatively about three days
on 20 CPU cores in parallel. The convergences of the loss functions during the training phase
are shown in figure 6.9. The full model setup can be found in the appendix (table B.2). We
tested three different sizes of our latent variable space z, with zdim = 50, 100 and 200. We found
zdim = 50, to yield significantly noisier reconstructions at the end of one epoch of training,
whereas no discernible differences between zdim = 100 and zdim = 200 could be observed. We
hence settled on zdim = 100. We have adopted a training minibatch size of 64 ASPAs and found
no significant effect of larger training batch sizes on network convergence.
During minibatch training, the algorithm is presented with a sub-set of the full training
data (in this case 64 ASPAs) rather than the full training set (or batch). This eases memory
requirements of large training set, in particular for memory limited devices such as GPUs. By
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Training set parameters
Variable lower bound upper bound
H2O 10−8 10−1
CO2 10−8 10−1
CO 10−8 10−1
CH4 10−8 10−1
Mp 0.8 MJ 2.0 MJ
Rp 0.8 RJ 1.5 RJ
Tp 1000 K 2000 K
Table 6.1: Parameters boundary condition used to generate the training set. Each parameter
has been divided into 10 parts and used to model 107 different spectra.
only considering a sub-set of training data at a time, a gradient descent optimiser, such as
ADAM, is still able to perform well, despite the increase in variance on the gradient estimated.
In order to avoid biased estimations and convergence to local minima, minibatches must be
selected randomly from the training set at each iteration.
Figure 6.8: The Atmospheric Spectra and Parameters Array (ASPA). Each area is dedicated
to a particular atmospheric characteristic: Area 1 is the spectrum between 1µm and 50µm at
resolution 100 normalised between 0 and 1 in each spectral bin. Areas 2 to 5 give information
about the normalisation factors used in the different section of the spectrum, clear and dark
area give, respectively, information about the maximum values and the minimum values. In
areas 6 to 8 we encode the atmospheric trace-gas volume mixing ratios of CO2, CO and CH4
respectively. Areas 9 to 11 are, respectively Mp, Rp and Tp. Area 12 gives information on the
H2O trace-gas volume mixing ratio.
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Figure 6.9: Discriminator (golden) and Generator (blue) cross-entropies as function of the
iteration steps.
6.7 Data reconstruction
Once we have trained ExoGAN, we can now define our ‘retrieval’ model. As alluded to above, we
use the inpainting properties of a GAN to complete the missing data, in this case, the forward
model parameters, in the ASPA. In other words, we convert the observed spectrum into the
ASPA format and keep unknown values (parameters and missing wavelength ranges) masked.
Given the information available, the ExoGAN will then attempt to fill in the missing information
to complete the full ASPA. Here we follow the semantic inpainting algorithm by Yeh et al. (2016).
We can define our reconstructed data, xrecon, from the incomplete observed data, y, using
xrecon = M  y + (1−M)G(zˆ) (6.7)
whereM is a binary mask set to zero for missing values in y, i.e. forward model parameter values
and, possibly, missing wavelength ranges. Here,  constitutes the Hadamard product and G(zˆ)
is the GAN generated data. We note that after the ExoGAN has been trained, z represents an
encoding manifold of pdata and we denote the closest match of (M G(z)) to (M  y) with zˆ,
where zˆ ⊆ z. The aim is now to obtain zˆ that accurately completes xrecon.
Let us define the following optimisation.
zˆ = argmin
z
L(z). (6.8)
where L is a loss function of z that finds its minimum when zˆ is reached. Following Yeh et al.
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(2016), we define the loss function to be comprised of two parts, contextual loss and perceptual
loss,
L = Lcont(z) + λLperc(z). (6.9)
The contextual loss, Lcont(z) is the difference between the observed data and the generated
data. Here we follow the definition by Amos (2016):
Lcont(z) =‖M G(z)−M  y ‖1 . (6.10)
Empirically, Yeh et al. (2016) find the l1 norm to yield slightly better results, though the l2
norm can equally be used. The lp norm of a vector v = (v1, ..., vn), is defined as:
lp =‖ v ‖p:=
(
n∑
i=1
|vi|p
) 1
p
(6.11)
Whereas the conceptual loss compares the generated data with the observed data directly, the
perceptual loss, Lperc(z), uses the discriminator network to verify the validity of the generated
data given the training set.
Lperc(z) = log (1−D(G(z))) (6.12)
To solve equation 6.8 we use the ADAM optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning
rate of 0.1. For a deeper discussion about the ADAM optimiser, see Appendix B.1.
We investigated the ratio of perceptual loss (Eq 6.12) to contextual loss (Eq 6.10) and found
λ = 0.1 to be optimal but note that λ > 0.1 gives too much emphasis to the perceptual loss
term and yielded less reliable results.
In figures 6.10 & 6.11 we show the three phases associated to a prediction: Left, the ground
truth; Middle: the masked spectrum/parameters; Right: the reconstructed ASPA. Figure 6.12
shows a water-dominated atmosphere of a test-set hot-Jupiter (black) and the ExoGAN re-
constructed spectrum based on the Hubble/WFC3 bandpass only (red). We find a very good
agreement between reconstructed and ground-truth spectra.
6.8 Atmospheric parameter retrieval
To retrieve the atmospheric forward model parameters, we assume the observational uncertain-
ties on the spectrum to be Gaussian distributed. We then generate 1000 noisy instances of the
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Figure 6.10: Left: input spectrum together with the parameters pixels. Centre: masked
ASPA leaving Hubble/WFC3 wavelengths only. Right: ExoGAN completed ASPA given the
middle ASPA.
Figure 6.11: Same as figure 6.10 but only masking the atmospheric forward model parameters.
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Figure 6.12: Spectral reconstruction of ExoGANof a water dominated Hubble/WFC3 spec-
trum. Black: the ground-truth spectrum; Red: the ExoGAN reconstructed spectrum across all
wavelengths giving as input only the Hubble/WFC3 band-pass.
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Training set parameters
Variable A(0σφ) A(1σφ) A(2σφ)
CO 64.4% 74.9% 80.8%
CO2 93.7% 96.4% 97.3%
H2O 86.3% 92.9% 94.8%
CH4 80.3% 88.4% 91.9%
Rp 99.8% 99.8% 99.8%
Mp 88.8% 90.5% 91.6%
Tp 89.4% 91.9% 93.1%
Table 6.2: ExoGAN prediction accuracies associated to each parameters for the training set.
TheA(0σφ) column represent the absolute accuracy of the prediction without taking into account
the error bar of the retrieval. The 2nd and 3rd columns are taking into account the 1σ and 2σ
retrieved errors following equation 6.13.
observed spectrum, xi(λ), by sampling from a normal distribution with a mean of x(λ) and
standard deviation σλ. From these noisy spectrum instances, we generate 1000 corresponding
ASPAs with missing information (may they be parameters, spectral ranges or both) masked.
We now let ExoGAN predict and inpaint these ASPAs. Finally, we collect all parameter pre-
dictions and calculate the mean and standard deviation of the resulting distribution. Hence,
the resulting distributions are not posterior distributions derived from a Nested or MCMC sam-
pling atmospheric retrieval, but are conceptually more similar to running a retrieval based on
optimal-estimation multiple times and collecting the distribution of results.
6.9 Accuracy tests
We defined the accuracy of the retrieved parameter, A, as the function of the ground-truth
parameter value, φ, the retrieved value, φrecon, and its corresponding error σφ,
A(φ, σφ) =
1
N
N∑
i
(φi,recon − φi)2
φi
2 + σ2φi
(6.13)
where N is the number of reconstructed ASPA instances.
We compute the reconstruction accuracies for 1000 randomly selected planets for each, the
test and training sets. The accuracies are summarised in tables 6.2 & 6.3 for 0σ (an exact match),
1σ and 2σ confidence intervals. Figure 6.13 shows an example of the parameter distributions
retrieved for a test-case planet.
6.9.1 Comparison with a classical retrieval model
In this section, we compare the ExoGAN results with a ‘classical’ retrieval result obtained with
the TauREx retrieval code. For this comparison and tests in subsequent sections, we used as
example the hot-Jupiter HD189733b with planetary/orbital parameters taken from Torres et al.
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Test set parameters
Variable A(0σφ) A(1σφ) A(2σφ)
CO 62.8% 72.6% 78.2%
CO2 94.2% 96.6% 97.4%
H2O 89.6% 92.8% 93.9%
CH4 80.3% 88.2% 91.6%
Rp 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Mp 88.0% 89.7% 90.8%
Tp 90.4% 92.2% 93.2%
Table 6.3: Same as table 6.2 but for the test set.
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Figure 6.13: ExoGAN parameter distribution of the default test planet. In green we find the
mean predicted value. The blue line represent the ground truth value. The vertical dotted lines
show the 1σ bounds estimated by ExoGAN.
Test planet parameters
Parameter Value
R∗ 0.752R
Rp 1.151RJ
Mp 1.150MJ
Tp 1117K
H2O 3 · 10−4
CO 4 · 10−4
CO2 2 · 10−7
CH4 5 · 10−6
Table 6.4: Test-case atmospheric and planetary parameters used based on HD189733b. The
molecular abundances are given in volume mixing ratios.
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(2008a); Butler et al. (2006) and atmospheric chemistry based on Venot et al. (2012), see table
6.4.
We now retrieve the forward model parameters for both TauREx and ExoGAN for spectra
across the Hubble/WFC3 only band and a broad (0.3 - 15µm) wavelength band. Here the
Hubble/WFC3 spectrum was taken from Tsiaras et al. (2018) and interpolated to the ExoGAN
resolution using a quadratic interpolation (figure 6.14). The large wavelength range spectrum is
synthetic, based on table 6.4.
The current ExoGAN version shows generally broader posterior distributions (see figure 6.15)
and it can result in bimodal distributions for some parameters, leading to larger uncertainties
for some retrieved parameters than those obtained with a Bayesian analysis. In figure 6.15 we
compare both sets of results (TauREx and ExoGAN’s results). The Hubble/WFC3 and large
wavelength retrievals are shown with square and circular markers respectively. In both cases,
the ExoGAN predictions are consistent with the TauREx retrievals within the error bars. We
note that in the case of CO in the Hubble/WFC3 data, neither TauREx nor ExoGAN feature
detections as expected.
We then generated a second synthetic spectrum of HD189733 b between 0.3−15µm, using the
parameters of Venot et al. (2012) and overplotted the TauREx retrieved posterior distributions
with those derived by ExoGAN, figure 6.16. Both algorithms converge to the same solution with
the ExoGAN results showing a broader distribution. The only significant difference is the CO
abundance, where the ExoGAN abundances are higher. Note that both, TauREx and ExoGAN
show tails in their CO abundance posteriors indicating the difficulties of retrieving CO even for
classical retrieval algorithms.
Comparisons of run-time are remarkable. Using the TauREx Retrieval code with seven
free parameters a standard nested-sampling analysis takes ∼ 10 hours on 24 CPU cores using
absorption cross-sections at a resolution of R = 15,000 and spanning a large (0.3 - 15µm)
wavelength range. The trained ExoGAN requires ∼ 2 minutes for the same analysis. This result
constitutes a speed up of ∼ 300 times and is independent of the number of free parameters and
of the resolution of the input spectrum. Similarly, training ExoGAN on higher resolution data,
does not significantly impact its runtime after training as both the size and architecture of the
underlying network remain unchanged.
6.10 Robustness tests
To test the limits of ExoGAN we simulate three conditions previously encountered by the net-
work. We use the same example planet as in the previous section (table 6.4) and simulate the
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Figure 6.14: Real HD189733b observation with the Hubble WFC3 camera (Tsiaras et al.,
2018). The black points are the observed data and the green line is the interpolated spectrum
to the ExoGAN resolution.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison between the ExoGAN predictions (red points) and TauREx (black
points). For the molecules we show the value −log(mixing-ratio). The squared points show the
results for a real spectrum of HD189733b using Hubble/WFC3. The round points are the results
for a synthetic model of HD189733b between 0.3 - 15µm. The results from the two retrievals
are in both cases consistent with each others within the error bars.
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Figure 6.16: TauREx posterior distributions (in blue) compared to a ExoGAN prediction (in
golden). As input spectrum, we used a synthetic spectrum of HD189733 b with planetary and
atmospheric parameters from Venot et al. (2012) and a wavelength range of 0.3 - 15µm. The
two results are in agreement with each other.
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Robustness results
Variable clouds unkwnown gases T offscaleInput ExoGAN Input ExoGAN Input ExoGAN
log(CO) −3.4 −4.13.12.5 < −8 −5.71.81.4 −3.4 −3.10.43.8
log(CO2) −6.7 −6.02.31.7 < −8 −5.53.91.8 −6.7 −5.64.40.2
log(H2O) −3.5 −3.61.13.0 −3.5 −3.30.73.5 −3.5 −2.90.24.1
log(CH4) −5.3 −6.71.61.1 < −8 −5.52.01.9 −5.3 −5.12.11.1
Rp (RJ) 1.15 1.180.010.01 1.15 1.140.010.01 1.15 1.160.020.01
Mp (MJ) 1.15 1.230.590.42 1.15 1.390.430.49 1.15 1.600.20.7
Tp (K) 1117 1681153208 1117 1689179506 2500 17441576.4
Table 6.5: Summary of all the robustness test results. For each value we show the input value
used for the spectrum and the predicted result from ExoGAN. For the unknown gases test we
used ammonia with a volume mixing ratio of 10−4.
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Figure 6.17: Simulated spectra of the default test planet HD189733b without clouds (left) and
with grey clouds at 10mbar cloud top pressure. (right).
following three scenarios unseen by ExoGAN during training phase:
• the presence of clouds;
• the addition of a trace gas unknown to the network;
• atmospheric temperatures outside the training range.
Each test is discussed below, and the ExoGAN predicted abundances versus the ground-truth
are summarised in table 6.5. Furthermore, we test the ExoGAN’s robustness against varying
signal-to-noise (S/N) levels of the observed spectrum.
6.10.1 Presence of clouds
Here we test the response of ExoGAN to the presence of clouds in the atmospheric spectrum.
We simulate a grey cloud deck at 10mbar pressure (figure 6.17) and let ExoGAN reconstruct
the atmospheric parameters, see figure 6.18. The lack of information due to the clouds presence
results in a wider distribution of parameters. However, ExoGAN is still able to retrieve all trace-
gas abundances within 1σ confidence. We find that temperature estimates can be overestimated.
This result is likely a consequence of the normalisation procedure used in the presence of clouds.
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Figure 6.18: Same as figure 6.13 but for the clouds robustness test for the default test planet,
section 6.10.1.
6.10.2 Presence of molecules outside of the training set
In this test, we simulate the impact of unknown features on the retrievability of known trace
gases. We here consider a spectrum containing water at the default test value and NH3 with a
mixing ratio of 10−4. Though Venot et al. (2012) estimated an NH3 mixing ratio of 10−6, we use
an unrealistically high value as a worst-case scenario. By removing all other trained trace-gases
but water, we also test for spurious detections in non-existing trace-gases. Figure 6.19 shows the
ExoGAN parameter distributions. We find the network to recognise the absence of trace-gases
and does not detect ‘false positives’, while still recovering the exact mixing ratio of H2O.
6.10.3 Parameters outside the training range
In the third robustness test we simulated a default planetary atmosphere but an effective tem-
perature of 2500K, 500K above the temperature training range. In this test, as shown in figure
6.20, all parameters converge toward the real solution within 1σ, except for the planetary tem-
perature. Here, the network does not retrieve the correct temperature but assigns a large error
bar suggesting that the temperature value is unconstrained if the input value is not contained
in the domain range of ExoGAN.
6.10.4 Impact of spectral signal-to-noise
We test ExoGAN for varying levels of observational noise. Here we take the default planet
(table 6.4) and add noise in steps of 10ppm in the range [0, 100] ppm. In figure 6.21 we show
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Figure 6.19: Same as figure 6.13 but for the ExoGAN analysis for a spectrum with only water
and NH3, section 6.10.2.
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Figure 6.20: Same as figure 6.13 but for the ExoGAN analysis for a planetary temperature at
2500K, 500K outside the training range, see section 6.10.3.
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Figure 6.21: Four examples of spectra used to calculate the accuracy of the ExoGAN. The
green line represents the input spectrum and the blue part is the area representing the error
bars, σλ in which we varied the input signal to simulate a noisy spectrum. In the top left we
show the 20ppm error bars, in the top right the 50ppm, in the bottom left the 60 ppm and
the bottom right the 100ppm one.
examples of spectra at σλ: 20, 50, 60 and 100 ppm noise level.
For each noise level, we calculated the accuracy of the prediction following equation 6.13, but
setting A(σφ = 0), figure 6.22. We note that figure 6.22 only shows the difference between the
predicted value and an exact match and prediction accuracies increase when retrieval error bars
are taken into account. Here we want to demonstrate the relative degradation of the prediction
accuracy as a function of σλ.
As intuitively expected, the noisier the spectra, the less accurate the model. The Radius of
the planet can be easily recognised by the ExoGAN in the entire error range tested. The most
difficult parameter to identify is the CO abundance and the mass of the planet.
6.11 Discussion
6.11.1 Training phase and data
In this work, we used 107 forward models over seven atmospheric forward model parameters.
We find that this training set is significantly over-complete and the ExoGAN training can be
completed successfully with ∼ 50 % of the existing training set. Optimising training in future
iterations will allow for the inclusion of more complex atmospheric forward models.
One of the main difficulties for training neural networks with transmission spectra is the
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Figure 6.22: Accuracy as a function of spectral error bars, σλ. As discussed in the text, we
note that this figure does not take into account the retrieval error bar, i.e. A(σφ = 0) following
equation 6.13.
normalisation of the spectra in Rp/R∗. A consistent normalisation across a broad range of
possible atmospheres is required during the training process, but difficult to achieve in reality
given strongly varying atmospheric scale heights and trace-gas abundances. In this work, we
adopted a normalisation based on instrument pass-bands as well as water bands. Though in
practice this approach works for most scenarios, it can introduce biases when high-altitude clouds
are present. In these cases, we find that the normalisation procedure stretches the observed
spectrum too much, leading the network to identify higher atmospheric temperatures than it
otherwise would. In future work, we plan to mitigate this effect by including grey clouds in
the training set as well as further refining the normalisation scheme. We note that for emission
spectroscopy a consistent normalisation is more readily achieved if the planetary and stellar
equilibrium temperatures are assumed to be known (Waldmann, 2016).
ExoGAN has been trained on a large set of simulated forward models. By including ExoGAN
as an integral part in the TauREx retrieval framework, we will be able to use forward models
created during a standard retrieval run (of the order of 105 - 106 models per retrieval) to perform
online learning and continuously improve the accuracy of ExoGAN over time.
6.11.2 Comparison with other machine learning architectures
In the previous sections, we have explored the use of DCGANs to retrieve atmospheric parameters
from observations. GANs belong to the class of semi-supervised and unsupervised generative
models and since their inception have been subject to significant research. In this work, my use
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of DCGAN is unsupervised as we provide the parameters together with the data to be modelled.
Such an approach allows for a high degree of flexibility in using ExoGAN, as we only need to
re-define the ASPA array to train on new problem sets.
Most other generative models require the likelihood function of the data to be defined,
something we do not intrinsically know for many exoplanet observations, whereas GAN based
models are likelihood-free methods and pθ(x) does not need to be computed during training.
This characteristic has obvious advantages over pure variational autoencoders which require a
parametrised form of the probability space from which it draws its latent variables.
Whilst we have explored the use of GANs in the scope of this work, we note that other neural
network architectures, such as simpler deep believe networks or VAEs, may yield comparable
results. In fact, recent work by the 2018 NASA Frontier Development Lab2 has explored various
deep learning architecture in the context of atmospheric retrievals with promising results. Sim-
ilarly, other machine learning frameworks may also be successfully used to model exoplanetary
spectra. For example, Márquez-Neila et al. (2018) recently presented an atmospheric retrieval
algorithm based on random forests regression (Breiman, 2001) and demonstrated the algorithm
on Hubble/WFC3 observations.
6.11.3 Future work
In this work, we have used the ‘vanilla’ DCGAN as underlying algorithm. Since its inception,
various interesting additions to the classical GAN have been proposed which we intend to explore
in future work. Notable amongst them are the VAE-GAN hybrids, random forest and GAN
hybrids and Bayesian-GAN models.
The VAE-GAN models (e.g. Rosca et al., 2017; Dosovitskiy and Brox, 2016; Ulyanov et al.,
2017; Makhzani et al., 2015), allow direct inference using GANs. Something that is not possible
using purely generative models. To further guard against model collapse, Zuo et al. (2018)
have recently proposed a random forest and GAN hybrid algorithm, GAF, where the fully
connected layer of the GAN’s discriminator is replace by a random forest classifier. Saatchi and
Wilson (2017) proposed a Bayesian-GAN by drawing probability distributions over θ(D) and
θ(G), allowing for fully bayesian predictive models and further guarding against model collapse.
6.12 Summary and Conclusion
In the era of JWST and ARIEL observations, next-generation atmospheric retrieval algorithms
must reflect the higher information content of the observation with an increase in atmospheric
2frontierdevelopmentlab.org
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model complexity. Complex models are computationally heavy, creating potential bottlenecks
given current state-of-the-art sampling schemes. Artificial intelligence approaches will provide
essential tools to mitigate the increase in computational burden while maintaining retrieval
accuracies.
In this work, I introduced the first deep learning approach to solving the inverse retrieval of
exoplanetary atmospheres. I trained deep convolutional generative adversarial network on an
extensive library of atmospheric forward models and their associated model parameters. The
training set spans a broad range of atmospheric chemistries and planet types. Once trained, the
ExoGAN algorithm achieves comparable performances to more traditional statistical sampling
based retrievals, and the ExoGAN results can be used to constrain the prior ranges of subsequent
retrievals (to significantly cut computation times) or be used as stand-alone results. I found
ExoGAN to be up to 300 times faster than a standard retrieval for large spectral ranges. ExoGAN
is designed to be universally applicable to a wide range of instruments and wavelength ranges
without additional training.
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Chapter 7
The ARIEL Mission Reference
Sample
Target selection is the very first step towards exoplanetary characterisation. In this chapter, I
show how to generate an optimal target list for a space mission dedicated to transit spectroscopy:
the ARIEL (Atmospheric Remote-sensing Exoplanet Large-survey) space mission.
ARIEL is a space mission selected by the European Space Agency (ESA) for its next medium-
class science mission due for launch in mid 2028. The goal of the ARIEL mission is to investigate
the chemical composition of several hundred planets orbiting distant stars in order to address
the fundamental questions on how planetary systems form and evolve. A key objective of the
mission is to find out whether the chemical composition of exoplanetary atmospheres correlates
with fundamental parameters such as the planetary size, density, temperature, and stellar type
and metallicity. During its four-year mission, ARIEL aims at observing a statistically significant
sample of exoplanets, ranging from Jupiter- and Neptune-size down to super-Earth and Earth-
size in the visible and the infrared with its meter-class telescope. The analysis of ARIEL spectra
and photometric data will allow extracting the chemical fingerprints of gases and condensates in
the planets’ atmospheres, including the elemental composition for the most favourable targets.
It will also enable the study of thermal and scattering properties of the atmosphere as the planet
orbit around the star.
The primary purpose of this chapter is to estimate an optimal list of targets observable by
ARIEL and quantify a realistic mission scenario to be completed in 4 years nominal mission
lifetime, including the commissioning phase.
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In order to achieve the mission objectives, the sample should include gaseous and rocky
planets with a range of temperatures around stars of different spectral type and metallicity.
With this aim, it is necessary to consider both the already known exoplanets and the “expected”
ones yet to be discovered. The data collected by Kepler allow estimating the occurrence rate
of exoplanets according to their size and orbital periods. Using this planetary occurrence rate
and the number density of stars in the Solar neighbourhood, we can estimate the number of
exoplanets expected to exist with a particular size, orbital period range and orbiting a star of a
particular spectral type and metallicity. Here I describe the assumptions made to estimate an
optimal sample of exoplanets observable by ARIEL and define the Mission Reference Sample
(MRS). It is clear that this nominal list of planets will change over the years depending on the
new exoplanetary discoveries. The work presented in this paper is valid for all the missions
dedicated to transit spectroscopy such as the CHEOPS (N. Rando, 2018) and the Twinkle space
missions (Tessenyi et al., 2017).
In Section 7.2 I explain the method used to estimate the number and the parameters of the
planetary systems yet to be discovered. All the potential ARIEL targets will be presented in
Section 7.3, where I show all the planets that can be observed during the mission lifetime, and
out of which it is possible to select the optimal sample. Section 7.4 is dedicated to the selection
and description of an ARIEL MRS fulfilling the mission requirements. I compare the proposed
ARIEL MRS to the sample expected to be discovered by TESS, confirming that TESS could
provide a significant fraction of the ARIEL targets. In Section 7.5 I show a possible MRS which
maximises the coverage of the planetary and stellar physical parameters.
In the following I show part of my work on the ARIEL target list published in Zingales et al.
(2018).
7.1 Description of the models
I used the ESA Radiometric Model (Puig et al., 2015) to estimate the performances of the ARIEL
mission given the planetary, stellar and orbital characteristics: namely the stellar type and
brightness, the planetary size, mass, equilibrium temperature and atmospheric composition, the
orbital period and eccentricity. This tool takes into account the mission instrumental parameters
and planetary system characteristics to calculate:
• The SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) that can be achieved in a single transit;
• The SNR that can be achieved in a single occultation;
• The number of transit/occultation revisits necessary to achieve a specified SNR;
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• The total number and types of targets that can be included in the mission lifetime.
In this work, the list of planets considered as input to the radiometric model includes known
and simulated exoplanets, as detailed in the following sections. I used the instrument parameters
of the ARIEL payload as designed during the phase A study. To increase the efficiency of my
simulations I used a Python tool as a wrapper of the ESA Radiometric Model, so I could
test different mission configurations that fulfil the mission science objectives. The results were
validated with ExoSim, a time domain simulator used for the ARIEL space mission, but thanks
to its modularity it can be used to study any transit spectroscopy instrument from space or
ground. ExoSim has been developed by Sarkar et al. (2016); Sarkar and Pascale (2015); Pascale
et al. (2015) (see App C.1).
7.2 Simulations of planetary systems expected to be dis-
covered in the next decade
7.2.1 Star count estimate
I used the stellar mass function as obtained from the 10-pc RECONS (REsearch Consortium
On Nearby Stars) to estimate the number of stars as a function of the K magnitude. I assume
mass-luminosity-K magnitude conversions from Baraffe et al. (1998). Ribas and Lovis (2013)
adopted the same procedure. The number of main sequence stars with limit K-mag mK = 7
used to infer the number density of stars in the Solar neighbourhood is shown in Tab 7.1.
Mass (M) Spectral type N∗ (K < 7)
1.25 - 1.09 F6 - F9 5646
1.09 - 0.87 G0 - G8 3356
0.87 - 0.65 K0 - K5 1167
0.65 - 0.41 K7 - M1 386
0.41 - 0.22 M2 - M3 81
0.22 - 0.10 M4 - late M 28
Table 7.1: Star counts considering different spectral types with limiting magnitude mK = 7.
The number density and the number of stars are related through Eq 7.1:
ρ∗ =
N∗(K < 7)
4
3pid
3 (7.1)
where the distance d derives from the relation between K magnitude mK and the distance d:
mK = −2.5 log R
2
∗Ss(∆λ)
d2SK0 (∆λ)
(7.2)
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In Eq 7.2, R∗ is the stellar radius, SK0 (∆λ) is the zero point flux for the standard K-band filter
profile, ∆λ is the filter band pass given in Cohen et al. (2003) and Ss(∆λ) the stellar flux density
evaluated over the same bandwidth. I neglect the interstellar absorption since my stars are at a
relatively short distance. Equation 7.2 is implemented in the ARIEL Radiometric Model (Puig
et al., 2015).
Density
Star / pc3
ρ(F6-F9) 0.0039
ρ(G0-G8) 0.0044
ρ(K0-K5) 0.0049
ρ(K7-M1) 0.0074
ρ(M2-M3) 0.0059
ρ(M4 - late M) 0.0118
Table 7.2: Main sequence star densities considering different spectral types with limiting mag-
nitude mK = 7
7.2.2 Planetary population and occurrence rate
In this section, I briefly review the current knowledge about the occurrence rate of planets, i.e.
the average expected number of planets per star. Fressin et al. (2013) used the Kepler statistics
to publish the planetary occurrence rates around F, G, K main sequence stars ordered by orbital
periods and planetary types. An accurate planetary occurrence rate is pivotal to the reliability of
the estimate of the existing planets in the Solar neighbourhood. I used the planetary occurrence
rate values for F, G, K stars from Fressin et al. (2013), being the most complete, i.e. covering
all planetary types and stars. I have extended the same occurrence rates to M stars but, by
doing that, I am effectively underestimating the number of planets with a short period around
M dwarfs in my sample.
Mulders et al. (2016) updated the planetary occurrence rate for planets between 0.5R⊕ and
4R⊕ and orbital period < 50 days, using a more recent list of planets discovered by the Kepler
satellite. Fig 7.2 shows the comparison between Mulders et al. (2016) and Fressin et al. (2013).
The differences between the two occurrence rates can be up to an order of magnitude. Mulders
et al. (2015) show that M stars have 3.5 times more small planets (1.0 − 2.8R⊕) than F, G,
K stars, but two times fewer Neptune-sized and larger (> 2.8R⊕) planets. The fraction of M-
stars considered in our work is only ∼ 7% of the total stellar sample, so it has significantly
underestimated the number of small planets around M-dwarfs, which are optimal targets for
transit spectroscopy. More recent and complete occurrence rates are expected to be published in
the next months. Given the discrepancy between Mulders and Fressin’s statistics, it is expected
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a substantial improvement in our estimates when the most recent Kepler statistics will become
available. The recent papers by Fulton et al. (2017) and Mayo et al. (2018) confirm results from
Fressin et al. (2013).
Fressin et al. (2013) provided the following statistics for different planetary classes:
• Jupiters: 6R⊕ < Rp ≤ 22R⊕
• Neptunes: 4R⊕ < Rp ≤ 6R⊕
• Small Neptunes: 2R⊕ < Rp ≤ 4R⊕
• Super Earths: 1.25R⊕ < Rp ≤ 2R⊕
• Earths: 0.8R⊕ < Rp ≤ 1.25R⊕
I adopted a size resolution of 1R⊕ in each of these classes.
The number of planets can be estimated as:
Np =
4
3pid
3ρ∗Pt,pPgeom (7.3)
where d is the radius of a sphere with the Sun at the centre, ρ∗ is the number density of the
stars, Pt,p is the probability of having a t-type planet orbiting with an orbital period p (See Fig
7.1). Pgeom = R∗/a is the geometrical probability of a transit.
I simulated all the transiting planets in the solar neighbourhood up to mK = 14: all these
planets described by Np constitute the “Mission Reference Population”.
The equilibrium temperature (Eq 7.4) of the planet can be estimated assuming the incoming
and outgoing radiation at the planetary surface are in equilibrium:
Tp = T∗
(
R∗
2a
) 1
2
(
1−A
ε
) 1
4
(7.4)
Here T∗ and R∗ are the stellar temperature and radius, a the semi-major axis of the orbit,
A is the planetary albedo and ε is the atmospheric emissivity.
The ARIEL space mission will focus on planets with an orbital period shorter than 50 days.
As expected, shorter periods mean shorter semi-major axis and, therefore, from Eq 7.4, typically
warmer temperature.
To avoid duplications, every time a planet/star system is detected with the same physical
properties of a simulated one, it is replaced with the known one. In Sec 7.3 I show that in the
solar system neighbourhood there are ∼ 9500 planets for which the ARIEL science requirements
can be achieved in less than six transits or eclipses.
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Figure 7.1: Average number of planets per star and per size bin with an orbital period shorter
than 85 days orbiting around F, G, K stars. The statistics was extracted from the Q1 - Q6
Kepler data (Fressin et al., 2013).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of three different distributions estimating the planetary occurrence
rate as a function of orbital period for planets between 0.5R⊕ and 4R⊕. Blue and green lines:
results from Mulders et al. (2016) for two metallicity classes. Red line: results from Fressin
et al. (2013). The Fressin et al. (2013) statistics strongly underestimates the occurence of sub
Neptune size planets compared to Mulders et al. (2016) and other more recent estimates. The
reason is the large number of small planets discovered after 2013.
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7.2.3 Planetary masses and densities
To simulate a realistic planetary population it is necessary to consider a distribution of plausible
masses given a planetary radius. The planetary mass controls the surface gravity and therefore
the scale height (H) of the atmosphere:
H = k T
µatm g
(7.5)
Estimating the planetary mass is not a trivial task, given the range of planetary densities
observed today. I used a Python tool written by Chen and Kipping (2016) to estimate the mass
of all the planets in our simulated sample. Chen and Kipping (2016) use the currently known
planets to derive the statistical distribution of the mass of a given planet when its radius is
known. Thus, except for known systems, for each planet in our simulated sample, the mass is
randomly drawn following that distribution. In Fig 7.3 I show the mass distribution for all the
planets in our simulations. Moreover, as a very few planets have a radius larger than 20R⊕, I
use that radius as an upper limit. There is already a well-known degeneracy in the 7 − 20R⊕
range: objects with a radius within that range can be planets as well as very cool stars. However,
this should not be too concerning, as observations have shown that very short-period, low-mass
stellar companions are much less frequent than hot giant planets (Piskorz et al., 2015).
Figure 7.3: Mass-Radius distribution for all the simulated planets. The mass-radius relation-
ship has been calculated with the Chen and Kipping (2016) tool.
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7.3 ARIEL science goals and Mission Reference Popula-
tion
7.3.1 The 3 tier approach
The ARIEL primary science objectives call for atmospheric spectra or photometric lightcurves
of a large and diverse sample of known exoplanets covering a wide range of masses, densities,
equilibrium temperatures, orbital properties and host-stars (Tinetti et al., 2018). Other science
objectives require, by contrast, the profound knowledge of a select sub-sample of objects. In order
to maximise the science return of ARIEL and take full advantage of its unique characteristics,
a three-tiered approach has been considered, where three different samples are observed at
optimised spectral resolutions, wavelength intervals and signal-to-noise ratios. A summary of
the three-tiers and observational methods is given below in table 7.3.
In this section, I present the pool of potential targets that could reach the specifications for
each tier. The number of targets for the various tiers are shown as a function of planetary radius
in Fig 7.4, 7.6 and 7.8 and as a function of effective temperature in 7.5, 7.7 and 7.9. Note that
the planets shown in these figures do not represent the final sample, as it would take too long to
observe all of them. They are the pool from which the MRS can be selected to best address the
scientific questions summarised below. The fact that the number of potential targets is much
larger than the number that can be observed illustrates that ARIEL can choose the final sample
among a great variety of observable planets, providing much flexibility.
ARIEL 3-tiers
Survey (∼37%) Low spectral resolution observations
(R ≥ 10 across all channels) of a large
sample of planets in the Vis-IR, with
SNR ≥7.
Deep (∼60%) Intermediate spectral resolution obser-
vations (R > 50 in AIRS channel 0 and
R > 15 in AIRS channel 1) of a sub-
sample in the VIS-IR.
Benchmark (∼3%) Very best planets, re-observed multiple
time with all techniques. Full spectral
resolution.
Table 7.3: Summary of the survey tiers and the observational strategy required to accomplish
them. Each tier will use a % of the nominal mission lifetime, as indicated in the left column.
In Table 7.4 I show the spectral coverage and the resolving power of the ARIEL photo-
metric and spectroscopic sensors. In Table 7.3 I report a summary of the three tiers and the
observational strategy.
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ARIEL spectral coverage
Channel Name Wavelength (µm) Resolving Power
VisPhot 0.5 - 0.55 Photometer
FGS-1 0.8 - 1.0 Photometer
FGS-2 1.05 - 1.2 Photometer
NIRSpec 1.25 - 1.95 R≥10
AIRS-Channel #0 1.95 - 3.9 R≥100
AIRS-Channel #1 3.9 - 7.8 R≥30
Table 7.4: Spectral range and spectral resolving power required for the ARIEL photometric
and spectroscopic channels.
7.3.2 Key science questions
The key questions and objectives of each tier can be summarised as follows (see Tinetti et al.,
submitted for further details):
Survey - Tier 1:
• What fraction of planets is covered by clouds? – tier 1 mode is particularly useful for
discriminating between planets that are likely to have clear atmospheres, versus those that
are so cloudy that no molecular absorption features are visible in transmission. Extremely
cloudy planets may be identified simply from low-resolution observations over a broad
wavelength range. This preliminary information will, therefore, allow us to take an in-
formed decision about whether to continue the spectral characterisation of the planet at a
higher spectral resolution and therefore include or not the planet in the tier 2 sample.
• What fraction of small planets have still hydrogen and helium retained from the protoplan-
etary disk? – Primordial (primary atmosphere) atmospheres are expected to be mainly
made of hydrogen and helium, i.e. the gaseous composition of the protoplanetary nebula.
If an atmosphere is made of heavier elements, then the atmosphere has probably evolved
(secondary atmosphere). An easy way to distinguish between primordial (hydrogen-rich)
and evolved atmospheres (metal-rich), is to examine the transit spectra of the planet: the
main atmospheric component will influence the atmospheric scale height, thus changing
the amplitude of the spectral features noticeably. This question is essential to understand
how super-Earths formed and evolved.
• Can we classify planets through colour-colour diagrams or colour-magnitude diagrams? –
Colour-colour or colour-magnitude diagrams are a traditional way of comparing and cat-
egorising luminous objects in astronomy. Similarly to the Herzsprung-Russell diagram,
which led to a breakthrough in understanding stellar formation and evolution, the compi-
lation of similar diagrams for exoplanets might lead to similar developments (Triaud et al.,
2014).
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• What is the bulk composition of the terrestrial exoplanets? – The planetary density may
constrain the composition of the planet interior. However, this measurement alone may
lead to non-unique interpretations (Valencia et al., 2007). A robust determination of the
composition of the upper atmosphere of transiting planets will reveal the extent of com-
positional segregation between the atmosphere and the interior, removing the degeneracy
originating from the uncertainty in the presence and mass of their (inflated?) atmospheres.
• What is the energy balance of the planet? – Eclipse measurements in the optical and
infrared can provide the bulk temperature and albedo of the planet, thereby allowing the
estimation of the planetary energy balance and whether the planet has an internal heat
source or not.
Deep - Tier 2:
A key objective of ARIEL is to understand whether there is a correlation between the chem-
istry of the planet and basic parameters such as planetary size, density, temperature and stellar
type and metallicity. Spectroscopic measurements at a higher resolution compared to tier 1 and
it will allow in particular to measure:
• The main atmospheric component for small planets;
• The chemical abundances of trace gases, which is pivotal to understand the type of chem-
istry (equilibrium/ non-equilibrium).
• The atmospheric thermal structure, both vertical and horizontal;
• The cloud properties, i.e. cloud particles size and distribution,
• The elemental composition in gaseous planets. This information can be used to constrain
formation scenarios (Öberg et al., 2011).
Benchmark - Tier 3:
A fraction of planets around very bright stars will repeatedly be observed through time to
obtain:
• A very detailed knowledge of the planetary chemistry and dynamics;
• An understanding of the weather, and the spatial and temporal variability of the atmo-
sphere.
Benchmark planets are the best candidates for phase-curve spectroscopic measurements.
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7.3.3 Target samples
In this section I discuss some lists of potential targets for ARIEL: these are expected to evolve
until launch and will be updated regularly to include new planet discoveries.
ARIEL tier 1 (Survey) will analyse a large sample of exoplanets to address science questions
where a statistically significant population of objects needs to be observed. ARIEL tier 1 will
also allow a rapid, broad characterisation of planets is permitting a more informed selection
of tier 2 and tier 3 planetary candidates. For most planetary candidates, tier 1 performances
can be reached between one and two transits/eclipses. In Fig 7.4 and 7.5 I show that in the
solar system neighbourhood there are ∼ 9500 targets observable by ARIEL for which the science
requirements can be reached in less than six transits or eclipses.
ARIEL tier 2 (Deep, the core of the mission) will analyse a sub-sample of tier 1 planets
with a higher spectral resolution, allowing an optimal characterisation of the atmospheres, in-
cluding information on the thermal structure, abundance of trace gases, clouds and elemental
composition.
In Fig 7.6 and 7.7 I show the properties of all the planetary candidates that could be studied
by ARIEL in the Deep mode with a number of transit or eclipse events between 1 and 100.
The third ARIEL tier (Benchmark, the reference planets) will study the brightest planets
(section 7.4.3), i.e. the ones orbiting very bright stars which can be studied in full spectral reso-
lution with a relatively small number of transits/eclipses. For the planets observed in benchmark
mode in 1 or 2 events, it is possible to study the spatial and temporal variability (i.e. study the
weather and evaluate its impact when observations are averaged over time). In Fig 7.8 and 7.9
I show the properties of the tier 3 planetary candidates.
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Figure 7.4: Complete set of tier 1 planets from the ARIEL mission reference population. The
final list of tier 1 planets will include an optimal sub-sample. Different colours indicate the
number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 1 performances. The planets shown here can
achieve the tier 1 requirements combining the signal of ≤ 5 transits/eclipses.
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Figure 7.5: Temperature distribution for the planets illustrated in fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.6: Planets from the ARIEL mission reference population in the Deep mode (Tier
2) with a small/moderate number of transits/eclipses, divided in size bins. The final list of
tier 2 planets will include an optimal sub-sample. Different colours indicate the number of
transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 2 performances.
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Figure 7.7: Temperature distribution for the planets illustrated in fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.8: Number of planets from the mission reference population observable by ARIEL in
the Benchmark mode with a < 25 number of transits/eclipses, divided in size bins. Different
colours indicate the number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 3 performances.
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Figure 7.9: Temperature distribution for the planets illustrated in fig. 7.8.
7.4 A possible scenario for the ARIEL space mission
In Section 7.3 I presented the rationale behind a comprehensive list of planet candidates which
could be observed with the ARIEL space mission. Here I discuss possible optimisations of the
Mission Reference Sample, which ideally should include a large and diverse sample of planets,
have the right balance among the three tiers and, most importantly, must be completed during
the nominal mission lifetime (4 years including the commissioning phase).
Figure 7.10: Overview of the ARIEL MRS, comparing the number of planets observable in
the three tiers during the mission lifetime.
In Fig 7.10 I show a possible MRS with all the three tiers nested together. This MRS is
optimised to yield the maximum number of targets, taking into account the nominal mission
lifetime. It has been built starting from all the targets feasible within one transit/eclipse and
adding all the targets that can be done within 2, 3, 4 and so on transits/eclipses in ascending
order. The mentioned target list is just one of the possible configurations for the MRS, and one
would expect the ARIEL MRS to evolve in the response of new exoplanetary discoveries in the
next decade.
7.4.1 MRS tier 1: Survey
Our simulations indicate that the current ARIEL design as presented at the end of the Phase
A study allows to observe 1002 planets in tier 1. All the planets can be observed during 37% of
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the scientific mission time. Most giant planets and Neptunes fulfil the tier 1 science objectives
in 1 transit/eclipse, the smaller planets require up to 6 events (fig. 7.11 and 7.12 ). Fig. 7.13
and 7.14 illustrate how the 1002 planets are distributed in terms of planetary size, temperature,
density and stellar type.
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Figure 7.11: ARIEL MRS tier 1 planets organised in size-bins. Different colours indicate the
number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 1 performances.
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Figure 7.12: ARIEL MRS tier 1 planets organised in temperature-bins. Different colours
indicate the number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 1 performances.
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Figure 7.13: ARIEL MRS tier 1 planets organised in size-bins. Different colours indicate
differences in the simulated planetary densities.
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Figure 7.14: ARIEL MRS tier 1 planets organised in temperature-bins. Different colours
indicate differences in the simulated stellar temperatures.
7.4.2 MRS tier 2: Deep
The Deep is the core of the mission. Our simulations indicate that the current ARIEL design
as presented at the end of the Phase A study allows to observe ∼ 500 planets in tier 2 assuming
60% of the mission lifetime. Fig. 7.17 and 7.18 illustrate how the 500 planets are distributed in
terms of planetary size, temperature, density and stellar type.
Most gaseous planets fulfil the tier 2 science objectives in less than five transits/eclipses, the
smaller planets require up to twenty events (fig. 7.15 and 7.16 ). I included a variety of planets
from cold (300 K) to very hot (2500 K) as shown in Fig 7.16. I also scheduled ∼ 50 planets
that will be studied with both transit and eclipse methods, indicated by stripes in Fig 7.15).
These are the best candidates for phase-curves observations, which inclusion in the observational
schedule can be decided depending on the scientific relevance on the target.
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Figure 7.15: ARIEL MRS tier 2 planets organised in size-bins. Different colours indicate the
number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 2 performances. Stripes indicate planets that
will be studied with both transit and eclipse methods
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Figure 7.16: ARIEL MRS tier 2 planets organised in temperature-bins. Different colours
indicate the number of transits/eclipses needed to reach tier 2 performances.
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Figure 7.17: ARIEL MRS tier 2 planets organised in size-bins. Different colours indicate
differences in the simulated planetary densities.
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Figure 7.18: ARIEL MRS tier 2 planets organised in temperature-bins. Different colours
indicate differences in the simulated stellar temperatures.
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7.4.3 MRS tier 3: Benchmark
In the current MRS, I have selected as tier 3, 67 gaseous planets for weather studies. Fig. (7.19)
shows the temperature distribution covered by the tier 3 sample. Only 3% of the mission lifetime
is required to achieve the tier 3 science objectives for this sample.
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Figure 7.19: Temperature distribution of the planets observable by ARIEL in the Benchmark.
7.4.4 Compliance with TESS expected yields
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) is expected to provide a large fraction of
the targets observable by ARIEL. The numbers of targets envisioned in the sample presented
here are perfectly in line with the expected yield from the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
(TESS), as shown in Fig 7.20 where I compare the expected TESS discoveries and the ARIEL
MRS. It is noticeable that the ARIEL MRS is well within the TESS sample (Sullivan et al.,
2015). The success of the TESS mission will allow the characterisation of hundreds of planets
by ARIEL.
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Figure 7.20: Comparison between the TESS targets (Sullivan et al., 2015) and the ARIEL
MRS (green bars).
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7.4.5 ARIEL MRS with currently known targets
In February 2018 ∼210 transiting planets fulfil the ARIEL previous criteria. It means that, even
if ARIEL were launched tomorrow, it would observe at least 210 relevant targets. Given the
number of planets known today, the MRS can be organised into the following three tiers:
• Survey: 210 planets using 30% of the mission lifetime (Fig 7.21);
• Deep: 158 planets using 60% of the mission lifetime (Fig 7.26);
• Benchmark: 67 planets using 10% of the mission lifetime (Fig 7.27).
In Fig 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23 I show the key physical parameters of the known planets defining
the current observable MRS current MRS. In Fig 7.24 and 7.25 I show the properties of the
stellar hosts. As mentioned previously, the number of known planets is expected to increase
dramatically in the future.
Pictorial representation (M. Ollivier, private comm.) of the known planets sky coordinates
and their sky visibility all over the year is given in Fig 7.28. It shows that objects far away from
the ecliptic plane will be visible longer than the planet close to this plane.
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Figure 7.21: ARIEL MRS with currently available planets radius distribution.
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Figure 7.22: ARIEL MRS with currently available planets temperature distribution.
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Figure 7.23: ARIEL MRS with currently available planets density distribution.
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Figure 7.24: Temperature distribution of the stellar hosts for the planets shown in fig. 7.21
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Figure 7.25: Metallicity distribution of the stellar hosts for the planets shown in fig. 7.21
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Figure 7.26: Planets known today and observable by ARIEL in Deep mode, distributed in
size-bins (top) and temperature bins (bottom) – 158 planets.
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Figure 7.27: Planets known today and observable by ARIEL in Benchmark mode, distributed
size-bins (top) and temperature bins (bottom) – 67 planets.
Figure 7.28: A plot illustrating the fraction of the year for which a given location in the sky
(in equatorial coordinates) is visible to ARIEL, as seen from a representative operational orbit
of ARIEL at L2. Yellow dots: planets observed in tier 1. Red dots: planets observed in tier 2.
Green dots: planets observed in tier 3. (Marc Ollivier, private communication)
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Table 7.5: Bins of Teff , [Fe/H], Rpl, Tpl defining the 4D parameter space.
Stellar Temp.: Teff 3000 < T (K) < 4100 4100 < T (K) < 5800 T > 5800K
Labels M-Late K Early K-G F-G
Metallicity: [Fe/H] [Fe/H] < -0.15 −0.15 <[Fe/H]< 0.15 [Fe/H]> 0.15
Labels Low [Fe/H] Solar High [Fe/H]
Planet Radius: Rpl Rpl < 3R⊕ 3 < R⊕ < 8 Rpl > 8R⊕
Labels Earths/ Super Earths Neptunes Jupiters
Planet Temp.: Tpl contiguous bins: [250, 500, 800, 1200, 1600, 2600] K
7.5 MRS optimisation for star/planet properties
In this section, I show another possible selection of the tier 1 sample that maximises the diversity
of stellar hosts, additionally to other planet parameters.
7.5.1 Method
I will limit our analysis to those systems which can be studied in up to six visits for each planet
(either transit or an occultation).
I chose four physical quantities that define a 4D space to distribute the ARIEL targets. The
quantities are: stellar effective temperature (Teff ), metallicity ([Fe/H]), planetary radius (Rpl)
and planetary theoretical equilibrium temperature (Tpl). For the metallicity, I use the values
observed in the solar neighbourhood and reported by Casagrande et al. (2011). I adopt three bins
for stellar Teff , [Fe/H] and planetary Rpl, while for the Tpl I use five bins, as detailed in Table
7.5. The three Teff bins correspond approximately to the ranges of spectral types M-Late / K
stars, Early K-G stars and F-G stars, respectively, as indicated in the labels in Fig 7.30 to 7.32.
Analogously, I separated the sample in low metallicity, solar metallicity and high metallicity. I
inferred from Casagrande et al. (2011) that the metallicities of stars in the solar neighbourhood
are consistent with a normal distribution with mean -0.1 and standard deviation sd=0.2. Using
such model distribution, I simulated the values of [Fe/H] for each star in the ARIEL sample.
The binning into three intervals of Teff , [Fe/H] and Rpl is a reasonable trade-off between a
detailed representation of the sample and a simple visualisation of the richness and diversity of
the physical configurations of the sample.
The 4D space of Teff , [Fe/H], Rpl and Tpl is composed by a total of 3×3×3×5 = 135 cells.
I assume that ten systems are sufficiently reliable to determine the properties of the atmospheres
of planets in each cell.
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Figure 7.29: Distribution of the 9545 planets in the 4D space of Teff , [Fe/H], Rpl, Tpl. Above
each panels I indicate the spectral type and metallicity. The numbers in each cell are the numbers
of planets with the corresponding properties. The colour scale indicates more populated cells
(darker orange/brown). Grey cells without any number indicate no objects.
7.5.2 Results
The population of 9545 planets is distributed in the 4-D bins as in Fig 7.29.
From this distribution I selected 1002 exoplanets, requiring 1538 satellite visits altogether.
These 1002 planets are distributed in the 4D space as shown in Fig. 7.30. The 3× 3 panel grid
distributes the sample along the three spectral types and the metallicity ranges reported in Table
7.5. Each panel is a matrix with planetary radii along the x-axis and (calculated) equilibrium
temperatures along the y-axis, as specified in Table 7.5 and discussed above. The numbers in
each box identify the numbers of systems with the corresponding Rpl, Tpl, spectral type, and
[Fe/H] values.
The 1002 systems in Fig. 7.30 tend to populate the cells corresponding to F-G-early and K
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Figure 7.30: Same as Fig. 7.29 1002 planets of the Mission Reference Sample.
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Figure 7.31: Same as Fig. 7.30 for the selected sample of 908 known and simulated planetary
systems. They have been selected by filling each cell with up to 10 objects and for a budget of
total satellite visits of about 1500.
stars orbited by Neptunes/Jupiters size planets (with a number of planets per cell N > 20), as
these systems are the easiest to be observed with high signal to noise and, on average, with one
or two visits. At the same time, planets around M or late K stars are much less represented
in this distribution, especially planets smaller than Neptunes. This issue was identified in the
previous sections as a result of extending the occurrence rate for F, G, K to M stars and it can
be addressed by prioritising these targets over the rest of the population. I selected 908 planets
and, in particular, 594 of them require only 1 visit (65.4%), 151 planets require 2 visits (16.6%),
83 planets require 3 visits (9.1%), 41 planets require 4 visits (4.5%), and 39 planets require 5
visits (4.4%). The final sample is shown in Fig 7.31, where now ∼ 19% of the population are
Earths/Super Earth or Neptunes around M, or K stars observable with less than six visits.
Assuming a total number of visits as in the 1002 planets configuration (approximately 1500
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Figure 7.32: Average number of visits required for the sample selected in Fig. 7.31. The
binning is as in Figs. 7.30 to 7.31.
visits), I fixed the maximum number of systems (10 planets in our choice) in each 4D space cell.
This choice implies that any additional targets in an “already full" cell will be discarded. In this
way, I can include planets in the empty or poorly populated parts of the parameter space. The
goal is to verify that I can cover with enough statistics most of the 4D parameter space. The
distribution of systems selected with such criteria is shown in Fig. 7.31. Compared to Fig. 7.30,
I see that I can efficiently cover most of the 4D space in planetary sizes, planetary temperatures,
host temperatures and metallicities, apart from those combinations of parameters corresponding
to not physical or rare systems (e.g., very hot planets around very cool stars), not present in the
reference population of Figure 7.29. Our selection is composed of 908 unique planets requiring a
total of 1504 visits. Among already known systems, 92 of the initial 211 systems are in this new
list. This selection is not unique and depends on our choices, but our exercise shows that we
have great freedom on the final choice on how to spend ARIEL observing time, as it can be easily
tuned on specific needs. Fig. 7.32 shows the average number of visits required to cover each cell
of the 4D space. The number of visits needed for Jupiters and Neptunes is, typically, one or two,
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while Earths/Super Earths require from 3 to 5 visits each. To summarise, out of the 908 planets
in our selection there are 594 planets requiring only 1 visit (65.4%), 151 planets requiring 2 visits
(16.6%), 83 planets requiring 3 visits (9.1%), 41 planets requiring 4 visits (4.5%), and 39 planets
requiring 5 visits (4.4%).
As a final comment, I have verified that, by increasing the maximum number of systems per
4D cell while keeping fixed the total number of visits to ∼ 1500, I obtain that the number of
observed planets increases (for example assuming N=15 as maximum systems per cell, I can
observe up to 1000 systems), but at the same time the 4D cells of systems with cold/warm
Earths/Super Earths would tend to be left empty and thus unexplored. This exercise shows the
degree of flexibility offered by ARIEL in the choice of the target sample.
7.6 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter I demonstrated that the current ARIEL design enables the observation of 900-1000
planets during its four-year lifetime, depending on the physical parameters of the planet/star
systems which one wants to optimise. The optimal sample of targets fulfils all the science
objectives of the mission. While we currently know ∼200 transiting exoplanets which could
be part of the mission reference sample, new space missions and ground-based observatories
are expected to discover thousands of new planets in the next decade. NASA-TESS alone is
expected to deliver most ARIEL targets. Since the publication of Zingales et al. (2018) work
other surveys related to other space missions came out. In particular it is remarkable the work
of Barclay et al. (2018) about the TESS sample which is still compatible with the current MRS
and confirms that the TESS space mission will provide valuable candidates for the final ARIEL
mission reference sample.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
At the centre of exoplanetary research lies the data and techniques necessary to analyse them. In
this thesis I described the “classic” methodology to study exoplanets, focusing on the physics of
their atmosphere and the importance of transit spectroscopy to infer exoplanetary atmospheric
properties.
In the future, many ground-based surveys and space missions (e.g. JWST, ARIEL and
Twinkle) will provide more accurate observations of thousands of exoplanetary atmospheres.
The high number of exoplanets observed will enable population studies on a more statistically
consistent sample of targets than those available today. For this reason, it is necessary to improve
our techniques to study consistently a large sample of exoplanetary atmospheres.
With this thesis, I offered a new tool to analyse quickly complex atmospheres, ExoGAN. I
described the traditional techniques which make use of computationally-intensive Bayesian anal-
ysis, and I showed how neural network algorithms could increase the computational efficiency
during an atmospheric retrieval. At the current stage, ExoGAN can be used to generate infor-
mative prior distributions for a subsequent Bayesian analysis. In the future, it could potentially
substitute the current analysis method, allowing to include computationally-intensive models
which are, otherwise, prohibitive to include in a standard retrieval code.
I started this thesis by explaining the atmospheric models used in a retrieval tool such as
TauREx and illustrated the rationale behind Bayesian analysis. After explaining the state-of-art
techniques and models to study exoplanetary atmospheres, I applied a fully-Bayesian retrieval
tool, TauREx, to the atmosphere of 30 exoplanets, demonstrating the existence of, at least,
water vapour, in all the detectable exoplanetary atmospheres of the sample considered.
After explaining the traditional analysis techniques, I described the theory behind some
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deep learning algorithms, focusing on the basics of artificial neural networks and convolutional
neural networks. Then, I introduced ExoGAN, a Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Network, trained on a set of 10 million exoplanetary atmospheres, and able to understand how
exoplanetary spectra are related to the chemical and physical parameters of the atmospheres.
After explaining all the possible techniques used to study exoplanetary atmospheres, I sug-
gested how to generate a list of potential candidates for a space mission dedicated to transit
spectroscopy: the ARIEL space mission. I demonstrated how, using the instruments mount on
board of the ARIEL space mission, it will be possible to characterise at least 1000 exoplanetary
atmospheres after the year 2028.
My thesis explains how the use of artificial intelligent algorithms can be used to accelerate
the resolution of many complex physical problems. It introduces ExoGAN to the scientific
community, and explains how it can be used to analyse exoplanetary atmospheres. Even though
my application was focused to atmospheric analysis, due to its versatility, ExoGAN can be
shaped to solve many different problems in all the scientific fields.
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Appendix A
Additional material for Chapter 4
In this Appendix I show all the posterior distributions computed for all the 30 planet and their
best fit spectrum. I also include the contribution graphs, which show the main components of
a the final retrieved transmission model. The number of free parameters computed with the
T -REx retrieval code is 10 for each planet (12 TiO and VO are included, just for those planets
with an equilibrium temperature above 1400K). In the following are shown the low resolution
retrievals. Retrievals for input spectra with a higher resolution do not show significant differences
so I decided to show just the analysis of low resolution spectra. Posterior distributions are useful
in order to see any correlation between the parameters and the convergence around a solution.
For some cases there is more than one statistically significant solution, in these cases I show
the posterior of all the possible solutions, the best fitted spectra in different colours and the
contribution graph of the first possible models. For each of the following retrieval, T -REx
needs ∼7 hours on 24 CPU cores using cross sections between 0.3µm and 50µm at resolution
R = 15000.
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Figure A.1: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-121 b.
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Figure A.2: Best fit spectrum for WASP-121 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.3: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for GJ-436 b.
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Figure A.4: Best fit spectrum for GJ-436 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.5: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-43 b.
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Figure A.6: Best fit spectrum for WASP-43 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.7: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-26 b.
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Figure A.8: Best fit spectrum for HATP-26 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.9: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-3 b.
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Figure A.10: Best fit spectrum for HATP-3 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.11: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HD-189733 b.
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Figure A.12: Best fit spectrum for HD-189733 b transmission spectrum in low resolution
(right) and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.13: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-12 b.
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Figure A.14: Best fit spectrum for WASP-12 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.15: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-74 b.
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Figure A.16: Best fit spectrum for WASP-74 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.17: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-11 b.
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Figure A.18: Best fit spectrum for HATP-11 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.19: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-12 b.
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Figure A.20: Best fit spectrum for HATP-12 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.21: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-18 b.
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Figure A.22: Best fit spectrum for HATP-18 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.23: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-52 b.
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Figure A.24: Best fit spectrum for WASP-52 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.25: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HD-209458 b.
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Figure A.26: Best fit spectrum for HD-209458 b transmission spectrum in low resolution
(right) and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.27: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-39 b.
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Figure A.28: Best fit spectrum for WASP-39 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.29: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-63 b.
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Figure A.30: Best fit spectrum for WASP-63 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.31: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-69 b.
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Figure A.32: Best fit spectrum for WASP-69 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.33: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-101 b.
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Figure A.34: Best fit spectrum for WASP-101 b transmission spectrum in low resolution
(right) and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.35: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-80 b.
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Figure A.36: Best fit spectrum for WASP-80 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.37: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-29 b.
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Figure A.38: Best fit spectrum for WASP-29 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.39: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HD-149026 b.
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Figure A.40: Best fit spectrum for HD-149026 b transmission spectrum in low resolution
(right) and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.41: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-17 b.
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Figure A.42: Best fit spectrum for HATP-17 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.43: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-38 b.
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Figure A.44: Best fit spectrum for HATP-38 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.45: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-32 b.
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Figure A.46: Best fit spectrum for HATP-32 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.47: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-31 b.
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Figure A.48: Best fit spectrum for WASP-31 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.49: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-76 b.
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Figure A.50: Best fit spectrum for WASP-76 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.51: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for XO-1 b.
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Figure A.52: Best fit spectrum for XO-1 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.53: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for GJ-3470 b.
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Figure A.54: Best fit spectrum for GJ-3470 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.55: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-1 b.
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Figure A.56: Best fit spectrum for HATP-1 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.57: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for WASP-67 b.
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Figure A.58: Best fit spectrum for WASP-67 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Figure A.59: The posterior distribution of the Bayesian retrieval for HATP-41 b.
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Figure A.60: Best fit spectrum for HATP-41 b transmission spectrum in low resolution (right)
and contribution from each parameter in the model (left).
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Appendix B
Additional material for Chapter 6
B.1 The ADAM optimiser
The Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM) is a very popular algorithm in deep learning and
it computes adaptive learning rate for the parameters of a neural network. It stores the expo-
nentially decaying average of past squared gradients vt together with the exponentially decaying
average of the past gradientsmt. Keeping the notation of Ruder (2016), the past and the squared
past gradients, mt and vt are defined as:
mt = β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt (B.1)
and,
vt = β2vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t , (B.2)
with β1 and β2 being the decay rates, and gt = ∇zL(zt) the gradient of the L function
defined in Equation 6.9
Equations B.1 and B.2 estimates, respectively, the mean (or first moment) and the variance
(or second moment) of the gradients. Since the two moments are initialised as vectors of 0’s,
they are biased towards zero, particularly during the first time steps or when the decay rates
β1 and β2 are small. To correct the biases Kingma and Ba (2014) defined the bias-corrected
moments as:
mˆt =
mt
1− βt1
(B.3)
and,
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vˆt =
vt
1− βt2
. (B.4)
At this point it is possible to update the z variable using the Adam update rule:
zt+1 = zt − η√
vˆt + ε
mˆt (B.5)
We used the values suggested by Kingma and Ba (2014) for the hyperparameters, shown in
Table B.2.
B.2 Batch Normalisation
A characteristics of DCGANs is the use of batch normalisation (BN) (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015;
Xiang and Li, 2017). BN is now a common technique in deep learning applications to accelerate
the training of neural networks. DCGAN networks (Radford et al., 2015) use BN for both
the Discriminator and the Generator nets. Nevertheless, GAN architectures started using BN
just for the generator net with the LAPGAN networks (Denton et al., 2015). Nowadays, many
GAN architectures use BN. The idea behind BN is using a batch of samples {x1, x2, ..., xm} and
computing, keeping the notation of Xiang and Li (2017), the following:
yi =
xi − µB
σB
· γ + β, (B.6)
with µB , σB , respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the batch and γ and β
the learned parameters. BN allows to have an output with a mean µ and a standard deviation
σ independently on the input distribution.
B.3 ExoGAN architecture and parameters
ExoGAN is made up of two neural networks, the generator and the discriminator, whose param-
eters are shown in Tab B.1.
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Layer Operation Output Dimension
Discriminator (θ(D))
X m · 33 · 33 · 1
h0 conv leaky relu - batch norm m · 17 · 17 · 64
h1 conv leaky relu - batch norm m · 9 · 9 · 128
h2 conv leaky relu - batch norm m · 5 · 5 · 256
h3 conv leaky relu - batch norm m · 3 · 3 · 512
h4 linear sigmoid m · 1
Generator (θ(G))
z m · 100
h0 linear relu - batch norm m · 3 · 3 · 512
h1 deconv relu - batch norm m · 5 · 5 · 256
h2 deconv relu - batch norm m · 9 · 9 · 128
h3 deconv relu - batch norm m · 17 · 17 · 64
h4 deconv sigmoid m · 33 · 33 · 1
Table B.1: Architecture of ExoGAN listing the hyperparameters θ(D) and θ(G). We used 5
layer deep networks for both Generator and Discriminators. m is the batch size fixed to 64
during training.
Hyper-parameter Stage DescriptionTraining Prediction
batch size 64 1024 Number of spectral samples used at eachtraining/prediction iteration for both net-
works
z 100 100 Generator gaussian prior distribution
η 2 · 10−4 1 · 10−1 Learning rate for the Adam optimizer
β1 0.5 0.9
Exponential decay rate for the first moment
estimates in the Adam optimizer.
β2 - 0.999
Exponential decay rate for the second moment
estimates in the Adam optimizer.
λ - 0.1
Hyper-parameter that controls the impor-
tance of the contextual loss compared to the
perceptual loss
ε - 10−8
Constant which prevents the denominator in
Equation B.5 to be zero
Table B.2: Hyperparameters used in ExoGAN.
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Appendix C
Additional material for Chapter 7
C.1 ESA Radiometric Model validation with ExoSim
I compare the out-of-transit signal and noise from ESA Radiometric Model (ERM) with that
from ExoSim. An early version of ARIEL with a grating design was used for the instrument
model in each. I model 55 Cancri and GJ 1214 with the same PHOENIX spectra in each
simulator and include only photon noise and the noise floor, Nmin(λ), which is dominated by
dark current noise. All the calculations are done per unit time and spectral bin (R = 30 in Ch1
and R = 100 in Ch0). The noise variance was compared assuming an aperture mask on the
final images, and the noiseless signal per unit time was compared assuming no aperture. In the
ERM, I use the following expression for Nmin giving the noise variance:
Nmin(λ) =
2.44fλ2
mR∆pix2
Idc (C.1)
where Idc is the dark current per pixel, m is the reciprocal linear dispersion of the spectrum
in µm wavelength per µm distance, R is the spectral resolving power and ∆pix is the pixel
pitch. The ExoSim noise variance results are the mean results from 50 simulations, with the
standard deviations shown as error bars in the following figures. For 55 Cancri e case (Fig
C.1), overall wavelength bins, the ERM signal is always within 2% of ExoSim, and the averaged
noise variance within 5% of the ERM. In 94% of the bins, the ERM noise variance is within the
standard deviation from ExoSim.
For GJ 1214 (Fig C.2), the ERM signal is within 4% of ExoSim over all bins, and the averaged
noise variance within 6% of ExoSim over all bins. The ERM noise variance is always within the
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Figure C.1: Comparison between the out-of-transit signal (left) and noise (right) simulated
by ExoSim (white points) and the ESA Radiometric Model (blue points) for the star 55 Cancri.
Subplots show the percent difference of the ERM from ExoSim.
standard deviation from ExoSim over all bins.
There is, therefore, a good agreement between the two simulators.
Figure C.2: Comparison between the out-of-transit signal (left) and noise (right) simulated
by ExoSim (white points) and the ESA Radiometric Model (blue points) for the star GJ 1214.
Subplots show the percent difference of the ERM from ExoSim.
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C.2 Known planets observable by ARIEL
# Planet planetary properties stellar properties ObservationR (R⊕) M (M⊕) P (days) T (K) R (R) T (K) # type
1 55 Cnc e 1.88 8.07 0.74 1891 0.95 5196 1 transit
2 EPIC 204129699 b 15.47 563.97 1.26 1473 0.91 5280 1 transit
3 WASP-52 b 13.94 146.24 1.75 1267 0.87 5000 1 transit
4 HD 189733 A b 12.49 361.78 2.22 1180 0.80 4980 1 transit
5 WASP-77 A b 13.28 559.52 1.36 1762 1.00 5500 1 transit
6 WASP-85 A b 16.24 387.85 2.66 1341 1.04 5685 1 transit
7 WASP-33 b 15.78 1459.19 1.22 2541 1.50 7200 1 occultation
8 WASP-19 b 15.21 371.32 0.79 1998 0.97 5500 1 occultation
9 WASP-95 b 13.28 359.23 2.18 1521 1.11 5630 1 transit
10 WASP-121 b 19.83 376.08 1.27 2295 1.35 6459 1 transit
11 WASP-12 b 19.05 446.34 1.09 2399 1.35 6118 1 occultation
12 WASP-35 b 14.48 228.89 3.16 1414 1.07 5990 1 transit
13 HAT-P-30 b 14.70 226.03 2.81 1594 1.24 6304 1 transit
14 WASP-108 b 14.09 283.57 2.68 1558 1.17 6000 2 transit
15 HD 209458 b 15.14 226.99 3.52 1401 1.15 6075 1 transit
16 WASP-122 b 21.64 436.17 1.71 1900 1.40 5720 1 transit
17 WASP-2 A b 12.26 290.57 2.15 1276 0.89 5255 2 transit
18 HAT-P-32 b 22.35 299.15 2.15 1850 1.18 6207 1 transit
19 WASP-43 b 11.37 646.62 0.81 1403 0.72 4520 1 occultation
20 WASP-123 b 14.56 292.47 2.98 1477 1.21 5740 1 transit
21 WASP-101 b 15.47 158.95 3.59 1518 1.34 6400 1 transit
22 WASP-74 b 17.12 302.01 2.14 1872 1.48 5990 1 transit
23 WASP-76 b 20.08 292.47 1.81 2125 1.46 6250 1 transit
24 WASP-1 b 16.27 271.49 2.52 1777 1.24 6160 1 occultation
25 KELT-10 b 15.35 215.86 4.17 1340 1.11 5948 1 transit
26 KELT-3 b 14.90 464.78 2.70 1774 1.28 6304 1 transit
27 WASP-62 b 15.25 181.21 4.41 1389 1.25 6230 1 transit
28 HD 149026 b 7.88 113.17 2.88 1699 1.30 6147 1 transit
29 WASP-97 b 12.40 419.64 2.07 1500 1.12 5640 2 occultation
30 WASP-94 A b 18.87 143.69 3.95 1464 1.29 6170 1 transit
31 HAT-P-8 b 14.50 405.33 3.08 1687 1.19 6200 1 occultation
32 WASP-54 b 18.14 202.19 3.69 1531 1.15 6100 1 transit
33 WASP-109 b 15.83 289.30 3.32 1729 0.91 6520 1 transit
34 HAT-P-41 b 18.49 254.33 2.69 1886 1.42 6390 1 transit
35 HAT-P-13 b 14.05 270.22 2.92 1600 1.22 5638 1 transit
36 KELT-15 b 15.83 289.30 3.33 1500 1.18 6003 2 transit
37 KELT-7 b 16.82 406.92 2.73 1996 1.53 6789 1 transit
38 HAT-P-6 b 14.59 336.03 3.85 1629 1.29 6570 2 transit
39 WASP-49 b 12.24 120.17 2.78 1334 0.94 5600 1 transit
40 WASP-15 b 15.67 172.31 3.75 1609 1.18 6300 1 transit
41 WASP-79 b 18.65 286.12 3.66 1709 1.56 6600 1 transit
42 KELT-4A b 18.64 286.75 2.99 1779 1.20 6206 1 transit
43 WASP-17 b 21.85 154.50 3.74 1725 1.31 6650 1 transit
44 WASP-3 b 15.96 654.89 1.85 1933 1.24 6400 1 occultation
45 WASP-7 b 14.59 305.19 4.95 1448 1.28 6400 1 transit
46 KELT-8 b 20.41 275.63 3.24 1633 1.21 5754 1 transit
47 HAT-P-22 b 11.85 682.55 3.21 1248 0.92 5302 3 transit
48 WASP-13 b 15.44 158.95 4.35 1494 1.19 5989 1 transit
49 HAT-P-33 b 20.05 242.56 3.47 1799 1.40 6446 1 transit
50 TrES-4 A b 20.17 157.05 3.55 1644 1.45 6295 1 transit
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# Planet planetary properties stellar properties ObservationR (R⊕) M (M⊕) P (days) T (K) R (R) T (K) # type
51 WASP-82 b 18.33 394.20 2.71 2127 1.63 6490 1 transit
52 WASP-31 b 16.87 151.96 3.41 1502 1.16 6200 1 transit
53 HAT-P-45 b 15.65 283.57 3.13 1605 1.26 6330 2 transit
54 KELT-2A b 14.33 472.41 4.11 1671 1.31 6148 1 transit
55 WASP-26 b 14.06 326.81 2.76 1618 1.12 5950 2 occultation
56 TrES-2 12.83 398.34 2.47 1458 0.98 5850 4 transit
57 WASP-50 b 12.62 467.32 1.96 1354 0.89 5400 5 transit
58 WASP-63 b 15.69 120.80 4.38 1496 1.32 5570 1 transit
59 XO-2N b 10.68 189.79 2.62 1312 0.97 5332 2 transit
60 WASP-104 b 12.48 404.38 1.76 1476 1.08 5475 3 occultation
61 WASP-41 b 13.28 292.47 3.05 1278 0.95 5450 2 transit
62 HAT-P-40 b 18.98 195.51 4.46 1719 1.51 6080 1 transit
63 WASP-48 b 18.33 311.55 2.14 1980 1.19 5920 1 occultation
64 HAT-P-4 b 13.94 216.18 3.06 1653 1.26 5890 2 transit
65 WASP-4 b 14.96 356.53 1.34 1818 0.93 5500 1 occultation
66 WASP-103 b 17.59 467.32 0.93 2430 1.20 6110 1 occultation
67 WASP-75 b 13.94 340.16 2.48 1660 1.14 6100 2 occultation
68 Qatar-1 b 12.77 422.82 1.42 1347 0.85 4910 5 occultation
69 WASP-20 b 16.00 99.50 4.90 1345 1.20 5950 1 transit
70 TrES-3 b 14.32 607.20 1.31 1654 0.88 5720 1 occultation
71 PTFO 8-8695 b 20.96 953.72 0.45 1884 0.34 3470 1 occultation
72 HAT-P-1 b 13.35 166.58 4.47 1259 1.13 5975 1 transit
73 WASP-90 b 17.89 200.28 3.92 1791 1.55 6430 2 transit
74 HAT-P-46 b 14.09 156.73 4.47 1413 1.28 6120 1 transit
75 WASP-111 b 15.82 581.77 2.31 2065 1.50 6400 1 occultation
76 XO-1 b 12.99 286.12 3.94 1216 1.00 5940 1 transit
77 WASP-34 b 13.39 187.57 4.32 1131 1.01 5700 1 transit
78 WASP-88 b 18.65 178.03 4.95 1716 1.45 6431 1 transit
79 HATS-3 b 18.62 361.78 3.55 1757 1.30 6351 2 occultation
80 WASP-100 b 18.54 645.35 2.85 2143 1.57 6900 1 occultation
81 WASP-68 b 13.61 302.01 5.08 1447 1.24 5911 2 transit
82 CoRoT-2 b 16.08 1052.27 1.74 1484 0.97 5575 1 occultation
83 HAT-P-49 b 15.51 549.98 2.69 2072 1.54 6820 1 occultation
84 HAT-P-56 b 16.09 693.04 2.79 1791 1.30 6566 1 occultation
85 HAT-P-7 b 16.01 543.30 2.20 2141 1.59 6310 1 occultation
86 WASP-21 b 12.75 87.74 4.32 1298 0.89 5800 1 transit
87 WASP-22 b 12.71 186.93 3.53 1383 1.10 6000 2 transit
88 WASP-24 b 12.11 328.08 2.34 1611 1.13 6075 4 occultation
89 WASP-25 b 13.83 184.39 3.76 1209 1.00 5750 1 transit
90 HAT-P-5 b 13.74 336.98 2.79 1477 1.16 5960 6 transit
91 WASP-69 b 11.60 82.66 3.87 938 0.83 4715 1 transit
92 WASP-87 b 15.20 693.04 1.68 2251 1.20 6450 1 occultation
93 HAT-P-24 b 13.63 217.77 3.36 1581 1.19 6329 4 transit
94 HAT-P-39 b 17.24 190.43 3.54 1705 1.40 6430 3 transit
95 WASP-16 b 11.06 271.81 3.12 1235 1.02 5550 4 transit
96 TrES-1 b 12.06 241.93 3.03 1147 0.88 5250 2 transit
97 WASP-64 b 13.95 404.06 1.57 1587 0.98 5400 3 occultation
98 WASP-6 b 13.43 159.91 3.36 1161 0.89 5450 1 transit
99 WASP-55 b 14.27 181.21 4.47 1236 1.01 5900 1 transit
100 HAT-P-36 b 13.87 582.41 1.33 1778 1.02 5580 1 occultation
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) T (K) # type
101 HAT-P-9 b 15.36 213.00 3.92 1490 1.28 6350 4 transit
102 HAT-P-14 b 13.17 699.40 4.63 1525 1.39 6600 3 occultation
103 WASP-28 b 13.31 288.34 3.41 1429 1.02 6150 6 transit
104 XO-4 b 14.70 546.80 4.13 1418 1.32 5700 6 occultation
105 WASP-58 b 15.03 282.94 5.02 1242 0.94 5800 2 transit
106 HAT-P-23 b 15.01 664.43 1.21 1997 1.13 5905 1 occultation
107 Qatar-2 b 12.55 790.63 1.34 1256 0.74 4645 9 occultation
108 WASP-5 b 12.85 520.41 1.63 1693 1.00 5700 2 occultation
109 WASP-65 b 12.20 492.76 2.31 1446 0.93 5600 7 occultation
110 CoRoT-1 b 16.35 327.44 1.51 1839 0.95 6298 1 occultation
111 HAT-P-27 b 11.19 197.10 3.04 1161 0.92 5300 3 transit
112 KELT-6 b 12.95 140.51 7.85 1284 1.13 6272 1 transit
113 WASP-45 b 12.73 320.13 3.13 1165 0.91 5140 6 transit
114 WASP-72 b 11.08 448.25 2.22 1819 1.23 6250 2 occultation
115 HATS-1 b 14.29 589.72 3.45 1332 0.99 5870 14 transit
116 WASP-78 b 19.20 368.77 2.18 2136 2.02 6100 1 occultation
117 WASP-96 b 13.17 152.60 3.43 1251 1.06 5540 3 transit
118 HAT-P-28 b 13.30 199.01 3.26 1345 1.02 5680 6 transit
119 WASP-39 b 13.94 89.01 4.06 1088 0.93 5400 1 transit
120 WASP-80 b 10.45 176.12 3.07 794 0.57 4145 1 transit
121 HATS-2 b 12.82 427.58 1.35 1528 0.88 5227 5 occultation
122 WASP-71 b 16.02 712.75 2.90 1987 1.56 6050 1 occultation
123 WASP-38 b 11.96 861.53 6.87 1218 1.23 6150 10 transit
124 WASP-110 b 13.58 162.13 3.78 1113 0.89 5400 1 transit
125 HAT-P-3 b 9.07 187.88 2.90 1115 0.92 5224 4 transit
126 WASP-47 b 12.84 336.98 4.16 1240 1.04 5576 8 transit
127 WASP-98 b 12.07 263.86 2.96 1149 0.69 5525 8 transit
128 WASP-46 b 14.38 667.92 1.43 1615 0.96 5620 3 occultation
129 HAT-P-25 b 13.06 180.22 3.65 1172 1.01 5500 3 transit
130 WASP-18 b 12.78 3315.77 0.94 2345 1.24 6400 1 occultation
131 WASP-67 b 15.36 133.52 4.61 1000 0.87 5200 1 transit
132 WASP-14 b 14.06 2333.75 2.24 1834 1.21 6462 1 occultation
133 WASP-60 b 9.44 163.40 4.31 1261 0.51 5900 6 transit
134 WASP-11 b 11.47 146.24 3.72 1002 0.82 4974 1 transit
135 HAT-P-35 b 14.62 335.07 3.65 1537 1.24 6096 12 occultation
136 WASP-36 b 13.93 724.51 1.54 1655 1.02 5881 3 occultation
137 HAT-P-50 b 14.13 429.17 3.12 1805 1.27 6280 3 occultation
138 WASP-99 b 12.07 883.78 5.75 1438 1.48 6180 6 occultation
139 HAT-P-42 b 14.01 309.96 4.64 1389 1.18 5743 13 transit
140 WASP-73 b 12.73 597.66 4.09 1736 1.34 6036 3 occultation
141 WASP-135 b 14.27 604.02 1.40 1673 0.98 5675 3 occultation
142 WASP-23 b 10.56 281.03 2.94 1099 0.78 5150 10 transit
143 TrES-5 b 13.27 565.24 1.48 1433 0.88 5171 10 occultation
144 HAT-P-16 b 13.06 1332.98 2.78 1527 1.22 6140 3 occultation
145 Kepler-12 b 19.20 136.70 4.44 1341 1.09 5953 2 transit
146 Kepler-7 b 17.71 137.65 4.89 1584 1.36 5933 4 transit
147 WASP-44 b 11.00 276.26 2.42 1275 0.92 5410 28 transit
148 XO-5 b 11.30 342.39 4.19 1206 0.88 5510 16 transit
149 HAT-P-43 b 14.08 209.82 3.33 1322 1.05 5645 12 transit
150 HAT-P-55 b 12.97 185.02 3.58 1278 1.01 5808 10 transit
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) T (K) # type
151 WASP-32 b 13.06 1144.46 2.72 1507 1.10 6100 5 occultation
152 HAT-P-29 b 12.15 247.33 5.72 1224 1.21 6087 8 transit
153 WASP-10 b 11.85 972.79 3.09 1009 0.71 4675 37 transit
154 Kepler-6 b 14.27 213.00 3.23 1354 1.05 5640 15 transit
155 HD219134b 1.61 4.47 3.09 934 0.78 4699 1 transit
156 HATS-13 b 13.30 172.62 3.04 1212 0.96 5523 10 transit
157 HAT-P-51 b 14.19 98.23 4.22 1159 0.98 5449 2 transit
158 HAT-P-34 b 13.14 1057.99 5.45 1440 1.39 6442 10 occultation
159 WASP-37 b 12.47 539.17 3.58 1293 0.85 5800 43 transit
160 WASP-56 b 11.98 181.52 4.62 1117 1.03 5600 4 transit
161 WASP-66 b 15.25 737.54 4.09 1754 1.30 6600 3 occultation
162 WASP-112 b 13.07 279.76 3.04 1349 0.81 5610 28 transit
163 HAT-P-44 b 14.05 124.62 4.30 1092 0.94 5295 2 transit
164 HAT-P-37 b 12.93 371.63 2.80 1166 0.93 5500 37 transit
165 Gliese 436 b 4.13 23.11 2.64 695 0.45 3684 1 transit
166 WASP-29 b 8.69 77.57 3.92 970 0.82 4800 1 transit
167 HD 219134 b 1.57 3.81 3.09 931 0.79 4699 1 transit
168 HAT-P-12 b 10.52 67.08 3.21 932 0.73 4650 1 transit
169 Kepler-13 A b 15.43 2571.87 1.76 2389 1.72 7200 1 occultation
170 HAT-P-19 b 12.17 92.83 4.01 982 0.84 4990 1 transit
171 CoRoT-11 b 15.25 791.59 2.99 1686 1.27 6440 5 occultation
172 Kepler-8 b 15.58 187.57 3.52 1528 1.13 6251 20 transit
173 HATS-10 b 10.63 167.22 3.31 1369 1.10 5880 28 transit
174 WTS-2 b 14.96 356.06 1.02 1495 0.82 5000 16 occultation
175 HAT-P-52 b 11.07 260.05 2.75 1184 0.89 5131 43 transit
176 HAT-P-20 b 9.51 2303.55 2.88 946 0.76 4595 97 occultation
177 WASP-120 b 16.62 1592.71 3.61 1842 1.45 6450 1 occultation
178 HATS-9 b 11.69 266.09 1.92 1769 1.03 5366 9 occultation
179 CoRoT-19 b 15.91 352.88 3.90 1616 1.21 6090 16 occultation
180 OGLE-TR-10 b 18.87 216.18 3.10 1554 1.28 6075 16 occultation
181 WASP-42 b 11.85 158.95 4.98 969 0.88 5200 1 transit
182 WASP-61 b 13.61 654.89 3.86 1509 1.22 6250 17 occultation
183 HAT-P-31 b 11.74 690.18 5.01 1343 1.22 6065 43 occultation
184 HAT-P-53 b 14.46 471.77 1.96 1624 1.09 5956 7 occultation
185 WASP-8 b 11.39 713.38 8.16 906 1.03 5600 6 transit
186 HATS-4 b 11.19 420.59 2.52 1282 1.00 5403 97 occultation
187 Kepler-447 b 18.11 435.53 7.79 908 0.76 5493 2 transit
188 Kepler-76 b 14.92 638.99 1.54 2074 1.20 6409 2 occultation
189 WASP-57 b 10.05 213.63 2.84 1430 1.01 5600 43 occultation
190 CoRoT-5 b 15.23 148.46 4.04 1315 1.00 6100 15 transit
191 HD 17156 b 12.02 1014.44 21.22 816 1.27 6079 9 transit
192 Kepler-412 b 14.54 298.51 1.72 1780 1.17 5750 12 occultation
193 XO-3 b 13.35 3748.12 3.19 1665 1.21 6429 1 occultation
194 WASP-117 b 11.20 87.58 10.02 997 1.13 6040 1 transit
195 Gliese 1214 b 2.77 6.20 1.58 552 0.18 3250 1 transit
196 Gliese 3470 b 3.80 13.73 3.34 635 0.51 3652 1 transit
197 HAT-P-11 b 4.96 25.75 4.89 848 0.81 4780 1 transit
198 GJ 1132 b 1.16 1.62 1.63 529 0.18 3270 1 transit
199 Gliese 436 c 0.66 0.28 1.37 813 0.45 3684 1 transit
200 HAT-P-26 b 6.20 18.76 4.23 967 0.82 5079 1 transit
201 HAT-P-18 b 10.39 62.31 5.51 818 0.77 4870 1 transit
202 HD 97658 b 2.34 7.55 9.49 729 0.77 5119 1 transit
203 HAT-P-17 b 11.08 169.76 10.34 758 0.86 5246 1 transit
204 WASP-84 b 10.70 222.53 8.52 780 0.85 5280 1 transit
205 HATS-6 b 10.95 101.41 3.33 693 0.57 3724 1 transit
206 EPIC 203771098 c 7.93 27.02 42.36 596 1.12 5743 1 transit
207 KOI-142 b 4.13 1.76 10.95 764 1.02 5513 1 transit
208 HATS-5 b 10.01 75.34 4.76 998 0.94 5304 1 transit
209 Kepler-51 b 6.95 2.10 45.15 496 1.04 6018 1 transit
210 HAT-P-2 b 10.44 2778.51 5.63 1443 1.36 6290 1 occultation
Table C.1: List of known planets observable by ARIEL. The former to last column represents
the number of transits/eclipses necessary to fulfil the ARIEL Tier 1 goals.
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